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With a major trade show
event like Vision Expo ap-
proaching next month, and
given the unsettling head-
lines jarring the U.S. econo-
my, it’s a good time to take a
renewed look at just how
eyewear (frames, lenses, con-

tact lenses, sunwear) is being
presented in dispensaries to

consumers who are thinking of many things
when considering their eyewear purchases.

Recognize the good news is that they’re
there. Weighed against other possible pur-
chases, from gas to groceries, home goods to
electronics, apparel to entertainment, if they are
in your place of business, they are ‘ready.’

Certainly the influence and recommenda-
tion of the eye doctor continues to play a
huge role in steering patients’ understand-
ing and expectations about what types of
choices are helpful and necessary for healthy,
quality vision. So hopefully, you are leverag-

ing that expertise in dialogs with patients.
But it’s also more critical than ever for pa-

tients-who-become-consumers—when they
walk into the dispensary or retail setting—to
see more than a sea. Of frames.

Do not think lightly of the influence of how
eyewear is presented in displays, in vignettes
in windows and by dispensing associates. This
is a big thing and sends important cues to peo-
ple deciding what to try on and to buy.

Some offices focus on first discussing lens
options with patients; others let consumers,
drawn to frame choices, go there first.

But whichever way it goes in your dispensary,
the manner in which collections can be em-
phasized to complement selections on frame
walls is a helpful directional signal.

There are many great brands and signature
looks of eyewear in our industry. Convey that
excitement to the customers who have decid-
ed, among all the things they could choose to
buy in this challenging environment, that they
want to buy new eyewear. ■■
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RAMSEY, Minn.—Vision-Ease Lens has
withdrawn its registration for an initial
public offering (IPO), according to docu-
ments filed with the U.S. Securities and
Exchange Commission. In October 2006,
the Ramsey-based lens manufacturer
filed to raise $86 million through an IPO. 

Rich Faber, chief financial officer of
Vision-Ease, told VM, “Our owners
elected not to pursue an IPO due to the
turbulent markets. There is no need to

force a transaction at a discount. Howev-
er, the company continues to do well on
both the top line and the bottom line.” 

Faber said, Dallas-based Orix Lever-
aged Finance arranged to finance a recap-
italization of Vision-Ease worth $117 mil-
lion. Vision-Ease is privately owned by
Insight Equity A.P.X, a Texas limited part-
nership, which purchased Vision-Ease in
August, 2004 from BMC Industries,
which had declared bankruptcy. ■■

NEWS VIEWS

VSP Files Appeal on Court Ruling in Tax-Exemption Case

IN THE NEWS

RANCHO CORDOVA, Calif.— Vision
Service Plan filed an appeal against a
recent ruling by the U.S. Court of
Appeals for the Ninth Circuit that VSP,
a not-for-profit corporation, does not
qualify for exemption from paying taxes.
In its February ruling, the appeals court
sided with the Internal Revenue Service
and affirmed a December 2006 federal

trial court decision. 
VSP’s motion to appeal was filed on

March 13. A company spokesman told
VM, “A full panel of this court can look at
the case again, the decision could stand or
we could choose to pursue this case by a
further appeal to the U.S. Supreme Court.” 

VSP officials have said the company
will continue to operate as a not-for-prof-

it organization with or without the tax
exemption, and that any excess rev-
enues generated will continue to be
used “to further the health of the com-
munity through charity care, patient
education, peer review, quality assur-
ance, and patient satisfaction programs.” 

The appeals court’s February ruling
came following oral arguments held in

December, when attorneys representing
VSP argued the company was entitled to
recover taxes paid in 2003 because it
served substantial numbers of individu-
als eligible for Medicare and Medicaid
and provided vision care services that
for-profit insurers did not even offer. 

VSP was originally granted status as a
tax-exempt organization in 1960. ■■

LOS ANGELES—In the ongoing litigation
matter in case 2-1087 between Revolu-
tion Eyewear and Aspex Eyewear involv-
ing certain magnetic clip patents, the
U.S. District Court in the Central District
of California, on Feb. 25, 2008, entered
a permanent injunction against Revolu-
tion, enjoining the company from “sell-
ing, offering to sell or manufacture in the
U.S. its IMF and IMFT frame sets which
were found on April 30, 2007 to infringe
U.S. patent number RE 37,545.” It
enjoined Revolution from “importing into
the U.S.” these frame sets and “from
publishing and distributing marketing or
promotional materials regarding IMF and
IMFT frame sets.”

The U.S. District Court also reinforced
the award of damages, determined by a
jury in September 2007, for a total of

$4.7 million to be paid by Revolution.
Joe Trojan, attorney for Revolution, con-

firmed to Vision Monday, “Revolution is
no longer selling and has not been selling
the IMF and IMFT frame sets for several
months.” He noted that over the past
year, Revolution has begun to sell a new
line, REV, which “does not infringe on any
of Aspex patents and Aspex has not
accused REV eyewear from infringing on
its patents in any way.” 

While he acknowledged Revolution
abides by the injunction, he added, “Rev-
olution is appealing the amount of dam-
ages in the matter.”

In a statement about the Feb. 25 deci-
sion, Aspex said, “This latest develop-
ment in the Federal Court reinforces
Aspex's resolve and determination to
enforce its rights.” ■■

Calif. Court Issues Permanent
Injunction to Revolution for IMF 

Series in Case With Aspex

ALEXANDRIA, Va.—The Vision Coun-
cil of America (VCA) is traveling to Los
Angeles, to wine and dine its members
and International Vision Expo exhibitors
at the VCA Exhibitor Town Hall West.  

The group is inviting company repre-
sentatives to attend the event at Roy’s in
Los Angeles from 5:30—8:00 p.m. on
Tuesday, April 22 where show manage-
ment will host a cocktail reception and
dinner featuring the Hawaiian Fusion
cuisine of Chef Roy Yamaguchi.  

A brief presentation on the many pro-
grams and opportunities available only
for International Vision Expo exhibitors
will be given during the dinner.

Reed will also hold its Exhibitor Uni-
versity program earlier the same day.
This is a free, focused seminar on how to
be a better exhibitor and produce an
increased return on investment. Present-
ed by Jefferson Davis,” the course will
provide practical information, tools, skills

and techniques to make all the pieces of
the show puzzle come together.”
Exhibitor University will take place from
9:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. at the Los Angeles
Convention Center, only a few blocks
away from the dinner.

Also, Vision Expo is reminding people
to attend “Accelerating Your Sales Cycle
at International Vision Expo East,” to be
held the day before the show floor opens
next month, on April 10. The course is
designed to help exhibitors maximize
their goals for the show and prepare how
to  communicate your products to atten-
dees. The free event, targeting exhibit
marketing and sales managers, directors
and all exhibit staff, will be held April
10, noon to 1:30 p.m. at the Jacob Javits
Convention Center, Room 1E03.

To register for both events, contact
Chris Harar, Show Program Coordinator,
at (703) 740-1097 or via email at
charar@visionsite.org. ■■

VCA Hosting Exhibitor Event in L.A.

Vision-Ease Receives New
Financing, Withdraws IPO

NEW YORK—Ophthalmic Imaging
Systems (OTCBB: OISI) reported finan-
cial results for the quarter and year
ended Dec. 31, 2007. 

For the year ended Dec. 31, 2007, OIS
reported net revenues of $14.5 million
compared with net revenues of $15.8 mil-
lion for 2006. Net income for the year
ended Dec. 31, 2007 was $1.6 million,
compared with net income of $2.2 million
for the prior year. Sales and net income
growth during 2007 were partially offset by
two large contracts received in 2006. 

For the three months ended Dec. 31,
2007, OIS reported net revenues of $3.6
million, compared with net revenues of
$4.4 million for the same period in 2006.
Net income for the fourth quarter of
2007 was $0.1 million, compared with
net income of $0.6 million for the fourth
quarter of 2006. 

Gil Allon, CEO of OIS, stated, “We
experienced a softening in demand for
our digital imaging equipment in the
second half of 2007. While we are disap-
pointed with our overall performance for
the year, we have several exciting initia-
tives underway that will simplify our cor-
porate structure, address a broader mar-
ket opportunity and diversify our
product lines within different markets.”

“As previously announced, we recent-

ly introduced a new, wholly owned sub-
sidiary, Abraxas Medical Solutions,
which simultaneously acquired the
assets of AcerMed Inc. Abraxas will
focus exclusively on strengthening our
foothold in the multi-billion dollar Elec-
tronic Medical Records and Practice
Management software market. 

“We are making significant invest-
ments into Abraxas to complete devel-
opment of its proprietary platform, and
anticipate it to fully rollout its specialized
offerings by the end of 2008. In addition,
due to the acquisition of Abraxas,
NextGen chose recently to discontinue
its relationship with OIS, which will also
affect our revenue and cash-flow over
the short-term. For these reasons, we
will be looking at 2008 as a transition
year for OIS as a whole.”

“Also in 2007, we announced a non-
binding agreement to acquire our major-
ity shareholder, MediVision Medical
Imaging. This merger will allow us to
gain greater control over our research
and development capabilities, sales and
distribution in Europe, and simplify our
capital structure. We anticipate closing
this merger in the second half of 2008
once the deal is approved by the boards
and shareholders of both companies,”
concluded Mr. Allon. ■■

Ophthalmic Imaging Systems 
Reports Fiscal 2007 Results
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NEW YORK—
The buzz from
the optical indus-
try is getting
louder for Eye
Rock, the first
annual benefit

concert for the Give the Gift of Sight
Foundation. The show, set for April 10
at New York’s famed China Club, will
feature more than 20 of the industry’s
best rock musicians and singers.

“Eye Rock anticipation is building
and ticket sales are heating up,” said
Susan Knobler, vice-president of Give
the Gift of Sight. “We're noticing that
some companies are purchasing multi-
ple tickets for key accounts, sales
awards and/or tokens of appreciation.
What a great way to host a colleague in
the industry for a guaranteed good
time while helping a wonderful
cause.”

At presstime, Eye Rock’s sponsors
included Luxottica Group, Jobson Med-
ical Information, Seiko Optical Products
of America, Vision Council of America,
Vision-Ease, Allergan, Essilor, Global
Impact Group, CIBA Vision, Cooper

Vision, Ocuco, Younger Optics, Char-
mant, Eyewear by ROI, Gadge USA,
Polycore and Optical Training Institute.

Several different bands will perform
at Eye Rock, including OffAxis and spe-
cial guests Bad Habits, the EyeDocs of
Rock. All proceeds benefit Give the
Gift of Sight, a family of charitable
vision care programs offering free eye
care and eyewear to underprivileged
people in North America and in devel-
oping countries.

Steve Santinelli, Eye Rock’s musical
producer and the leader of OffAxis, said
the optical rockers have been working
hard in preparation for the show. “The
house will be rockin’,” he promised.
“The club can hold 300 to 400 people,
and we hope to fill it to the rafters.”

Santinelli noted that the China Club,
which gained fame as a hangout for
rock stars, is being completely renovat-
ed. Eye Rock will be the first event to
take place in the newly remodeled

club.
In addition to Santinelli,

who sings and plays guitar in
OffAxis, the band consists of
Joe Santinelli, percussion;
Steve Wheaton, drums (Santi-
nelli International); Andy
Karp, guitar and vocals (Job-
son Medical Information);
Robert Shanbaum, keyboard
and vocals (Ocuco); Bill Ger-
ber, drums/MC (Global
Impact Group/GIG); Calvin
Howell, bass guitar (Polycore
Optical USA) and Jonathan

Schwartz, congas (Hoya Vision Care,
North America).

Among the other Eye Rock perform-
ers are Randy Adams, guitar; Miles
McLennan, bass guitar and vocals (Aller-
gan); Paul Shyer, guitar and vocals; Jason
Shyer, guitar and vocals (Eastern States
Eyewear); Maribel Lee, vocals (Luxotti-
ca Retail); Bob Stein, guitar; John
Vaught, drums (National Vision); Gerry
Ludwin, saxophone (Optical Training);
John Alofs, drums (ROI Eyewear); Eric
Lindquist, bass guitar (Specialty Lens);

Shane Lindsey, drums; Steph Hamil-
ton, guitar (Topcon Medical Systems);
Dr. Gary Gerber, keyboards (The Power
Practice) and Mike Cooper, drums
(TriSupreme Optical).

Bad Habits, The Eye Docs of Rock,
consists of Jules (Mike) Raies, OD, bass
guitar and vocals; Pat Dollenmayer, OD;
guitar and vocals; Tony Fenton, OD,
drums and vocals; Ken Kuhn, OD, gui-
tar and vocals; Mark Schindler, Univer-
sal Music & Video Distribution, key-
board and vocals.

In addition to the music, an electric
guitar signed by all four members of
Pink Floyd will be auctioned off at the
show. The guitar was donated by Don
Pina of Gold Coast Ophthalmics.

Eye Rock will take place April 10 at
the China Club, 268 W. 47th St., from
8:00 P.M. to 11:00 P.M., with doors open-
ing at 7:30 PM. Tickets are available on-
line at www.givethegiftofsight.org. Tick-
ets are $50 each when purchased on-line
through April 8. Tickets at the door, if
available, will be $75.

For more information about sponsor-
ing Eye Rock, contact Susan Knobler,
Give the Gift of Sight, (513) 765-6248, or
sknobler@luxotticaretail.com. ■■

NEWS VIEWS

FDA Panel May Take Second Look at LASIK Surgery

IN THE NEWS

Members of the OffAxis band rehearsing last
year during International Vision Expo West.
Pictured, left to right, are Robert Schanbaum,
Bill Gerber, Steve Santinelli and Calvin Howell.

alain mikli

30th anniversary
1978 – 2008

retro

come see our new collection at vision expo
jacob k javits convention center

in the
crystal palace lobby glass room

by appointment only

Industry Buzz Builds for Eye Rock Concert

SILVER SPRING, Md.—The U.S.
Food and Drug Administration may
review the impact of LASIK eye surgery
on improving consumers’ lives, a senior
FDA official reportedly said this week. 

Daniel Schultz, MD, director of
FDA’s Center for Devices and Radio-
logical Health, was quoted as saying
several concerns have been raised

regarding patient satisfaction with the
LASIK (laser-assisted in situ ker-
atomileusis) vision correction procedure.
He said an FDA advisory panel is like-
ly to hold a public meeting to discuss
the issue. That meeting, reportedly to
be held as early as next month, would
focus on patients’ quality of life after
LASIK surgery. 

Last July, the FDA responded to an
individual’s requests for a halt to the pro-
cedures and withdrawal of their FDA
approval. The agency said then that the
devices were safe and effective, but that
advisory-panel discussions “could com-
plement” its other safety monitoring. 

The laser procedure was approved by
the FDA in the mid-1990s. ■■
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IN THE NEWS

NEWS VIEWS

By Marge Axelrad
Editorial Director

SOMERVILLE, N.J.—Viva Interna-
tional Group, a subisidiary of the Penn-
sylvania-based Highmark Vision Group,
has formalized and implemented a new
organization structure for its business,
one designed, said Frank Rescigna, pres-
ident and CEO of the company since
Jan. 1, “to capture the spirit and poten-
tial of the ‘new’ Viva, which will focus
on the best possible customer service
and support to our accounts, our sales
and distribution organizations around
the world, which will leverage the DNA
of our brands.”

In addition, Viva, which is marking its
30th anniversary this year, will unveil a
totally new company booth and corpo-
rate image at Vision Expo East next
month.

Continuing as senior vice president of
product and purchasing is Regina Lage
and as senior vice president of finance,
Pete Singagliese.

Eleven current Viva executives
received promotions and several new
positions have been created, Rescigna
said.

“This group of individuals are a tal-
ented force that has been untapped for
the last several years.  From the time I
came to Viva, I’ve seen a truly amazing
amount of talent, passion and commit-
ment among our people to each other
and the company. These moves will
create a strong corporate culture that
will have a positive effect on our overall
business.

“We have accomplished a tremendous
amount,” Rescigna continued. “We have
renewed multi-year agreements with
key brands such as Guess and Tommy
Hilfiger. We have reinforced our com-
mitment to such luxury brands as
Ermenegildo Zegna and Escada,
Givenchy, Etro and Furla, which are dis-
tributed in North America through our
arrangement with Italy’s DeRigo Group.
These are important components of a
very strong brand portfolio that also
includes Gant, Candie’s, Bongo, Harley-
Davidson, Catherine Deneuve as well as
our own ‘house’ brands including Magic
Clips, Magic Twist, V Lock, Viva and
Savvy.”

The new promotions range among
positions at director level to senior vice
president in addition to new personnel

in customer service and new positions
among Viva’s U.S. sales organization.
The senior VPs and co-brand managers
report to Rescigna.

Among the changes:
• Kenneth Liming, with Viva 17

years, and previously vice president
information technology, has been pro-
moted to senior vice president, opera-
tions and information technology.

• Drew Opperman, with Viva 18
years, has been promoted from vice
president of international sales to senior
vice president of international sales and
will oversee all of Viva’s businesses out-
side the U.S. and Canada. 

• Mike Kunish, with Viva six  years,
most recently director of business devel-
opment, has been promoted to senior
vice president, business and sales devel-
opment. Said Rescigna, “One of Mick’s
roles will be to manage and oversee key
accounts, but he will also be involved in
developing strategic plans for Viva’s
future.” 

• Cheryl Grobelny, with Viva 9 years,
has been promoted from director of
human resources and administration to
vice president of human resources and
administration.

• Susan McCormack Lopez, with Viva
for 10 years, has been promoted from
senior director, marketing to vice presi-
dent, marketing.

• Phil Turnage, with Viva for 16 years
and most recently national sales manag-
er, has been promoted to vice president,

USA optical sales.
• Mike Roden, with Viva 12 years,

was most recently director of corporate
accounts and is now associate vice presi-
dent, international sales.

• Jennifer Orentas,
with Viva 3 years and
previously director of
brand management has
been named Guess
global general manager.

• Peter Van Donse-
laar, with Viva four
years, was manager,
inventory planner and
is now director, inven-
tory planning.

• Roxanne Galari,
with Viva six years, was
brand manager and has
been promoted to co-
director, brand sales.
She will oversee Zegna,
Escada, Etro, Furla, Givenchy, Candie’s,
Gongo and the Magic Twist/Clip and V-
Lock lines.

•  Elizabeth Tontodonati, with Viva
for five years, most recently brand man-
ager, has been promoted to co-director,
brand sales, overseeing Tommy Hilfiger,
Gant and Harley.

Viva has also hired a new customer
service manager, Ed Delviscovo, who
has experience with Marcolin and Char-
mant. The company will be upgrading
its telephone, distribution and internet
support systems. Another new addition

in this regard has been Eugene Arencib-
ia, director of programming.

Said Rescigna, “We have completely
reorganized the people and functions,
have enhanced intra-company commu-
nications and those with our brand part-
ners and our accounts.” 

On the sales side, under Turnage,
Viva’s approximately 200 sales reps will
also now receive training and support
from an expanded team of regional man-
agers.

“We have set up and separated each
brand to put cross-functional teams in
place for marketing, in order to work
hand in hand with product development
and design. We now have ‘brand cham-
pions’ in place to enhance what we cre-
ate and deliver to our customers,”
Rescigna said.

The changes, which started in January
and were formally announced on March
17, Rescigna said, “have had immediate
impact, resulting in record first quarter
sales.”

He added, “It’s our goal to drive Viva’s
service levels and sales to record highs
and now we have the infrastructure and

culture to do it.” 
Viva maintains offices and direct sales

in the United Kingdom, France, Brazil,
Canada, Hong Kong and Japan and via
joint ventures in Mexico, Australia, Ger-
many, Netherlands, Austria, Switzerland,
Spain and Portugal. In total, the compa-
ny’s products are distributed in more
than 60 countries.

Highmark, Inc. is an independent
licensee of the Blue Cross and Blue
Shield Association. Its Highmark Vision
Group also includes Davis Vision and
Eye Care Centers of America. ■■
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A ‘New’ Viva Int’l Reorganizes for the Future

Viva’s senior management team. Seated, from left: Regina Lage, SVP, product and purchasing, and
Rescigna; Standing, from left: Ken Liming, SVP of IT and operations; Pete Singagliese, SVP Finance,
Drew Opperman, SVP International Sales. Not in photo: Mick Kunish, SVP business and sales devel-
opment.

Viva’s president and CEO, Frank Rescigna
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Protect Your EyesProtect Your Eyes with America’s Most Trusted Suncare Brand

VISION-EASE LENS
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INDEPENDENT. IT’S WHY WE CARE.

SUN PROTECTION FOR YOUR EYES.
INNOVATION AND PROTECTION
A leading American polycarbonate lens manufacturer unites with America’s #1 suncare brand to deliver

a lens that satisfi es increasing demand for greater sun protection. Coppertone polarized lenses protect

beyond UVA and UVB light — guarding against harmful high energy visible (HEV) light. Coppertone

polarized lenses help protect the delicate skin around the eyes against the UV rays. Exposure to UV rays

may contribute to premature skin aging caused by sunlight. Coppertone polarized lenses provide added

protection against UV and HEV light which may contribute to the development of common sunlight

related maladies such as cataracts and macular degeneration.

QUALITY AND LEADERSHIP
Vision-Ease Lens follows the highest optical standards in the lens industry. All lenses are manufactured

under strict ISO 9000 guidelines and inspected to an industry-leading 2.0 AOQL quality standard for

greater processing effi ciencies for our customers. With 47 lens technology patents and over 75 years

of proprietary technology, Vision-Ease Lens is the leading American manufacturer of premium quality

polycarbonate and polarized lenses.

Make sure your patients are getting the best lenses on the market and you are getting the best support

for your business. Choose Vision-Ease Lens — the innovation leader.

www.vision-ease.com   |   1.800.328.3449

CASH REWARDS:Win up to $20.00 instantly for every pair ofCoppertone polarized lenses you sell.

MONTHLY PRIZES:
Your chance at a Yamaha Waverunner, SunfishSailboat or a Kayak Package for two.

GRAND PRIZE:
Vacation for four to the Atlantis Resort onParadise Island ($10,000 value).

For details, registration and official rules contactyour Vision-Ease sales representative or log ontowww.vision-ease.com
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CLEARWATER, Fla.—COLTS Labo-
ratories, the ophthalmic testing compa-
ny based here, is launching a program
through which dispensers can receive
certification that the plastic lenses they
edge are in compliance with the Food
and Drug Administration’s require-
ments for impact resistance.

The program follows the FDA’s
recent release of controversial new
guidelines for lens impact testing. FDA

officials are currently reviewing com-
ments from industry groups such as The
Vision Council, the National Academy
of Opticianry, the Optical Laboratories
Association and others, that challenge
certain aspects of the proposal.

According to COLTS president, John
Young, the COLTS program calls for
dispensers to provide a representative
sample of lenses made from past pre-
scriptions, randomly chosen, that they

have dispensed. These surfaced and
coated lenses must then be edged by
the dispenser and sent to COLTS for
testing every quarter. COLTS will test
four sets of lenses using its FDA-
accepted impact program.

“COLTS has the only impact pro-
gram that has been accepted by the
FDA other than the FDA’s own pro-
gram,” said Young. “The COLTS pro-
gram requires between 75 percent to 86

percent fewer lenses be impact tested
to meet the current requirement for
compliance. More importantly, the fail-
ure allowance in testing is normally 6.5
percent in the standard FDA protocol,
but is only 0.3 percent to 1.3 percent in
the COLTS FDA protocol, depending
on the sample size…”

Young said the estimated cost for the
program is $900 per year, depending
upon total lens cost and volume. ■■
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OCEANSIDE, Calif.—Vision West Inc.
(VWI) has announced the company’s
commitment to eco-friendly business
practices starting in 2008. 

The group will launch a ‘Going
Green’ initiative, developing for the
buying group arena a program with what
it calls Eye-Eco Premium Vendor pro-
grams, to help independent eyecare
providers save more money in their
practices.

Joseph Mallinger, OD, CEO of VWI
said, “Our ‘green initiative’ is in keeping
with our company’s 20-year history of
serving the independent eyecare practi-
tioner.  We are very grateful and proud
to be affiliated with our sponsoring Eye-
Eco Premium Vendor Partners.”   

The first ‘green’ cause in the yearlong
program is to help reduce pollution
caused by plastic bags. Vision West
developed its own environmentally
friendly, reusable Eco-Tote that will be
distributed to all VWI members. 

The Eco-Tote is sponsored by Carl
Zeiss Vision, Empire Optical, Essilor,

Hilco, ClearVision, Odyssey, Rudy Pro-
ject and WileyX.  

According to Cathy Ives, VWI’s sales
and marketing manager, “The days of
plastic bags are over. With this Eco-Tote,
our members can take part in ‘saving the
planet, one bag at a time’ by helping to
keep plastic bags out of the landfills and
oceans.”

Ives told VM, “Our focus this year is
‘Goin Green, Makin’ Green and Savin’
Green. Throughout the year we’ll be
proving savings tips that are also good for
the environment. And we’ll be launch-
ing a national campaign, ‘Take the Eye
Eco Challenge.’”

VWI and its Eye-Eco Premium Ven-
dors are also sponsoring educational
events. The group just did a four-city
practice management series in California
with Williams and has added CE for
optometrists through Southern Califor-
nia College of Optometry on VWI’s Web
site, a program which will be expanded.

Through 2008, VWI will provide its
members with valuable information on

recycling
and reduc-
ing waste
in the prac-
tice, to add
more prof-
its to the
optical
office.  

VWI is a
leading
optical
purchasing
group for
independ-
ent ECPs
and is officially endorsed as the Pre-
ferred Buying Group of the California
Optometric Association, as well as state
associations in Colorado, Connecticut,
Florida, New York, Maine, and other
vision care groups in the U.S.  VWI
actively supports the independent eye-
care profession through financial contri-
butions to its affiliated state associa-
tions.  ■■

ELMONT,
N.Y.—Eastern
States Eye-
wear (ESE)
named the
winners of
their Cazal
Eyewear
“Unforgettable
Rewards” Pro-
motion.

The Grand Prize winner of a trip for
two to New York during April’s Vision
Expo East is Les Varin of DBA Pearle in
Rochester, N.Y. The first runner up, Rox-

ana Williams of Kirkland Vision in Kirk-
land, Wash., won a digital camera and
the second runner up, and winner of a
$200 American Express Gift Certificate,
was Eric Katsev of E&P Pearle in Brook-
lyn, N.Y.

“We would like to congratulate all the
winners of the Cazal Unforgettable
Rewards Program,” said Paul Shyer,
president of ESE. “The promotion was a
great success and it helped to show
just how strong Cazal can be for our
customers. We look forward to continu-
ing to promote the brand with fresh and
exciting ideas.” ■■

ESE Announces Cazal Winners

NEW YORK—Comments from
optical industry organizations and
independent eyecare professionals
about the Food and Drug Adminis-
tration's controversial proposed
guidelines for eyeglass lens impact
testing are now available for viewing
on Vision Monday's Web site,
www.visionmonday.com. The com-
ments, which were submitted to the
FDA over the past few months, are
mostly opposed to the FDA's
planned changes in the guidelines.
Many reflect the view that the new
guidelines would hamper the deliv-
ery of eyewear while providing no
additional safety for consumers. The
FDA is continuing to accept com-
ments until April 24. 

To view the comments as well as
VM's extensive coverage of this story,
visit the New & Noteworthy section
of www.visionmonday.com.■■

Industry Comments
on FDA Lens Impact
Guidelines Now on
VM Web Site

Vision West’s new Eco-
Tote is one of several ways
VWI will be helping its
members contribute to a
sustainable environment.

Vision West Inc. Launches “Going Green” 
Initiative for Its Members

PORT WASHINGTON, N.Y.—Luxot-
tica Group (NYSE:LUX) has added new
features and relaunched LuxandMe.com. 

The newly re-designed site is full of rich
information available exclusively to Luxot-
tica’s customers. Within the site, ECPs will
find information on practice management,
marketing tools, current promotions, mer-
chandising, product trends, company news
and other dedicated initiatives to the
growth of their business. 

In addition, Luxottica University is an
area dedicated to learning, where ECPs
will find education programs including
continue education courses, webinars,
seminars, brand and product info. 

“The new content of LuxandMe.com

is designed to empower our partners
with the information they need to grow
their business as well as prepare them to
serve the demands of the new con-
sumer,” said Pierre Fay, executive vice
president, Luxottica Wholesale N.A. He
added, “The site represents Luxottica’s
way of working together to create the
best possible relationship with our cus-
tomers and affiliates.”

In 2007, Luxottica introduced a range
of new tools such as “Lux”, the dedicated
customer newsletter, the Trend Report
that forecasts key trends in eyewear for
the upcoming season, and online training
and learning tools. Luxandme.com hous-
es these resources. ■■

Luxottica Re-Launches LuxandMe.com 

www.visionmonday.com   





FAIRPORT, N.Y.—CooperVision
[NYSE: COO] has launched a new
online resource to help patients learn
more about contact lens care and the
technologies behind CooperVision’s con-
tact lenses. Called, CooperVision.tv,

which can be found online at coopervi-
sion.tv, it is specifically designed as a
resource for eyecare practitioners to use
with their patients to further their under-
standing of contact lens wear and care
techniques and explain the technologies
behind CooperVision’s broad contact
lens portfolio. 

The service is the first of its kind in
the contact lens industry, CooperVision
said, and requires no registration or fee
to use it. 

“CooperVision believes the prescriber
should be in control of the information
patients receive about their contact lenses
and wearing options, which is why we’ve
designed this resource to help practitioners
tune their patients into the important

issues related to contact lens wear and new
technologies,” said Mark Bertolin, vice
president of technology and development,
CooperVision. “The use of videos helps
practitioners explain complex contact lens
technologies to their patients in a simple,
fun, and effective format.” 

After patients are fitted in CooperVi-
sion contact lenses, eyecare practitioners
can review the instructional videos with
their patients in the office or provide
them with a link that will allow them to
reach CooperVision.tv at home, in the
office, or anywhere with access to a com-
puter with a high-speed Internet con-
nection. Practitioners can also include
the Web site link on appointment cards,
e-mail newsletters, and electronic recalls

as a way to ensure that patients are
aware of the information available to
them. ECPs can access CooperVision.tv
directly or via the secure Web site
reserved for practitioners on www.coop-
ervision.com. 

CooperVision.tv is the latest online
resource from CooperVision which also
offers The CooperVision Online Learn-
ing Center, created in partnership with
the Contact Lens Society of America,
offering practitioners a free training, con-
tinuing education, and information
resource. The secure online customer
service center, MyCooperVision, offers
services designed to increase office effi-
ciency and help practitioners build a
practice. ■■
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CooperVision.tv Resource Premieres on Web

BARCELONA Spain—REM Eyewear has
established a new wholly-owned sub-
sidiary, REM Eyewear Europe, SL. 

The Barcelona facility, including a new
customer service center and showroom
here, is intended to further grow the
company’s portfolio of brands, including
Converse, John Varvatos, Lucky Brand
and Cosmopolitan, among others, in
Europe, the Middle East, and Africa
(EMEA). The new initiative will also facili-
tate improved and expanded services for
its customers, while allowing REM to
respond to the market’s needs more rap-
idly, according to a statement from the
Sun Valley, Calif.-based company. 

“Establishing ourselves on the ground
in Europe is a vital move forward for our

globalization strategy,” said Mike Hun-
dert, REM president and CEO. “Fashion
and lifestyle brands looking to align
themselves with top design and brand-
building talent also need a savvy partner
who has resources to reach consumers
in every major market. We have that
vision and ability, and we’re executing it.” 

The opening of REM Europe concludes
the company’s year-long series of global-
ization tactics that began last spring with
the hiring of Daniel Lai as sales director
for Asia, the opening of REM Australia, a
joint venture with General Optical, in Syd-
ney in July, the wholly-owned REM Asia in
Hong Kong in September and the appoint-
ment of Mauro Schena to direct its efforts
in the EMEA region in October. ■■

REM Eyewear Establishes
European Subsidiary

PARIS—Ocuco Group, based in Ire-
land, recently acquired Aspe SII, a well-
known French optical retail software
firm, for an undisclosed sum. Joel Aspe,
founder of Aspe SII, remains president
of the company. 

With the acquisition, Ocuco is now
the largest software company in its sec-
tor outside the U.S. with over 5,650 sites
using its software worldwide and 90 staff
members. Its flagship product Acuitas
Enterprise is run in Vision Express’ 200
stores, which is owned by the French

company Grand Vision,
and features full cen-
tralization of patient
records and EPoS infor-
mation. The Ocuco
offering also includes
software for managing
optical labs, ophthal-
mology clinics, and pharmacies. 

Aspe SII is known in France for its soft-
ware for opticians, dentists and audiolo-
gists, and because of its positioning within
the private medical insurance organizations

in France, a key market niche for which
it has become a leader. This is a strategic
move for the Ocuco Group, which is
planning a global expansion of its busi-
ness, having made four acquisitions in the

past two years in the U.K. and in the U.S. 
“France is the third largest optical

retail market in Europe. A company
aiming at being the global leader in
fields relating to optics has to be present
in France. This acquisition allows Ocuco
to be present on this market with our
offering, while expanding the business
portfolio of Aspe SII, an existing compa-
ny with an invaluable level of expertise
and know-how that can be deployed
across the whole Group,” said Leo Mac
Canna, Ocuco Group’s CEO. ■■

COLONIE, N.Y.—Silhouette Optical,
the U.S. distribution subsidiary of Sil-
houette International, has broken
ground for the building of  a new learn-
ing center located here. 

According to the company, construction
on the new building will be finished in
the Fall of 2008. Upon completion, the
facility will house a working retail and
eyecare center where Silhouette will test
new concepts in providing a unique and
comprehensive experience for eyewear
consumers, before introducing them to
the company’s independent optical and
retail partners throughout the 100 coun-
tries where its products are sold. 

“Silhouette’s success is dependent on
the success of our independent optical
practitioners. If we learn to serve them
better through the experience we gain at

this facility and make the results avail-
able to our partners, we will all benefit,”
said Chris Juergens, president of Silhou-
ette Optical. “Creating a retail environ-
ment owned by Silhouette will provide
us with a better perspective on the chal-
lenges our customers face.” 

“The independent professionals who
sell our products are always looking for
new ways to enhance their customers’
experiences,” continued Juergens. “In the
competitive environment in which our
industry exists, we want to do what we can
to help them continue to be successful.” 

The location was chosen due to its
proximity to Silhouette Optical’s distribu-
tion headquarters in Green Island, N.Y.,
which will allow for closer observation and
more efficient operational review of the
new facility, according to Silhouette. ■■

Silhouette Optical Breaks
Ground on New Learning Center

Ocuco Group Makes First Acquisition on the Continent
This acquisition allows Ocuco to 

be present on this market with our
offering, while expanding the busi-

ness portfolio of Aspe SII,”
—Leo Mac Canna, Ocuco Group





ESCADA’S BRAND HISTORY

In 1976, Margaretha and Wolfgang Ley presented 

their first collections under the name ESCADA. The

couple’s initial collections debuted a unique concept

in high fashion - a new kind of collection infused with 

high-class elegance that would later give the world the distinctive and unmistakable

style known as ESCADA. By the 1980’s, ESCADA had established itself as the

leading designer in a variety of women’s wear categories, specializing in formal

wear and luxury sportswear. Known for its use of quality materials, bold and rich 

colors and feminine designs, women all over the world embraced 

the ESCADA name. 

ESCADA TODAY

Over thirty years later, ESCADA has evolved into a leading worldwide fashion 

house. With its headquarters based in Munich, Germany, ESCADA has 15 sig-

nature stores in the U.S. and is sold in several high end department stores across 

the country.

ESCADA’s objective is to offer more than a designer product to its clientele – genuine

products that are investment pieces providing longevity. ESCADA is targeted to 

fashion-oriented women who are seeking high quality and exquisite details along

with superior workmanship and a comfortable fit. The ESCADA woman is sophisti-

cated and cosmopolitan, and leads an elegant and luxurious lifestyle. She gravitates 

towards timeless and classic fashions that allow her to express her sensuality and

femininity. As luxury eyewear has seen promising growth in recent years, ESCADA’s 

eyewear collection is ideally positioned to satisfy the ESCADA woman’s needs.

THE ESCADA EYEWEAR COLLECTION

For Spring/Summer 2008, the ESCADA Eyewear Collection takes its inspira-

tion from ESCADA’s 1980’s heritage, with styles that embody bright colors and

exotic surroundings. The collection expresses her inner strength and her daring

character with a variety of key elements that are signature to the ESCADA brand.

These include ESCADA’s well-known double ‘E’ logo, which is enriched by small

stones and featured on the leather temples; the smooth metal double ‘E’ bracelet, 

which is featured on the endpieces of the sun collection and embellished by tone

on tone stones or delicate enamel; the chain, which has been incorporated into the

sunglass collection, becomes a structure of the temple for a simple double bridge

pilot and a very rich edge that makes for an ultra feminine shield; and the precious 

globe button with logo, which features a stitching effect and is used to create a 

plastic and metal sunglass.

The frames in the ESCADA Eyewear

Collection exude the confidence and 

lifestyle that are central to the ESCADA 

woman’s appeal. Each style is distinctly 

timeless, yet perfectly suited for the modern 

woman’s lifestyle. As the brand forges ahead as a 

leading global luxury brand, ESCADA is poised to fulfill the

lifestyle needs of contemporary women around the world. For more

information, please call 800.345.VIVA or go to www.vivagroup.com.

Style: SES 633

Style: VES 121S

LEGENDARY TO HIGH FASHION, ESCADA HAS BEEN

RECOGNIZED AS A GLOBAL LUXURY BRAND FOR OVER

30 YEARS. COVETED BY SOPHISTICATED WOMEN AROUND

THE WORLD, ESCADA DEFINES TRUE LUXURY AT ITS FINEST.

ESCADA:
LUXURY AT ITS FINEST
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LOUISVILLE, Kent. –
Vera Wang, Ltd. and Ken-
mark Group have
renewed their licensing
agreement for Vera Wang
eyewear and sunwear.

Under the agreement,
Couteur Designs, a divi-
sion of the Kenmark
Group, will continue to
design, manufacture and
distribute Vera Wang Eye-
wear and Sunwear.  The
renewal extends the con-
tract for five more years,
through 2012.

“Eyewear is a competitive fashion cat-
egory,” said Susan Sokol, president of
Vera Wang Apparel, “It is a key accesso-
ry and completes a look.  Kenmark has a

strong understanding
of our brand and
translates the Vera
Wang vision into
eyewear.  We look
forward to continuing
our partnership with
Kenmark Group.”

“Renewing our
contract with Vera
Wang reinforces Ken-
mark’s commitment
to provide a top
women’s designer
brand for our loyal

customers,” said Don Howard, president
and CEO of the Kenmark Group.  “We
look forward to further collaboration with
Vera Wang as one of America’s top design-
ers, to create fashion forward designs that

make women look beautiful.”
Vera Wang Eyewear is available at select

optical stores and boutiques worldwide.
Vera Wang Sunwear is available at fine lux-
ury apparel venues such as Bergdorf Good-
man and select optical boutiques.

Vera Wang Group designs, markets and
distributes collections of women’s ready-
to-wear, Lavender Label, bridal and
maids apparel under the Vera Wang
name.  Vera Wang Licensing LLC, the
licensing division of the company, has
selectively granted licenses for the manu-
facture and distribution of fragrance and
beauty-related products (Coty Prestige,
Inc.), eyewear (Couteur Designs, a divi-
sion of the Kenmark Group), china, crys-
tal, silver and gifts (Wedgwood), Vera
Wang suite (Halekulani Hotel), fine
papers (William Arthur), intimate apparel

(Charles Komar & Sons) and mattresses
(Serta Mattress Company).  In addition,
Vera Wang on Weddings was published by
Harper Collins in 2001. In 2007, the com-
pany partnered with Kohl’s to launch
Simply Vera Wang.  For more information
on Vera Wang, please visit the company’s
Web site at www.verawang.com.

Kenmark Group has been serving the
eyewear market for 35 years. Couteur
Designs, a division of the Kenmark
Group, features designer eyewear by
Vera Wang, Jhane Barnes, Dana Buch-
man, Lilly Pulitzer and Cynthia Rowley.
Branded collections from Kenmark
include: República, Thalia, Timex,
Hush Puppies, Wolverine and house col-
lections.  For a complete offering of eye-
wear and sun styles, visit www.ken-
markoptical.com. ■■
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MARIETTA, Ga.—The McGee Group
has signed an exclusive five-year license
agreement to manufacture and market
Sally Hansen Eyewear with Sally
Hansen, a division of Del Laboratories,
a subsidiary of Coty, Inc. Sally Hansen is
a nail color and nail care manufacturer
that produces head to toe beauty treat-
ment products. 

“Fashion and color are important when
it comes to eyewear and cosmetics,” said
Wayne McGee, CEO and president of
The McGee Group. “We are taking those
elements and creating fashionable eye-
wear in seasonal colors for women like
Sally Hansen does through their prod-

ucts. This is how you develop new cate-
gories in eyewear and inspire innovation.
It is a natural fit to partner with a brand
that has such a strong heritage and popu-
larity at the retail level. We couldn’t be
more thrilled to be working with such a
prestigious company like Del Laborato-
ries and its Sally Hansen division.”

“This is an ideal partnership,” said Bill
Boraczek, senior vice president of Sally
Hansen marketing. “McGee is a leader in
the industry with impeccable quality and
design. Combined with Sally Hansen
color expertise and brand personality, you
get a line of eyewear that is functional
and fashionable.Timely and timeless.

That is what Sally Hansen is about.” 
The new Sally Hansen designs will

be fun and feminine and are currently
being developed. The collection is
scheduled to hit the market in May
2008 along with a national advertising
campaign that will reflect the Sally
Hansen image which will appear in con-
junction with Sally Hansen products in
teen, fashion and beauty, and trade pub-
lications. The Sally Hansen eyewear
collection will feature coordinating cases
in their signature color pallet and will
target teens and women of all ages who
want products they can trust, McGee
told VM. ■■

ST. LOUIS—Refractive surgery firm
TLC Vision (Nasdaq: TLCV) had a
consolidated net loss of $43.5 million in
its 2007 fiscal year, compared to net
income of $11.5 million in FY 2006. 

The 2007 loss included non-cash
charges of $12.5 million related to the com-
pany’s investment in Occulogix, as well as
$21 million in restructuring charges. 

The company’s net revenues last year
reached $298.4 million, up 7.4 percent. 

In 2007’s fourth quarter, TLC Vision’s
net loss was $25.3 million, increased
from a $2.4 million loss in the prior year’s
Q4. The loss in 2007’s fourth quarter
included non-cash charges of $6.6 mil-
lion related to the company’s investment
in Occulogix, plus $6.5 million in

restructuring charges. 
Revenues in Q4 rose 5.7 percent to

$36.3 million. 
Jim Wachtman, TLC Vision’s president

and chief executive officer, commented,
“While we are concerned about the cur-
rent trends in the overall consumer econ-
omy, we remain encouraged about TLC’s
market position and strategy and believe
that the steps we have taken throughout
2007 will continue to drive increased mar-
ket penetration and above-average indus-
try growth going forward.” 

Added Wachtman, “During 2007 and
the first quarter of 2008, we not only suc-
cessfully repositioned 54 of our centers to
our new refractive strategy, we also signif-
icantly increased consumer awareness of

the TLC brand in the marketplace.” He
said the company anticipates that same-
store procedure volume will show
absolute growth well in excess of industry
levels in Q1, and that revenues in that
period will be approximately $89 million. 

A company announcement noted that
TLC Vision completed the sale of its
interest in the Oxford Eye Surgery Cen-
ter, Oxford, Miss., on Dec. 31. Combined
with the sale of its Midland, Texas,
ambulatory surgery center—sold in the
third quarter—and the recently
announced sale of its interest in the
Rockland Surgery Center in Wilmington,
Del., the number of stand-alone ambula-
tory surgery centers in the company’s
portfolio has been reduced to five. ■■

McGee Group Signs License Pact With Sally Hansen 
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Vera Wang Renews With Kenmark Group Through 2012

TLC Vision Posts $43.5 Million Loss in FY 2007

INGLEWOOD, Calif.—Signature Eyewear
(OTC BB: SEYE.OB) had declines in
both net sales and net income in its
first fiscal quarter ended Jan. 31.  

The company’s sales fell 7.3 per-
cent, to $5.6 million, in the quarter,
according to Signature’s 10K report,
filed March 18 with the Securities and
Exchange Commission. Net income for
the period was $150,000, down from
net income of $154,000 in the prior
year’s Q1. 

Noting that this year’s first quarter
was the company’s 13th consecutive
quarter of profitability, chief executive
officer Michael Prince said, “Although
our net income was about the same in
each of the quarters, approximately
one-half of our net income in Q1 2007
was due to an income tax-benefit from
the decrease in the valuation
allowance on our deferred tax asset.”  

Prince said Signature’s Laura Ashley
Eyewear line experienced 27.8 percent
growth in this year’s Q1. The compa-
ny’s other primary lines--listed as bebe
eyes, Nicole Miller Eyewear and
“other”--saw their sales drop by 2.1
percent, 1.2 percent and 29.1 percent,
respectively, in Q1, according to the
SEC filing. ■■

Signature Eyewear
Sees Sales, Net

Income Slip in Q1
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MILAN—The expenses involved in
integrating Oakley’s operations, acquired
for $2.1 billion last June, led Luxottica
Group (NYSE: LUX) to post its first
decline in quarterly profits in the past
nine quarters for fiscal 2007’s Q4. How-
ever, its income for the full year rose 14.3
percent, to a record €492 million, the
company said last week. 

For the fourth quarter, Luxottica’s
consolidated net income was €97 mil-
lion, 4 percent below the same period in
FY 2006. Operating income for the com-
pany’s retail division was off 31.7 percent
in Q4, to €59 million, while its wholesale
division saw its operating income rise 5.5
percent to €110 million. 

In the full year 2007, Luxottica’s retail
division had operating income of €362 mil-
lion, 16.2 percent below FY 2006; its

wholesale division’s operating income
rose 18.4 percent to €528 million. 

As previously reported, Luxottica’s
consolidated net sales for FY 2007
were just under €5 billion, up 6.2 per-
cent at constant currency rates; sales in
Q4 rose 7.1 percent at constant curren-
cy rates, to €1.2 billion. 

Looking at the company’s full-year
performance, Luxottica’s chief executive
officer, Andrea Guerra, said, “With
respect to North America, we are espe-
cially pleased with the performance of
our overall business in that market,
which posted a 6 percent growth in sales
in U.S. dollars for the year. In particular,
the performance of the retail division in
that market was satisfactory, especially
when compared with that of other com-
parable leading retailers in that market.” 

As for results so far in 2008, Guerra
said, “During the first two months of the
current year, our wholesale business is
showing growth in all markets world-
wide, while the retail business remains
steady overall. With respect to the Oak-
ley business, we continue to be extreme-
ly pleased with the speed at which we
are completing many strategic projects.
Going forward, we are expecting that
this business will contribute the most
during the second and third quarters of
the year, when it has historically enjoyed

its strongest positive seasonality.” 
Last week, Luxottica’s board author-

ized a stock repurchase program for up
to 18.5 million of the company’s stock,
representing 4 percent of outstanding
shares. That authorization “is intended
to provide the company with treasury
shares in order to efficiently manage the
company’s capital and to implement the
performance share plan to be granted to
the group’s top managers,” an announce-
ment said. ■■

Luxottica Posts Drop in Q4 Income

BROOKLYN, N.Y.—Zimco Optics, direct
importers of eyeglass frames and pre-
scription lenses, will be celebrating 30
years in the optical business in April. 

Allen Zimberg, Zimco’s CEO, founded
the company on April 10, 1978 with six
employees. Today, Zimco has 35
employees who’s mission is to provide
“Style, Quality and Good Delivery” at
the very best prices. 

Family owned and operated—Zim-
berg’s son, Mitchell Zimberg is the
president of Zimco Optics, while Zim-
berg’s wife Joan is part owner—the
business started in a 5,000 square
foot building and in four years, due to
increasing volume, moved to a larger,

25,000 square foot. building at their current
location in Brooklyn, N.Y.

“When I started this business, I never
imagined the extent of our achievements,
including expanding our designer collections
and selling worldwide,” said Zimberg. “The
past 30 years have brought me fulfillment
and has totally enriched my life. In the past
30 years, more and more frame importers
have come on to the scene. This makes us
work even harder to expand our market.”

The company will be having a special
employee party to celebrate 30 years in
business.

“We look forward to continued growth
over the next number of years,” said Zim-
berg. ■■

2008 COLLECTION

®

Distributed Exclusively By Zimco

LEWISVILLE, Texas—
Hoya Vision Care, North
America, has appointed
Greg Rook director of
distributor sales in the
company’s Western
region, according to an
announcement from the
company.

Rook has 22 years of experience in
sales and marketing in both executive
and account management positions.
Most recently he served as vice presi-
dent of sales and marketing for Polycore
USA in the Americas. ■■

“During the first two months of the current
year, our wholesale business is showing

growth in all markets worldwide, while the
retail business remains steady overall.”

—Andrea Guerra, Luxottica

Hoya Names Rook
Director of Sales,
Western Region

Zimco Optics Celebrates 30th Anniversary
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Trilogy’s superior optics gives crisp, clear vision, with significantly less chromatic 
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CONFIDENCE
It’s the feeling you get when you are at your 
best, reaching higher levels of performance,
achieving your goals.

Confidence comes with having Briot as 
your business partner. It’s knowing you 
have the best edging equipment, backed by
the best technical support in the industry.

AND NOW, we’re introducing the 
new BRIOT CAREFREE 4-YEAR
WARRANTY. We’re that confident 
our edgers will provide you with years of 
reliable performance.

FINISHING... WITH CONFIDENCE

800-292-7468        www.briot-usa.com

Visit Briot
Vision Expo East

             Booth LP 3518

CARDIFF-BY-THE-SEA, Calif.—Two
optical industry veterans, from the
worlds of product development and
visual merchandising, are merging their
talents and have formed a new company,
Global Impact Group (GIG) to work
with optical retailers and eyewear suppli-
ers to enhance product development
and product presentation to consumers.

GIG owners, Bill Gerber and Marc
Rothstein, have a combined experience
of more than 40 years in the optical
industry. In their new partnership, Ger-
ber will be focusing on creative develop-
ment and sales, while Rothstein will
work on sourcing, manufacturing over-
sight and organizing the enterprise’s
extensive network of suppliers and
designers around the world.

Stated Gerber, “We’ve launched
Global Impact Group in order to grow
the industry. We believe the potential
exists to double the size of the industry
by 20/20—with a philosophy of ’growth

through exceptional design,’ GIG is in a
unique position to help the industry
achieve this.”

Added Gerber, “The industry is most-
ly failing to get across and communicate
the wonders of the optical world on a
grand scale and that’s a shame. Ninety
percent of optical presentation today is
horrendously lame and we’ve got to
change that.  It’s all about bettering the
customer experience and we can help
with product development and presen-
tation. This industry is unique and has
amazing potential because of fashion,
technology and tens of millions of devot-
ed, open-minded consumers.  So, we
exist to help bridge the gap between
supply and demand.”

Gerber, 43, was vice president sales
and marketing at Neostyle Eyewear for
10 years.  After seeing a void in eyewear
merchandising practices, he founded
Delectable Display in 1997 where he
worked with retailers and supplier com-

panies inside and outside the industry.
He sold Delectable Display two years
ago and has been working on “a number
of cutting edge projects for big players
around the globe,” he said.

Rothstein, 42, was born into the eye-
wear industry, as his father, Nathan
Rothstein, began his career in the world

of optics in the early 1960s. 
Rothstein has worked in the design

and manufacturing of optical frames and
sunwear for companies around the world
and has served in executive roles at
Kenmark and Foster Grant, among
other projects specializing in product
development and sourcing with a num-
ber of leading eyewear firms.

Currently, Global Impact Group is
working with several major eyewear sup-
pliers and two of the four largest retailers
in the U.S., the partners said. “We are
targeting large suppliers and retailers, as
they can have the largest impact on driv-
ing growth.  However, we take on a few
smaller strategic projects in order to
keep it close to the street,” said Roth-
stein. One of GIG’s current projects is a
demonstrator for polarized and anti-
reflective lenses.

The partners’ new Web site,
www.globalimpactgig.com, is going live
this month.  ■■

NEWS VIEWS

Gerber and Rothstein Form Global Impact Group

Bill Gerber, left, and Marc Rothstein, right, will
bring their creativity and sourcing experience to
a new firm that will focus on new visual concepts
for product development, communications and
presentation.
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MONTE CARLO—Pearle Europe recent-
ly entered into an agreement with
Reliance Retail, a subsidiary of
Reliance Industries, a large private-sec-
tor company located in India, to estab-
lish a joint venture between the two
companies for the Indian optical market. 

The agreement was announced by
Pearle Europe parent HAL Holding,
which owns 97 percent of the chain.
The transaction is expected to be com-
pleted in a few months. 

Reliance Retail currently operates
more than 500 stores across India in
various retailing categories. 

“The joint venture has the long term
ambition to become a market-leading
optical retailer in India,” according to
an announcement by parent company
HAL Holding. ■■

Pearle Europe
Enters Pact for
Stores in India

NEWS VIEWS

iCoat and Making lenses better. are registered trademarks of iCoat Company, LLC. © 2008 iCoat Company, LLC. All rights reserved. C O A T I N G . S U R F A C I N G . F I N I S H I N G .

Call today for more information on iCoat’s
coating, sur facing and f inishing services: 800.832.2628

icoatcompany.com

The leader in AR now 

WRENTHAM, Mass.—Dave “Ike”
Eichelberger, a 30-year industry veteran,
has launched North American Vision Asso-
ciates, a totally integrated practice manage-
ment company focused on growing the
independents’ optical business through
employee training, proper partnering with
vendors, and improved business acumen.   

“Unlike consulting companies, we are
hands on working with the independent to
produce and execute a yearly business
plan. We focus on better business acumen,
offering higher end differentiated prod-
ucts, multiple pair sales, and proper part-
nering with vendors,” said Eichelberger.   

He also added that by truly partnering
with a select group of vendors, and working
closely with the vendor/partner relationship,
a more thorough knowledge of the best
products for vision will be accomplished.

“Helping with vendor relationships,
marketing, advertising, positioning of
the business, and most important help-
ing to teach the dispensers how to offer
the best technology and products for

vision. This results in better profit for
the business owner, a better work envi-
ronment for the employees and the best
eyewear experience for the patients. 

For the independent to compete,
remain strong and to even survive
against not only the big players but even
their own over competitive marketplace
they will need some “professional” help,
according to Eichelberger. 

NAVA is unique in that it takes a hands-
on approach through a minimum of 15 on-
site visits per year supplemented by ven-
dor visits that are controlled by NAVA,
Eichelberger said.  “By reviewing the
clients business plan with the selected
vendors there is buy in form all parties.” 

Eichelberger started in the industry
with Univis a frame and lens manufactur-
er and has also worked for companies
such as Essilor and Hoya North America. 

North American Vision Associates will
be working with a limited number of
clients during the early stages focusing
their efforts in the Northeast, but

expansion to other areas is planned in
the future. For more information call:
(508) 384-5733 or e-mail deichelberg-
er@navaus.com ■■

Eichelberger Launches N.A. Vision

SAN FRANCISCO—The American Acade-
my of Ophthalmology’s (AAO) Web site,
www.aao.org, ranked first among the most
useful research sites by ophthalmologists,
according to data gathered by PERQ/HCI
in the 2007 Media-Chek Eyecare study.

The Academy’s site was noted as
the most useful site by 24 percent of
those surveyed, more than double the
responses for its nearest competitor.
The site was also selected as most
useful by users with a high-volume
practice or a surgical practice, as well
as those aged 45 and younger, accord-
ing to the AAO. ■■

AAO Web Site 
Gets High Marks
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RAMSEY, Minn.—Vision-Ease Lens
(VEL) is reducing its carbon footprint and
setting new sustainability standards for
lens manufacturers. Starting March 1,
VEL began manufacturing all products at
its Ramsey, Minn.-facility with 100 per-
cent renewable energy. This effort builds
on significant conservation and recycling
efforts that VEL has had in place over the
past several years, and sets the stage for a
long-term, corporate-wide initiative. 

“Consumers are in general becoming
more eco-minded. With that, manufac-
turers and industrial companies are also
aiding in overall sustainability efforts,”
said Doug Hepper, president and
CEO, VEL.
“Reducing
Vision-Ease
Lens carbon
emissions as
a manufac-
turer trans-
lates directly
to customers.
With a num-
ber of lens
styles, colors and brands, customers
now have another, more important fac-
tor to consider when purchasing lens-
es—the environmental impact of the
products they choose.” 

Beyond setting a new standard in the
lens industry, VEL commitment to sus-
tainability marks one of the largest
industrial companies with 100 percent
renewable energy in Minnesota. 

“We will pay a premium to use
renewable energy, but the benefits far
outweigh the cost,” said Hepper. “By
switching to renewable power, we will

avoid the release of more than 15,000
metric tons of carbon emissions each
year. This saving is equivalent to the
emissions that result from burning more
than one and three-quarter million gal-
lons of gasoline.” 

Through Connexus Energy, an elec-
tric distribution cooperative, all energy
purchased for the Ramsey, Minn.-based
facility is generated through renewable
power including wind, solar, hydroelec-
tric and biomass. 

In addition to the conversion to
renewable power, VEL has already
engaged in a number of other eco-
friendly initiatives. By eliminating extra

product shipments for manufacturing,
VEL saved more than 12,500 gallons of
gas in 2006 by producing its proprietary,
award winning LifeRx photochromic
lenses in one facility. This has also saved
113 metric tons of CO2 emissions—
equivalent to the electricity for 15
homes for one year, according to VEL.
By replacing all lighting in the Ramsey
facility with energy efficient fluorescent
lighting, the company said its savings
have reached near 800 metric tons of
CO2 emissions since the conversion in
January 2007. ■■
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Vision-Ease Launches
Sustainability Initiative

IN THE NEWS

SOUTH WINDSOR, Conn.—Gerber
Scientific (NYSE:GRB) reported net
income of $3.1 million for the third quar-
ter of fiscal 2008 on revenue of $152.0
million, compared with net income of
$2.2 million on revenue of $137.1 mil-
lion for the third quarter of fiscal 2007.
Foreign currency translation had the
effect of increasing revenue by approxi-
mately $9.6 million in the third quarter
of fiscal 2008 as compared with the third
quarter of fiscal 2007. 

For the nine months ended Jan. 31,

2008, Gerber Scientific reported net
income of $8.4 million on revenue of
$466.3 million, compared with net
income of $7.9 million on revenue of
$419.7 million for the nine months
ended Jan. 31, 2007. Foreign currency
translation had the effect of increasing
revenue by approximately $24.2 million
for the nine months ended Jan. 31, 2008,
as compared with the nine months
ended Jan. 31, 2007. 

The company did not break out results
for its Gerber Coburn optical division. ■■

Gerber Scientific Posts 
Gains for 3Q 2007

“Consumers are in general
becoming more eco-mind-
ed. With that, manufactur-
ers and industrial compa-

nies are also aiding in over-
all sustainability efforts.”

—Doug Hepper
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PARSIPPANY, N.J.— Sàfilo
USA, will unveil its newly
designed trade show environ-
ment at the upcoming Vision
Expo East. In Sàfilo’s signature
dark blue and white color
scheme, the new booth—
designed by Sparks Exhibits
and Environments, Inc. of
Philadelphia, Pa.—will offer a
modern and clean look, accord-

ing to Sàfilo. The new space
will deliver a high impact enter-
tainment experience that incor-
porates powerful brand imagery
within the confines of several
work stations, meeting rooms
and casual seating areas. 

Just beyond the booth’s
entrance, guests will enter a bar
and lounge area filled with plas-
ma screens and an extensive
25–foot tall media wall. The
wall features a combination of
low and high resolution displays
creating a unique and immer-
sive experience. Several times a
day, the plasma screens sink
into the platform behind the
bar, creating an elevated runway
for the signature Sàfilo designer
fashion show.  

“We’re very excited about our
new booth environment at
Vision Expo East. This innova-
tive, high impact booth not only
better represents who we are
today as a company but also bet-
ter serves the needs of our cus-
tomers which is extremely
important to us,” said Dick
Russo, executive vice president
of Sàfilo USA. ■■

Sàfilo to
Introduce
New Expo
Booth

IN THE NEWS
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MILAN—The Marcolin Group SpA
(MCL.MI), Dean and Dan Caten,
designers of the brand Dsquared2, and
Staff International Spa, licensee of the
brand Dsquared2, have announced an
exclusive five-year licensing agreement
for the production and worldwide distri-
bution of sunglasses and ophthalmic
frames under the Dsquared2 brand name. 

The agreement, which is renewable
for another five-year term at its conclu-
sion, marks Dsquared2’s debut in the
eyewear market and is projected to
generate a turnover of approximately
$20 million once established, according
to a joint statement from the compa-
nies. The launch of the first sunglass
collection is planned for the first half of
2009 and will be followed by prescrip-
tion frames. 

Dsquared2, a ready-to-wear line
which describes itself as a mix of the
American dream and refined Italian tai-
loring paired with attention to details
and an ironic and provocative image,

was launched in 1994 by designers
Dean and Dan Caten. The Dsquared2
Eyewear line will have selective distri-
bution and be positioned in the high-
end segment of the market offering
styles for both men and women. 

“I’m very satisfied for Marcolin
Group’s opportunity to launch a brand
such as Dsquared2 in the eyewear
industry,” said Maurizio Marcolin, style
and licensing officer of the Marcolin
Group. “Dean and Dan Caten’s great
potential and stylistic talent, combined
with the high market appreciation for
this brand, will ensure an extreme suc-
cess over the years, thanks to the syn-
ergy of Marcolin’s high quality stan-
dards and Dsquared2’s unique
creativity.”

“We are pleased to work with Mar-
colin because we believe that, from a
creative perspective, they are the most
innovative group on the market, able to
distinctly diversify the brands of their
portfolio and devote all the efforts nec-

essary to support a project as important
as this,” said Dean and Dan Caten.
“We are extremely happy that Marcol-

in decided to invest in our brand for its
notoriety and also for its tremendous
potential.” ■■

NEWS VIEWS

Marcolin Signs Agreement for Dsquared2 Eyewear

LINCOLN, R.I.—A.T. Cross Compa-
ny (Amex: ATX ) the parent company
of Costa Del Mar sunglasses as well as
its line of A.T. Cross writing instru-
ments, timepieces and accessories,
announced that the company has
entered into an agreement to acquire
Native Eyewear Inc. for $17.8 million,
plus the assumption of approximately
$1 million in bank debt. 

Native Eyewear, based in Huntingdon
Valley, Pennsylvania, is a designer and
marketer of a branded line of “All Sports
All Polarized” sunglasses called Native,
which is distributed throughout the U.S.

under the Native Eyewear brand. 
The transaction is expected to close on

March 24, 2008. 
A.T. Cross Company is a designer

and marketer of branded personal and
business accessories. Cross provides a
range of products including award-win-
ning quality writing instruments, time-
pieces, business accessories and Costa
Del Mar sunglasses, which are distrib-
uted in retail and corporate gift chan-
nels worldwide. For more information,
visit the A.T. Cross Web site at
www.cross.com and the Costa Del Mar
Web site at www.costadelmar.com. ■■

A.T. Cross Company to
Acquire Native Eyewear Inc.

IN THE NEWS
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HAPPAUGE, N.Y.—After
nearly 24 months in develop-
ment, ClearVision Optical is
launching its new booth at this
year’s Vision Expo East. The
booth will embody ClearVi-
sion’s branding philosophy, con-
veying the company’s “One
Source” business approach with
its talent for incorporating fun,
innovation, and creativity,
according to ClearVision. 

Larger-than-life model
graphics will blend with each
brand’s eyewear and sunglass
selections, creating powerful
fashion and lifestyle state-
ments. ClearVision offers a
wide selection of non-competi-
tive adult and kids brands,
including: BCBGMAXAZRIA,
Cole Haan, Ellen Tracy, Izod
Eyes, Op, Jessica McClintock
and Fisher-Price, plus its own
ClearVision house collection.  

The booth will also feature a
comfortable conversational
lounge areas for guests to relax
with friends and conduct busi-
ness. To celebrate of the
booth’s launch, in conjunction
with industry premier of Cole
Haan Eyewear, the company is
offering opportunities for free
products, dispenser gifts, valu-
able extended payment terms,
plus a full line of award win-
ning POP and merchandising
displays with show purchases. 

Contact the ClearVision
Customer Care Department
today at (800) 645-3733 to
book a Vision Expo East
appointment. ■■

IN THE NEWS

clear58® brand is the first FDA-approved generic equivalent contact lens to replace Acuvue®®2.
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ClearVision
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Expo Booth
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NEW YORK—The eyewear/eyecare
industry’s consolidated revenues—includ-
ing dollar sales of key optical products as
well as eye examination fees—declined
by just 0.1 percent during calendar 2007.
That left the total vision care market’s vol-
ume of $28,577.8 million for last year vir-
tually even with the prior year’s $28,603.1
million in revenues, according to Vision-
Watch, the ongoing survey of 100,000
U.S. consumers annually, conducted by

Jobson Medical Information and the
Vision Council of America.

Among industry’s key product cate-
gories, frame dollar sales were also virtu-
ally flat, rising just 0.4 percent in the 12
months ended Dec. 31, 2007, according
to the VisionWatch data. Lens dollar
sales dipped by the same amount last
year, coming in just 0.4 percent below
2006’s industry lens revenues.

Among other vision-care products,

non-prescription readers showed the
largest dollar sales gain among the
VisionWatch survey respondents, with
dollar sales rising by 14.2 percent during
2007. Contact lens dollar sales were up
3.4 percent for the year, while dollar
sales of non-Rx sunglasses increased by
1.6 percent in calendar 2007.

The two eyecare categories that suf-
fered declines in revenues last year were
eye exams, down by 1.4 percent in the 12

months ended Dec. 31, and refractive sur-
gery, whose revenues dipped 5 percent
for the year. (The VisionWatch data indi-
cates that 43.1 percent of U.S. adults aged
18 and over had an eye exam last year,
down from 44.3 percent during 2006.)

Looking at dollar sales of specific
product categories within the vision-care
market, the VisionWatch survey indi-
cates that independent optical retailers’

Millions of Dollars 

Frames

Lenses

Contact Lenses

Sunglasses

Readers

Refractive Surgery

Exams

+0.4%

-0.4%

+3.4%
+1.6%

+14.2%

-5.0%

-1.4%

$28,603.1 $28,577.8

Total Vision Care Market in the U.S.

12ME Dec ’06 12ME Dec ’07

28.2%

26.7%

8.6%
7.7%
2.3%

10.5%

16.1%

28.1%

26.8%

8.3%
7.6%
2.0%

11.0%

16.3%

06/07 dollar sales
% change

-0.1%

12ME Dec ’05

12ME Dec ’06

12ME Dec ’07

41.5% 44.3% 43.1%

Eye Exams
Percent of U.S. adults 18+ actually having eye exams

Source: VisionWatch – a study conducted by Jobson/VCA 
Total Annual VisionWatch Sample Size: 100,000 consumer respondents per year (ages 18+) Readers Data is for
the 12ME (months ending) December 2005, 12ME December 2006, and the 12ME December 2007

Frame dollar sales rose by 0.4 percent to $8,071.2 million in 2007 vs 2006; of
that, independent optical retailers and ECPs captured a 44.5 percent share, while
sales through optical chains represented 33.7 percent of the U.S. market in dol-
lars in 2007. Mass merchants held 10.6 percent of last year’s frame market.

Sales of spectacle lenses slid by 0.4 percent last year, compared to 2006, to
$7,629.2 million. Independents also saw their share of lens dollar sales decline
in 2007, to 46.3 percent; optical chains and mass merchants, on the other
hand, had increases in their lens market shares over 2006.

Source: VisionWatch – a study conducted by Jobson/VCA 

Dollar sales of both ophthalmic frames and spectacle lenses showed little change
last year from 2006’s total volumes; frame sales rose just 0.4 percent for the
year, while lens sales fell by the same amount. Showing the strongest gain in
U.S. dollar sales in 2007—up 14.2 percent—was the Rx reader category.

Just over 43 percent of U.S. residents aged 18 and older had an eye examina-
tion during the 12 months ended Dec. 31, 2007; that’s down from the 44.3
percent who had exams during calendar 2006, but up from the 41.5 percent of
Americans 18+ who had eye exams during 2005.

$7,707.2M

Frame Market - Dollars
Retail structure
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Other
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% change
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Lens Market - Dollars
Retail structure

$7,574.7M
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$7,661.40M
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$7,629.2M
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+2.7%

+4.6%

+1.6%
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Millions of Dollars 

Independents

Chains

Mass Merchandisers

Optical Center 
    in Dept. Stores

Other

06/07 dollar sales
% change

-0.4%

Source: VisionWatch – a study conducted by Jobson/VCA Source: VisionWatch – a study conducted by Jobson/VCA 

Vision Market Virtually Flat in ’07: VisionWatch
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and eyecare professionals’ share of
industry dollar sales decreased in the
key frame and spectacle lens markets in
2007, while increasing in plano sunwear
and contact lenses; independents’ share
of industry dollar sales remained
unchanged in 2007 in non-Rx readers.

In U.S. frame sales, independent
retailers and ECPs captured 44.5 per-

cent of the total $8,071.2 million dollar
volume last year, down from their 45.1
percent share of frame dollar sales in
2006. Optical chains held 33.7 percent of
the 2007 frame market in dollars, up
from 32.3 percent the prior year, while
the mass merchants’ share rose from
10.5 percent in 2006, to 10.6 percent of
frame dollar sales in 2007. Department
store optical departments held just 4.9
percent of dollar sales in frames last year,
down from 5.6 percent in 2006.

In the lens category, 46.3 percent of

the year’s $7,629.2 million in U.S. indus-
try dollar sales was done through inde-
pendents, down from 48 percent of total
sales in the prior year. Another 33.1 per-
cent of last year’s lens dollar sales went
through optical chains, up from their
32.1 percent share in 2006; mass mer-
chants held a 12.4 percent share of U.S.
lens dollar sales in 2007, up from 11.8
percent the previous year. Department
store optical departments saw their share
of lens dollar sales edge up to 5.1 per-
cent, from the 5 percent share they held
in both 2006 and 2005.

As for specific types of lenses sold,
among those VisionWatch survey
respondents who purchased lenses
during 2007, 22.4 percent said they
bought AR-coated lenses (up from
21.7 percent who bought AR during
2006), while 15.5 percent of the
respondents reported purchasing pho-
tochromic lenses last year, compared
to 15.1 percent of VisionWatch respon-
dents in the previous year.

Independent retailers and ECPs saw
their share of the $2,196.5 million in
dollar sales of plano sunglasses increase
last year to 11.8 percent, vs. their 10.5
percent share of the sunwear dollar
market in 2006. Optical chains had a
7.1 percent share of the total 2007 sun
market in dollars, up from 7 percent in
2006; grocery/drug/convenience/vari-
ety/mass merchant outlets held a 25.7
percent market share, up from their
25.1 percent share of sunwear dollar
sales in 2006. The lion’s share of sales

in this category continued to be through
“other” types of retail outlets, which
held 48.2 percent of plano sunglass dol-
lar sales in 2007, although that share
declined from their 50.3 percent in 2006.

Independents retained the top share
of dollar sales of contact lenses last year;
the total CL dollar volume in 2007 rose
3.4 percent to $2,448.7 million. The
independents’ share of that market rose
slightly to 38.1 percent last year, up from
their 38 percent share of CL dollar sales
in 2006. Optical chains’ CL market share
dropped to 18.1 percent of total dollar
volume last year, down from an 18.5 per-
cent share in 2006; mass merchants’
share of CL dollar sales in 2007
remained even with the prior year at 21.4
percent of the total. The “other” retail
category, which includes online CL sales,
also saw a slight market-share increase to
22.4 percent of the total CL dollar vol-
ume, from 22.1 percent in 2006.

Of the $643.7 million in U.S. sales of
non-Rx readers during 2007, dollar sales
through independent optical retailers
and ECPs represented 4.8 percent of
that total, the same market share as the
prior year. Optical chains’ share of the
reader market’s dollar sales fell to 6.8
percent in 2007, vs. a 7.1 percent share
in 2006; grocery/drug/convenience/mass
merchant stores still held the largest
share of dollar sales in readers, at 75.4
percent, but that share was down from
their 78.1 percent slice of the dollar-sales
pie for readers.

—Cathy Ciccolella
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With a 1.6 percent increase in dollar sales over 2006, the U.S. sunglass mar-
ket reached $2,196.5 million in 2007. Independents saw their market share of
plano sun dollar sales increase last year; optical chains, mass merchants and
department stores also had share gains in sunwear.

The non-Rx readers category soared 14.2 percent in dollar sales in 2007 over
2006, to $643.7 million. Of those dollar sales, independent retailers and ECPs
held a 4.8 percent share; optical chains took 6.8 percent. The leader was the
grocery/drug/mass merchant/convenience store segment, with 75.4 percent.

Sunglass Market - Dollars
Retail structure

$1,911.7M
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Readers Market - Dollars
Retail structure

$502.4M
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Source: VisionWatch – a study conducted by Jobson/VCA 

Source: VisionWatch – a study conducted by Jobson/VCA 

Contact lens sales totaled $2,448.7 million last year, up 3.4 percent, com-
pared to 2006. Independents held 38.1 percent of CL dollar sales in 2007,
followed by “other” retailers with 22.4 percent, mass merchants with 21.4
percent and optical chains with 18.1 percent of CL dollar sales. 

Contact Lens Market - Dollars
Retail structure

$2,213.7M
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Source: VisionWatch – a study conducted by Jobson/VCA 

Vision Market Virtually
Flat in ’07: VisionWatch
Continued from page 38
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EXPO EAST 2008

PREVIEW

NEWS VIEWS

NEW YORK—With More than 525
leading companies expected to partici-
pate in the exhibits, as well as featuring
several pavilions attendees can make the
most of the upcoming Vision Expo East
with one-stop-shopping and continuing
education all rolled into one event. 

The exhibition portion of the event is
scheduled for April 11 – 13 at the Jacob
Javits Convention Center here. Show
floor highlights will include: 

The Lenses & Processing Technology
Pavilion features companies that handle
lenses, lens technology and finishing

equipment.  Eyecare professionals can
learn about the latest in eyeglass lenses
and lens technology including materials,
designs and coatings, finishing equipment
technology, lens surfacing technology, lab
equipment finance companies and lens
and frame processing tools and supplies.  

The Medical & Scientific Pavilion and
Theater is the first stop for those interest-
ed in contact lenses and solutions, phar-
maceuticals, medical diagnostic equip-
ment, practice management technology
and low vision devices.  The Theater is
again offering free CEU courses as well.    

The Low Vision Pavilion is
part of the Medical & Scientific
Pavilion and Theater. Adding
low vision to a practice can have
a huge impact on customer care
and future business growth.  As
a show within a show, profes-
sionals can source more prod-
ucts quickly and efficiently. 

The Underground is an ele-
gant counterpoint to the
excitement and bustle of the
show floor. This chic sanctuary is home
to only the most established high end

couture designers. Advanced appoint-
ments are strongly suggested.  Please
visit www.visionexpoeast.com for contact
information for designers participating in
the Underground. If you’re interested in
fashion, don’t forget to also check out
the Galleria, a special boutique for the
most fashion-forward lines in eyewear
and accessories from around the world.  

This year’s show includes a new loca-
tor system as well as a photo booth
opportunity to celebrate the new Inter-
national Vision Expo logo. Also new to
the show is internationally renowned
Brazilian artist Marcello Cipis, who has
created four special illustrations for
International Vision Expo East and will
sign them at the show.  All proceeds
from the signing will be donated to opti-
cal charities including Optometry Giving
Sight, Special Olympics—Lions Club
International Opening Eyes Program,
and Unite for Sight. 

In addition to the exhibit, the exclu-
sive conference program runs April 10—
13, 2008, and offers more than 250 hours
of continuing education.  All topics and
speakers are selected by an advisory
board whose goal is to provide a spec-
trum of choices for optometrists, oph-
thalmologists and other ophthalmic pro-
fessionals. New courses, exclusive classes
and hot issues are all on the program. For
the full conference schedule, descriptions
and featured speakers, as well as continu-
ing education credit status approval, visit
www.visionexpoeast.com.

International Vision Expo, the world-
wide conference and exhibition for eye-
care and eyewear, is a trade-only event
which draws more than 15, 000 eyecare
professionals each year.  Co-owned by
Reed Exhibitions and The Vision Coun-
cil of America), International Vision
Expo gives back to the entire oph-
thalmic community by creating pro-
grams that educate consumers about the
importance of regular vision care. ■■

Expo East Offers Glimpse Into Eyecare’s Future

Thursday, April 10
10:00 am – 1:00 pm Contact Lens Boot Camp: Sponsored by Vistakon Room 1E08
10:00 am – 1:00 pm Optical Boot Camp, Level 1: Room 1E19

Sponsored by Essilor, Crizal & Varilux
10:00 am – 5:30 pm Continuing Education Program E Hall, Level 1
2:00 pm – 5:00 pm Contact Lens Boot Camp (cont’d) Room 1E08
2:00 pm – 5:00 pm Optical Boot Camp, Level 1 (cont’d) Room 1E19

Friday, April 11
8:30 am – 7:00 pm The Underground Exhibits Special Events Hall
9:00 am – 12:00 pm Medical Coding for 2008: Sponsored by NYSOA Room 1E20
9:00 am – 5:15 pm Continuing Education Program E Hall, Level 1
9:30 am – 6:00 pm Exhibit Hall and Galleria Exhibits Level 3, Level 4
12:45 pm – 1:45 pm National Federation of Opticianry Schools Room 1E14

College Bowl: Sponsored by Essilor
1:00 pm – 3:00 pm Free Fashion Panel Room 1E10

Saturday, April 12
8:30 am – 11:30 am Magnify Your Future: 

Sponsored by The Vision Council’s Low Vision Division Room 1E17
8:30 am – 12:30 pm Optical Boot Camp, Level 2 – Top Gun: Room 1E19

Sponsored by Essilor, Crizal & Varilux
8:30 am – 4:00 pm Continuing Education Program E Hall, Level 1
8:30 am – 7:00 pm Underground Exhibits Special Events Hall
9:30 am – 6:00 pm Exhibit Hall and Galleria Exhibits Level 3, Level 4
9:45 am – 11:45 am The Art of the Deal: Practice Transitions Room 1E12

And Associate Relationships: Sponsored By NYSOA
12:45 pm – 2:45 pm You Can Do A Low Vision Exam: Clinical Room 1E16

Tips, Pearls and Techniques: Sponsored by
The Vision Council’s Low Vision Division

1:00 pm – 4:00 pm What Choices Are There After Graduation Room 1E12
And How Do I Get There? Sponsored by NYSOA

2:00 pm Voting Ends for New Product Showcase Crystal Palace, Level 3
4:00 pm Vision Choice Award Presentations and Crystal Palace, Level 3

Exhibit Hall Shopping Spree Drawings

Sunday, April 13
8:30 am – 11:30 am Low Vision Case Study Workshop 2008: Room 1E16

Sponsored by The Vision Council’s Low Vision Division
8:30 am – 2:15 pm Continuing Education Program E Hall, Level 1
8:30 am – 5:00 pm Underground Exhibits Special Events Hall
9:30 am – 5:00 pm Exhibit Hall and Galleria Exhibits Level 3, Level 4

Events Schedule





NEW YORK—For those buyers on the
lookout for trends that are hot, revamped
and vibrant, this season’s eyewear is
making a big splash on the spring fash-
ion scene. With shapes, styles and col-
ors inspired by runway fashions, it will be
easy to provide your customers with eye-
wear to perfectly accent their wardrobe
and lifestyle.

According to VCA’s Eyecessorize, here
are some of the trends to watch. Women’s
eyewear trends include:
• Career Chic: Colors are subdued, with
an emphasis on taupe, grey, black and
tinted whites. Nothing too oversized, sub-
tle designer logos, tortoise and half
specs keep this look ladylike and chic. 
• Indie Spirit: Butterfly and cat-eye
shapes run rampant, in plastics and eye-
popping shades of blue, yellow, orange,
green and pink. On the flip side, natural
details such as leather, wood, bone and
horn add an earthy spirit to frames.
• Modern Pin-Up: A sprinkling of
sparkle and bold designer logos show-
case the glamorous side of eyewear,

while delicate accents and filigree evoke
a sense of transparency. Frames shine
in faux ivory, metallic and pretty pinks
and purples.

The latest eyewear looks for men
include:
• Back in Business: Traditional, sleek
metal frames pull together this profession-
al image. Double bridges, tortoise, horn,
black, brown and silver frames embody the
look of a man who is all business.
• Urban Male: Look deep into the 80’s
to be inspired by the printed frames, col-
ored lenses and bold designer logos.
Bright colors create a retro vibe while
oversized frames, shields and aviators
bring it all together.
• Active Endeavors: Performance driv-
en—lightweight, polarized lenses, reflec-
tive and wraparounds are the way to go.
Look for frames in black, white or navy
and colored lenses or ultra-light frames
from luxury metals and chrome.

For more information on eyewear
trends and information, visit www.eyeces-
sorize.com. ■■

Spring Fashion Trends for ’08

ALEXANDRIA, Va.—The Vision
Council of America’s (VCA) Eyewear
and Accessories (E&A) Division will
sponsor a free trend presentation during
International Vision Expo East targeting
product development and design man-
agers of E&A Division member compa-
nies on Thursday, April 10 at 8:00 a.m.
at the Warwick New York Hotel. 

This first time, exclusive presentation,
given by trend expert Ellen Campuzano
from the Committee for Colours and
Trends, will provide a two-hour overview
of the spring 2009 fashion trends and a

sneak preview of fall 2009 trends. 
“We are extremely excited to provide

our members the opportunity to pre-
view the up and coming fashion trends
and enable them to translate these
trends into their eyewear collections,”
said Jamie Shyer, chair of VCA’s E&A
Division. “This is a program we feel is a
must for all of our members, and will
give them a remarkable advantage with
developing their 2009 frame and sun-
glass assortments.” 

Campuzano founded the Committee
for Colours and Trends over 25 years

ago and has traveled the world to cover
the major fashion collections, visit trade
shows and shop retail. The Committee
for Colours and Trends is a major color
forecasting, trend tracking, and consult-
ing service in North America for the
footwear and accessories industry. 

For more information regarding the

event, contact Donna Van Green, VCA
Eyewear and Accessories Division liaison
at (973) 702-7671, at dvangreen@vision-
site.org or at dvangreen@aol.com. To reg-
ister for the trend presentation, please
contact Amber Robinson, VCA member
services assistant, at (703) 740-1094 or at
arobinson@visionsite.org. ■■
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VCA’s E&A Division to Sponsor Trend Program

EXPO EAST 2008

PREVIEW

NEW YORK—Vision Expo East will
BE welcoming some 80 new exhibitors
when it opens April 11, 2008 at the
Jacob K. Javits Convention Center here.

“We are pleased to welcome these
new participants to the Show.  This
group represents and adds to all facets of
our already diverse exhibitor base,” said
Tom Loughran, event director.  “Today,
there are 172.3 million American adults
that currently wear some type of vision
correction—a fact that makes it impera-
tive to stay at the forefront.”

For a complete listing of companies
and their booth numbers, please visit
www.visionexpoeast.com.

A total of 525 exhibitors are participat-
ing in the event that runs through April
13, 2008.  

New Exhibitor List 

Company
A&R Optical Machinery Inc.
Accessureyez
Airclip Inc.
AM GROUP PLUS Sp.z o.o.
Bates Display & Pkg. Company
Bestway Enterprise Co., Ltd
BRICAN America LLC
Brillebrille
Brintech Eyewear
C.C. Systems
Carl Zeiss Vision Inc.
ChromaGen Vision LLC
Clarity Medical Systems, Inc.
Comlite Systems
Econo-Lite Products, LLC
Element Eight USA
Eugen Nussbaumer GmbH
Eye Eco, Inc.
Eyesistant
Fashion Elite
Frame Displays
Frame Fetish, Inc
Fu Sheng Optical Industry Co., Ltd
Fuzhou Formosa Glasses Co., Ltd.
Gold & Wood
Good Shepherd Products
Harbour Monocles

INTEROJO INC/Polyvue Dist.
Jiangsu Dongbao Optical Co.
JP CORPORATE INVESTMENT
Jungle Eyewear
K&S Optical Design Ind. Corp.
KB Seiren, Ltd.
Konan Medical Corp
Lentes AnyDay
Lighthouse International
Lucky Sales, Inc.
Matsco
MAX Eyewear
MEI srl
Mes Lunettes Eyewear / Bellinger
Mings Optical
My Vision Express
National Lab Express
New Kong Trading Company
OptiMan
Optylux
Physician's Wellness Group
QEF Design Corp.
RAC Paris LLC
Riccino (Xia Men) Optical Co., ltd.
Rich Eyewear Group
ROSEEYE.INC
Royal Vision
Shanghai Bestway International
Shanghai Lighthin Glasses Co., LTD
Skagen Designs, Ltd.
Specialty Lens Corporation
Starlight Accessories
The Lens Company
The Quality LIFE, Inc.
Three Rivers Optical
US Ophthalmic LLC
Varitronics Inc
VICTORY EYEWEAR
Visco Vision, Inc.
Vision & Fashion Poland
Vision Star llc
Walters Low Vision Optics
Wenzhou Guanhao Glasses Co., LTD
WENZHOU LIDONG OPTICAL MFG CO.,LTD
West Optical Manufactory Co Ltd
William Morris London Eyewear
Williams Group
Y & C Enterprises Inc.
YAAD Inc. LP3400

Vision Expo East Welcomes
80 New Exhibitors For ’08
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Nassau Lens Company, NJ
800.526.0313

Nassau Lens Florida, FL
800.432.2202

Nassau Lens Memphis, TN
800.399.3231

Nassau Lens Mid-Atlantic, NC
800.253.4271

Nassau Lens Mid-West, IL
800.323.8026

Nassau Lens Southeast, GA
800.241.9048

Nassau Lens Southwest, TX
800.441.2546

Nassau Lens West, CA
800.433.2974

Champion Optical, OH
800.223.3485

ONE-STOP SHOP
FOR ALL YOUR OPTICAL NEEDS

NASSAU VISION GROUP

Stock lenses - over 4 million lenses
available.

Contact lenses - Select from the most

well-know manufacturers.

Full-laboratory services - Our

Authorized Varilux® and Crizal

laboratories offer:
- Our proprietary in-house coatings
called SynergyTM and Triumph®

- Edging and drilling
- Surfacing and tinting

Supplies and accessories

New products - Nassau continues to

launch new products into the

marketplace that will increase your

bottom line. Now available and

exclusive to Nassau: Shore AS 1.74 AR

and Shore TrivexTM lenses!

Visit us at Vision Expo East!

Booth #3020
- Qualify for a raffle drawing*
Prizes include: iPod Touch (8GB &16GB) and a GPS navigation system

- Nassau247.com demonstration

- Earn a spin of the Transitions® Prize Wheel
and a chance to win great prizes*

*Call Jessica at 1.800.526.0313 ext. 1284 and learn how to qualify

NASSAU OFFERS:







NEW YORK—Vision Expo is pleased
to once again partner with Broadway
Inbound this year to offer Vision Expo
eyecare professionals the opportunity to
purchase discounted Broadway Show
and New York City tour options. 

New York is one of the most exciting
cities in the world to visit, and many

attendees are planning to come early or
stay late to take-in as much of the city
as possible while you are here for the
conference. It would be unheard of to
travel to New York City without seeing
a Broadway Show or taking a tour of the
city landmarks, so Vision Expo is mak-
ing it easy for attendees to see a show
while in New York City. 

All of the prices and services are
exclusively available to Vision Expo
East delegates only from April 7 to 15.
Many of the prices are 10 percent to 35
percent off the regular ticket price. 

If a date or show is not shown it may
be because it is sold out. For booking
information go online to www.broad-
waygetaways.com/packages/. ■■

Discounted New York City
Entertainment Packages

EXPO EAST 2008

PREVIEW48

Route 1
1st Stop: Holiday Inn Midtown,
(57th Street  between 10th & 9th
Aves), also servicing Hudson Hotel
2nd Stop: Sheraton New York (
on 7th Avenue between 52nd & 53rd
Streets), also servicing Sheraton
Manhattan
3rd Stop: Crowne Plaza (on
Broadway between 49th & 48th
Streets), also servicing The Time,
Doubletree Guest Suites, Hamp-
ton Inn, Hilton Garden Inn

Route 2
1st Stop: Marriott Marquis (on
45th  Street between Broadway &
8th Ave), also servicing  W Times
Square, Westin Times Square,
Renaissance, The Muse, Holiday
Inn Express, Royalton Hotel

Route 3
1st Stop: W New York (on Lexing-
ton Avenue between 49th & 50th
Streets, across the Street), also serv-
icing Marriott East Side
2nd Stop: Roosevelt Hotel (on
45th Street between Madison & Van-
derbuilt Avenues)

Route 4
1st Stop: Penn Station (on 31st
Street between 7th & 8th Avenues by
Green Awning)

Wheelchair Buses will be available
during the service. Please call
Academy Bus at (201) 420-7000
to arrange for this type of bus
ahead of time

Hours of Service:

Thursday, April 10
10:30 a.m. – 6:30 p.m.

Friday, April 11
7:15 a.m. – 10:30 a.m. 
& 3:30 p.m. – 8:00 p.m.

Saturday, April 12
7:15a.m. – 10:30 a.m. 
& 3:30 p.m. – 8:00 p.m.

Sunday April 13
7:15 a.m. – 10:30 a.m. 
& 3:30 p.m. – 6:30 p.m. 

Vision East 2008
FREE Shuttle Bus Service

HOTELS BY ROUTE





SAN ANTONIO,
Texas—Jim Gallas, a
photo-physicist and
physics professor at
the University of
Texas in San Anto-
nio, has created a
new product that he
says can protect the
eye from the harm-

ful effects of ultraviolet (UV) and High
Energy Visible (HEV) light.

Gallas’ company, Photoprotective
Technologies, has developed and
patented the product, which he
described as a synthetic form of ocular
lens pigment (OLP), a yellow-brown tint
that occurs naturally in the ocular lens as
it ages. Synthetic OLP can be used in
the production of both spectacle lenses
and intraocular lenses, according to Gal-
las. He noted that post-cataract patients
are particularly at risk of damage from

HEV light, because cataract surgery
removes the crystalline lens containing
the OLP and substitutes a clear, artificial
lens, exposing patients to potentially
damaging violet and blue light,” Gallas
pointed out. Children may also be at risk
of HEV damage because they haven’t
yet developed a sufficient amount of
OLP in their ocular lenses, Gallas said.

“OLP’s ability to eliminate UV and
reduce HEV is recognized by leading sci-
entists for its role in protecting the retina
from Age-related Macular Degeneration,”
said Gallas. “It can truly be regarded as
‘as the body’s own sunglass lens filter.’”

Gallas has spent years researching the
harmful effects of sunlight on the human
eye. He is particularly interested in how
exposure to UV and HEV light can
cause damage such as macular degenera-
tion and cataracts.

Gallas previously developed a synthet-
ic form of melanin, a substance found in

human skin. When used in sunglasses, it
protects the eyes from the sun’s harmful
blue light rays, known as High Energy
Visible light, without affecting wearers’
color recognition. Photoprotective Tech-
nologies licenses the technology to
Intercast, Essilor, Specialty Lens and
Bocu Vision to produce and market
melanin lenses. These manufacturers
supply the lenses to sunglass makers and
laboratories.

Gallas is currently seeking partnerships
with IOL and spectacle lens suppliers that
can incorporate synthetic OLP into their
products. ■■

RAMSEY, MINN.—Vision-Ease Lens
recently introduced its first bilingual
Web site enhancement, specialized to
serve its growing Latin American client
base. With the Web site extensions,
Vision-Ease Lens is now able to offer

comprehensive communication and
increase its credibility among diverse
consumer markets.

In addition to listing product specifi-
cations, the Web site provides users with
Vision-Ease Lens product availability,
technical education, in-country distribu-
tors, poly processing tips and contact
information.

“This new site allows us to extend our
Web presence and more effectively
communicate with a Latin American
client-base community,” said Barry
Resnik, director of marketing, Vision-
Ease Lens. “With everything from sell
sheets to technical specifications, we’re
able to inform all of our key audiences
about Vision-Ease Lens products—with-

out any communication barriers.”
The translated site brings added

resources to a newer, more specific mar-
ket for Vision-Ease Lens. By relaying
technical product information in an
accommodating language, the Latin
American Web site gives users the visi-
bility to purchase Vision-Ease Lens
products in their own country.

“We’re now about to communicate
with and distribute to the smaller
accounts that weren’t able to access
products,” said Resnik. “Meeting the
needs of our Latin American audience,
the new Web site keeps our key markets
up-to-speed on the necessary sales and
product tools with a convenient, easy to
access resource.” ■■
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Vision-Ease Lens Debuts Bilingual Web Site

MIAMI, Fla.—Insight Software, devel-
oper of My Vision Express software, and
industry Internet portal VisionWeb are
announcing the release of version 6.5 of
the Express software, which features
complete integration with VisionWeb’s
spectacle lens ordering service. 

With version 6.5, My Vision Express
users are given options in lab-order sub-
mission that include fax, Eyefinity and
VisionWeb. With the VisionWeb order-
ing integration, My Vision Express users
can get immediate confirmation of their
lab orders directly from VisionWeb. 

According to Insight Software’s Vipul
Katyal, “The company strives to offer eye-
care professionals the most powerful yet
easy-to-use software that also integrates

with other established industry leaders.” 
“VisionWeb is committed to offering

technology solutions that make eyecare
practices more streamlined and ultimate-
ly, more successful,” said Mike O’Mal-
ley, VisionWeb’s chief operating officer
and chief financial officer. “Our integra-
tion with My Vision Express allows users
to order spectacle lenses to their labs in
the most convenient, accurate and effi-
cient method possible.” 

My Vision Express is also compatible
with VisionWeb’s insurance transaction
processing service, allowing users to gen-
erate electronic claim files and upload
them to VisionWeb’s clearinghouse,
which connects to thousands of payers
nationwide. ■■

Insight Software, VisionWeb
Announce Ordering Integration

CHARENTON-LE-PONT, France—Essilor
has made three new acquisitions that
are intended to boost external growth. 

Essilor International's subsidiary
Essilor Canada has acquired a majority
stake in Westlab Optical, a prescription
laboratory located in Montreal, which
generates sales of $4 million Canadian.
The partnership focuses primarily on
developing the company's portfolio of
combined lens/frame packages. 

Separately, the lens maker is acceler-
ating its development in Eastern Europe
by setting up operations in Bulgaria. Its
new subsidiary Essilor Bulgaria Eood
has acquired Optymal Ood, which cur-
rently distributes Essilor lenses and
instruments in Bulgaria and has sales of
nearly €1 million. According to Essilor,
the acquisition will enable it to enhance
its competitive position in the fast grow-
ing corrective lens market, especially the
progressive lens segment. 

Additionally, following the acquisition
of MGM in 2005, Essilor is strengthen-
ing its presence in Puerto Rico by
acquiring Rainbow Optical Labs, a pre-
scription laboratory with $3 million in
revenue. ■■

Essilor Makes
Acquisitions in
Canada Puerto
Rico, Bulgaria

Photo-Physicist Gallas Develops Blocker

PINELLAS PARK, Fla.—Transitions Opti-
cal has added new dates to the 11-city
promotional tour it is mounting to sup-
port the launch of Transitions VI lenses.
The “Experience Transitions” tour now
includes stops in New York, Detroit and
six cities in Canada.

The U.S. Experience Transitions tour will
stop in New York City on April 1 and Detroit,
Mich. on April 3. The Experience Transitions

tour will also stop in six cities in Canada. 
Eyecare professionals who attend the

tour events can experience the perform-
ance of Transitions VI lenses and learn
about tools and support for the new
product. Attendees will also learn the lat-
est updates on consumer advertising, as
well as self-marketing tools, in-
office/POS tools and education support
offered by Transitions in 2008. ■■

Transitions Adds Dates to Tour

Jim Gallas
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Robert Cohen, OD, Resigns from
Emerging Vision Board Following Sale
of Cohen’s Fashion Optical’s Franchise
Division
GARDEN CITY, N.Y.—Robert Cohen,
OD, president and chief executive officer
of retailer Cohen’s Fashion Optical,
resigned from the board of directors of
Sterling Optical parent Emerging Vision
a few days after the franchise division of
the Cohen’s chain was sold to an affiliate
of Houchens Industries (See VM,
March 17, page 8).

Robert Cohen’s resignation from
Emerging Vision’s board and its execu-
tive committee came on March 5,
according to a filing by the company
that day with the Securities and
Exchange Commission (SEC). 

According to that SEC filing, as a
component of the sale Cohen executed
an employment agreement with the
Houchens affiliate which, among other
things, prohibits him from serving as a
director on Emerging Vision’s board. In
the wake of the sale, Cohen is continu-
ing in his role of directing and oversee-
ing the Cohen’s chain’s daily operations,
he told VM.

Robert Cohen and his brother, Alan
Cohen, OD, have been Emerging Vision
board members since that company’s
inception in 1992. Robert Cohen is a for-
mer chairman and chief executive officer
of Emerging Vision; Alan Cohen has
served as the firm’s board chairman since
May 2002, and continues in that role.

Emerging Vision is currently evaluat-
ing candidates to replace Robert Cohen
on its board, the SEC filing said.

Reed Exhibition’s Val Scott Promoted
to Vice President, Strategic Accounts

NORWALK, Conn.—
Reed Exhibition Com-
panies has promoted Val
Scott to vice president
of strategic accounts
from her current posi-
tion as director. In her
new position, Scott will
add top eyecare retail-

ers to the portfolio of clients that she
currently services. 

“When it comes to Val, every single
exhibitor is a strategic account and they
are treated as such,” said Ed Greene,
CEO of VCA. “With boundless energy
and enthusiasm she is truly a force to be
reckoned with and we are lucky to have
her on our Vision Team.” 

Scott began her career at Reed in
1995 as a part time sales temp working
on International Vision Expo. She
quickly rose through the ranks to

become a full-time sales executive and
eventually went on to become national
account manager. For the past six years,
she has held the position of director of
strategic accounts. 

“Val’s most valued award is the
incredible positive feedback she
receives from her customers every day.
Vision Val is the undisputed ‘queen’ of
International Vision Expo,” said Tom
Loughran, event director responsible for
the Vision Shows at Reed. 

“Her contributions have been instru-
mental in the growth of the Vision port-
folio, including additions such as the
Galleria, The Underground, and the
Suites program as well as new initiatives
that continue to drive the Vision Events
as industry leaders,” he said. 

Eyeking LLC Names Espinet Senior
Director, Product Development
PLAINVIEW, N.Y.—Eyeking LLC has
appointed Mark Espinet to the position of
senior director of product development.

Espinet joins the growing staff at Eye-
king LLC, a New York design, manu-
facturer and distributor of premium sun-
glass products. In his new position, he
will oversee all facets of product devel-
opment at Eyeking LLC, including
design, sourcing and manufacturing for
all divisions.

Espinet joins Eyeking LLC from Carl
Zeiss Vision Sunlens where he held the
position of commercial director for
North & South America where for the
past 10 years he was instrumental in
growing their businesses with leading
eyewear brands.

According to Shelly Goldman, presi-
dent of Eyeking LLC, “Mark brings a
wealth of technological knowledge and
experience to the team and with his
addition we look forward to creating
technical, innovative products for all of
our brands.”

Eyeking’s current brand portfolio
includes Under Armour Performance
Eyewear, Hobie Polarized, Arsenal
Optix, The Realm and MY FACE, a
Private Label division.

Diversified Ophthalmics
Names Two Directors 
CINCINNATI, Ohio—
Diversified Ophthalmics
has named Russ Messina
to the position of director
of strategic planning,
according to Dr. Ronald
F. Cooke, president and

CEO of Diversified. Prior to joining
Diversified, Messina served in various
executive capacities with Bausch &

Lomb for many years. 
Dr. Cooke said,

“Russ has gained a
strong working famil-
iarity with Diversified
during his tenure as
director of sales and
marketing that will

serve him well in his
new position.  We are particularly
appreciative of his success in develop-
ing our sales force and in his achieve-
ments in focusing our sales and market-
ing strategies.”

In addition to the Messina move, Kay
Sharpe, formerly vice president of sales
for Rodenstock North America has been
named director of sales and marketing
for Diversified. Based out of the Day-
ton, Ohio area, Sharpe will work with
Diversified’s sales and marketing pro-
grams nationwide. Sharpe is an Ohio
licensed contact lens and spectacle dis-
pensing optician, and she is experienced
in both lens surfacing and edging,
according to Diversified.   

“Although Kay is a new member of
our management team, she is a familiar
face to many of us because of her serv-
ice as our SOLA regional sales manager
for many years. Kay is well experienced
in the field of ophthalmics,” according
to Dr. Cooke.  

“Both Russ and Kay have years of
ability, knowledge, and talent to con-
tribute to Diversified’s continuing
growth and development,” observed
Dr. Cooke. 

“We know that Russ’s skill and expe-
rience will serve us well in his new
capacity, and Kay will be able to offer
her own special insights and perspec-
tives as a new team member. These are
important changes in our company’s
development,” he said.   

HPC Puckett & Co. Names 
Managing Director

TOPEKA, Kansas—
HPC Puckett & Com-
pany has appointed
Jason A. Meyer to the
position of managing
director. Meyer has
been involved with the
management of the
firm’s optical division

for more than 10 years, most recently as
senior vice president locat-
ed in HPC’s offices here.

He has been involved in
over 50 wholesale optical
laboratory sales or mergers
since joining HPC and is
well recognized as an indus-

try expert on valuation and finance pro-
cedures, holding a BBA in finance and
economics and an MBA with an
accounting emphasis. 

Meyer will join HPC’s two managing
directors, Hiram H. Powell who is active
in the communications division and
Thomas F. Puckett, who is responsible
for the overall management of the firm.
HPC Puckett & Company is an invest-
ment bank specializing in mergers and
acquisitions as well as corporate finance
for the communications and optical
industries and has completed over $7
billion in transactions, since it was
founded in 1983 by Puckett, according
to the company.

Meyer writes the Dollars & Sense col-
umn for VM’s Lab Advisor E-Newsletter.

Wingron Named Administrative 
Director, AOA’s ‘Optometry’s Charity’

ST. LOUIS—Optome-
try’s Charity, the founda-
tion of the American
Optometric Association
(AOA), recently appoint-
ed Anna Marie Wingron
as administrative direc-
tor of the 34,000-mem-
ber organization.

Wingron will now be responsible for
directing and coordinating all activities
of Optometry’s Charity—The AOA
Foundation, including oversight and
coordination of ILAMO, VISION USA,
InfantSEE, Disaster Relief Fund,
Endowment & Scholarship Fund and
Tributes and Memorials—according to
the AOA. 

She will also direct ongoing and spe-
cial project funding for all of the pro-
grams. 

Wingron brings more than 20 years of
strategic planning, marketing, budgeting,
financial planning and fundraising expe-
rience to the foundation, an AOA
announcement said. Most recently, she
was president of Schraeder & Associates,
a multi-management consulting firm. 

In addition, Wingron has served as
director of development with the Jeffer-
son National Parks Association, working
with the National Park Service on the
Lewis & Clark Bicentennial Commera-
tion, and development coordinator for
Cardinals Care, the St. Louis Cardinals’
community fund. 
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Jason Meyer

Val Scott

Kay Sharpe

Russ Messina

Anna Wingron 

@ Read comments from optical indus-
try organizations and ECPs about
the proposed FDA guidelines for lens
testing in the New & Noteworthy
section on VisionMonday.com.
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SCENE AND HEARD

TEAM EFFORT

Briot USA Holds National
Sales Meeting in Key West

CUMMING, Ga.—Briot USA held its
2008 national sales meeting in January
in Key West, Fla. Briot USA’s sales, mar-
keting and technical staff participated in
the event.

“The Briot team had a great few days
together in Florida celebrating our record
success of 2007 and setting our sights on
2008. We took the opportunity to look at
ways to continue our growth and to
streamline our service to our much
appreciated customer base in the future” said Bret Davis, president of Briot USA.

An awards dinner was held at the meeting; South Central sales manager Andrew
Bumerts, an 11-year veteran of Briot USA, received the company’s top sales award.

“Our national sales meeting was a great opportunity for us to come together
as a team and not only recognize our top performers, but to also redirect and refo-
cus our efforts for 2008,” remarked Rob McCoy, Briot USA’s vice president of
sales and marketing.

The Briot USA team at its national sales meet-
ing in Key West, Fla.

HOUSE PARTY

Briot USA’s Andrew Bumerts, center, being
congratulated by Rob McCoy, vice president of
sales and marketing, left and company presi-
dent Bret Davis, right, for winning the top
sales award for 2007.

SUPPORTING OUR TROOPS

HAUPPAUGE, N.Y.—The asso-
ciates at Santinelli International
have teamed up to show their
appreciation and support for our
troops overseas. Knowing that the
husband of one of the company’s
associates is a U.S. Army captain
currently stationed in Iraq, the
team collected items for several
over-sized care packages which
were then shipped to the captain’s unit, nicknamed The Immortals.

A wide variety of supplies was sent including non-perishable foods, toiletries,
books, magazines and DVDs. In addition, many associates prepared home-baked
goods and letters from their own families. Pet supplies and food were also collected
for the team’s new guard dog, Gunner, whom they recently rescued and adopted.

Company president and CEO, Gerard Santinelli, said “As these troops are far
from home, we wanted to provide some comfort to them, to brighten their days
and keep their spirits up. We felt this small gesture was the least we could do,
given the many sacrifices they are making.”

Gerard Santinelli, center, with some of the Santinelli
International associates who donated care packages to
the troops in Iraq.

NEW YORK—Pucci hosted a
product preview in honor of
their eyewear launch with Mar-
chon at their Upper East side
townhouse boutique on Feb. 12. 

Laudomia Pucci, daughter of
founder Emilio Pucci and
image director of the Italian fashion house, and Pierre Bessez, senior vice
president of designer brands for Marchon, mingled with guests that includ-
ed both trade and consumer press, as well as loyal Pucci customers. 

“People have been quite enthusiastic about the eyewear line in the store,”
said Pucci. “We are one of the few brands that successfully marry modernity
and classism and now the eyewear finishes the look. We have wanted to have
an eyewear collection for a while because we had done it before and this col-
lection takes inspiration from our archives without copying it.” 

Models were on hand wearing each of the 22 sun styles on display while
guests enjoyed perusing the Pucci Spring ’08 ready-to-wear collection. 

Pucci’s Laudomia Pucci (left) and
Pierre Bessez of Marchon (right) guid-
ed guests through the new Pucci eye-
wear collection. 

Real life mannequins were on hand dressed in Pucci
fashions to model the selection of Pucci sunwear on
hand.

A model strikes a pose in style EP607S
from Pucci and Marchon. 

An in store mannequin showcases a look from
the Pucci Spring line paired with sunglass
style EP608S from Pucci and Marchon. 

Pucci Throws Colorful 
Upper Eastside Shindig 

Santinelli Sends
Care Packages
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MEN IN TIES, NOT TIGHTS

The store facade, made of 900 square feet of
continuous glass, with metal struts creates a
visual representation of woven Zegna fabrics.

NEW YORK –Ermenegildo Zegna opened its first U.S. flagship boutique, at 663 Fifth
Avenue, with a new global concept designed by New York architect, Peter Marino. 

The new House of Zegna, which was originally founded in 1910 in the Biella Alps, com-
bines traditional and contemporary design where the Zegna spirit and brand story is reinforced. 

To commemorate the opening of the store, The Zegna Group hosted a star-studded
event to benefit the Robin Hood Foundation, which funds and supports innovative pover-
ty-fighting organizations in New York City. 

Guests, including football stars like former N.Y. Giants player Tiki Barber, N.E. Patriot’s
quarterback Tom Brady, with girlfriend, Brazilain supermodel, Gisele Bundchen, the N.Y.
Giant’s Super Bowl-winning quarterback Eli Manning, Today show correspondents Al
Roker and Matt Lauer and numerous others in New York’s social elite, mingled with
Gildo Zegna, CEO of the Zegna Group, in the store’s 9,200 square feet of retail space,
laid out over 3 floors, on New York’s most prestigious shopping avenue. 

Entering from the street on Fifth Avenue, the ground floor is devoted to shirts, leather
goods, textile accessories, underwear/loungewear, perfume and a large well-lit sunglass dis-
play to house the Ermenegildo Zegna Eyewear collection from Viva International. While the
second and third floors house the full range of Zegna clothing for work, travel and pleasure. 

—Deirdre Carroll

Ermenegildo Zegna Opens New Fifth Avenue Flagship

ON THE LAM

NEW YORK—Fashion design-
er Derek Lam hosted an event
to preview his sunglass collec-
tion at the Ilori Soho Flagship
store, here, this month.

Derek’s vision for his label
was to create clothes that are
both luxurious and wearable,
with a feminine but unfussy beauty about them. He has extended his
unique inspiration for his ready-to-wear collection into the Derek Lam Sun-
glass Collection which also expresses a sensual, yet wearable and unfussy
style. In partnership with Modo, his nine piece collection is hand-crafted by
the finest Japanese artisans under the most strict quality standards. 

The Ilori Boutique’s unique design and “Voice of Ilori” feature wall
enabled the designer to showcase his latest collection to a crowd that includ-
ed Alessandro Lanaro, president of Modo, and Giovanni Lo Faro, director
of marketing and business development for Modo, as well as consumer and
trade press and a downtown crowd of fashionistas and hipsters. 

—Deirdre Carroll

Derek Lam
Visits Ilori

Pictured left to right, are Gildo Zegna, Peter Marino,
and Eli Manning in Ermenegildo Zegna. 

Matt Lauer in Ermenegildo Zegna (left) and Gildo
Zegna (right).

Tiki Barber in Ermenegildo Zegna.

Tom Brady in Ermenegildo Zegna (left)
with girlfriend, supermodel Gisele
Bundchen (right).

A nearly floor to ceiling sunglasse display, featur-
ing the brands sunglasses from Viva International
greet visitors just inside the enterance. 

The Ilori Soho Boutique welcomes Derek Lam et al. 

Designer Derek Lam poses in front of his collection. (Left to right) Alessandro Lanaro of Modo, Derek Lam
and Giovanni Lo Faro of Modo take a minute to catch up. 

The Derek Lam Collection took over the Voice of Ilori Wall. 
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By Cathy Ciccolella
Senior Editor

RANCHO CORDOVA, Calif.—James
Short, OD, was sworn in as the next
chair of VSP Vision Care’s board of direc-
tors at VSP’s board meeting on March
29, succeeding previous chair Dan Man-
nen, OD.

Short, a VSP board member since 2001,
practices at Optometric Associates of
South Bend in South Bend, Ind., part of a
group practice with three locations in that
state that he co-founded. 

In an exclusive interview with VM,
Short outlined the success of the VSP
Vision Loans program, and discussed
new ways VSP is working to aid private-
practice eyecare practitioners. In addi-
tion, he revealed a new relationship
between VSP and the American Dia-
betes Association designed to educate
consumers on the link between diabetes
and vision problems.

The Vision Loans program, a joint
effort by VSP and Vision One Credit
Union, has now funded more than $20
million in loans to private-practice eye-
care professionals. Noted Short, “Vision
Loans directly helps doctors achieve pri-
vate-practice ownership, grow their busi-
ness and transition it to the next genera-
tion. This contributes to the success of
private practice eyecare and the 18 per-
cent increase in the number of VSP net-
work doctors since 2003,” when the loan
program was initiated.

(Short said VSP added approximately
1,000 more ECPs to its provider panel
last year, bringing the total roster to just
under 25,000; about 6,000 ECPs have

joined the panel since 2000, he noted.)
The loan program is now available in

40 states, with the addition of Hawaii,
Louisiana, Mississippi, Nebraska, Rhode
Island and Utah during 2007. Vision
Loans will expand to include all 50 states
plus Washington, D.C., by this Septem-
ber, a company announcement said.

Loan recipients can use the funds for
purchase of a practice, salaries for new
associates, partnership buy-ins or down
payments. According to Nancy Holt,
VSP’s director of provider relations,
about 70 eyecare practitioners have
received help from the Vision Loans
program so far; 30 percent to 40 percent
of those have used the money to launch
a new private practice.

While many Vision Loans recipients
are younger ODs just starting out, VSP
is also kicking off a new program to aid
experienced ECPs: a series of “life sem-

inars” designed to help these older ODs
build their practices, then transition out
of them when the time is right.

The new “Practice Expansion and
Transition” program offers both education
and consulting services for experienced
ECPs. In partnership with The Williams
Group, VSP will hold seminars across the
country to help ODs who are 55 and
older formulate an exit strategy when
they are ready to retire and/or sell their
practices. After testing the concept in
Fullerton and Sacramento, Calif., last fall,
VSP will roll out eight to 10 free seminars
for ECPs this year, beginning late next
month in Boston and Philadelphia, Holt
told VM. Abbreviated versions of the
seminars will also be available on DVDs
for ODs who are unable to attend.

In addition to these seminars, VSP
also continues to work to encourage its
panel members to be more involved in
the medical aspects of eyecare, accord-
ing to Short. The company has contract-
ed with the American Diabetes Associ-
ation (ADA) to become a strategic
partner with that organization. During
this three-year relationship, VSP will
support the ADA’s mission, particularly
as it relates to the importance of manag-
ing diabetes and preventing complica-
tions such as vision loss through regular
eye exams and vision care. The partner-
ship includes VSP’s participation at
expos and healthy lifestyle fairs for Lati-
no families to get the word out on the
links between diabetes and vision prob-
lems. In addition, VSP will extend the
reach of the relationship to raise aware-
ness about eye health via media tours,
press conferences, online content and

publications.
“VSP is excited to be a national strate-

gic partner with the ADA said Short.
“Our relationship with the ADA is a nat-
ural evolution for VSP. With recent VSP
initiatives like our diabetic exam
reminder and the diabetes awareness
program, a stronger alliance with the
ADA makes sense.

“Our doctors definitely have the
desire to be included in the medical con-
tinuum and to serve patients on a med-
ical level,” Short said. “Many private-
practice eyecare professionals practice in
the same area for a long time, so they
see patients over a long period—that
puts those ECPs in a good position to
monitor patients’ health challenges as
well as their eyecare needs.” ■■

Vision Service Plan’s Nancy Holt, director of
provider relations, chats with new VSP board
chair Jim Short, OD, during SECO International.

AOA INTROS ONLINE CODING SERVICE
EXCLUSIVELY FOR ITS MEMBERS
ST. LOUIS—The American Optometric Association (AOA) has launched AOACodingTo-
day.com, an online coding subscription service available only to AOA members,
through Physician Reimbursement Systems. The Coding Today product is designed
to help optometrists accurately bill private and government payers, according to the
association.

The AOA-only Coding Today product draws information from eight sources, including
ICD-9, CPT, HCPCS, modifiers, associated global information and related LCDs as well
as Medicare information. It incorporates up-to-the-minute changes from every source,
according to the AOA, and features continuously updated, exclusive AOA notes provid-
ed by AOA coding experts. 

AOACodingToday.com, available only to AOA members, carries a $349 subscription
fee for the first user and $99 for each additional user. “The subscription fee is a
small price to pay for accuracy, reliability and ease of use, said Mark Hennen, OD,

chair of the AOA Eye Care Benefits Committee. The subscription includes free tech
support and telephone training. 

AOA members can find more information on CodingToday at www.aoacodingtoday.com.

VISTAKON CUSTOMER DEVELOPMENT GROUP
KICKS OFF E-INVOICING PROGRAM
JACKSONVILLE, Fla.—The customer development group of Vistakon, a division of
Johnson & Johnson Vision Care, recently introduced a new e-invoicing program, allow-
ing for online review of invoices and monthly statements.

Under the new program, eyecare practitioners can stop receiving daily paper invoices
and weekly invoice summaries. The new program also provides ECPs and and their staffs
an opportunity to reprint past invoices and monthly statements, according to Vistakon.

“Offices have already seen improvements through more intuitive monthly state-
ments,” said Jack Rawle, Vistakon’s senior director, customer development. “We
expect to make even more drastic reductions in paper waste later this year.” ■■

EYECARE NEWS

MANAGED-VISION NEWS

VSP Names Chair, Boosts Aid to Private ODs

RANCHO CORDOVA, Calif.—Internet
portal Eyefinity and Cary, N.C.-based
Liquid Software Designs have signed
an agreement enabling Liquid Software
Designs’ practice management system
to integrate with Eyefinity’s online sys-
tems. Their agreement “provides Liquid
Software Designs customers the abili-
ty to streamline the filing of VSP claims
and provide better overall service to pri-
vate practices that use Liquid Software
Designs' lab integration software,”
according to Eyefinity. ■■

Eyefinity, Liquid
Software Designs

Sign Pact for
Online Integration
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ATLANTA—CIBA
Vision, the eyecare
unit of Novartis, is
kicking off two sig-
nificant initiatives for
optometric educa-
tion: a new Academy
for Eyecare Excel-
lence, and—under
that venture’s umbrel-

la—a First Practice Academy targeting
optometrists who have been owners of
private practices for three years or less.

Announced during the recent SECO
International meeting here, the new pro-
grams are designed to allow CIBA “to
maximize our support of eyecare profes-
sionals around the world, helping them
achieve success in both their clinical and
business goals,” according to Rick Weis-
barth, OD, CIBA’s vice president, global
head, professional development and
partnerships. 

The Academy for Eyecare Excellence,
which Weisbarth heads, was created “to

add consistency to what we do on a global
level,” he noted. It will be overseen by
CIBA’s Dwight Akerman, OD, in the
U.S.; Ross Grant, OD, in Europe; and
Tim Grant, OD, in the Asia Pacific region.

The Academy will encompass existing
CIBA education programs such as the
Management & Business Academy
(MBA), launched in this country in 2005
by CIBA and Essilor of America to edu-
cate ECPs on the business management
aspects of practices. Since its inception,
more than 1,500 U.S. ECPs have been
through the MBA’s training; last year
CIBA Vision began similar programs in
the U.K. and Australia, and the MBA
concept will launch in other markets
during 2008.

Under the mantle of the Academy for
Eyecare Excellence, CIBA plans to
develop differentiated education pro-
grams on a global basis, and will also cus-
tomize its offerings to meet the specific
needs of local ECPs and staff in various
markets. Programs will target ECPs

operating in diverse practice settings and
at different stages in their career, accord-
ing to the company, and will share “best
practices” of highly successful ECPs.
Outreach will occur in a variety of for-
mats, such as seminars, publications,
research reports, Web sites and regular
electronic communications.

Another new program under the
Academy for Eyecare Excellence will be
CIBA’s First Practice Academy, designed
to provide strategies and tools “to help
independent ODs achieve financial suc-
cess and enchance their patients’ expe-
rience,” Weisbarth said. This program is
also co-sponsored by Essilor of America,
and has been endorsed by the American
Optometric Association, he noted.

The First Practice Academy’s initial
seminar, to be held here in June, is
expected to bring in about 80 practition-
ers for a curriculum focused on business
fundamentals, with seminars on finance,
profitability, marketing, staff manage-
ment and the legal aspects of practice,

Weisbarth told VM. 
“Based on how that one goes, we’ll

probably do half the seminars in Atlanta
and half in Dallas, as we do with the
MBA seminars,” Weisbarth added. The
company plans to do just a single semi-
nar this year; demand for that one will
determine how many are scheduled for
2009, according to Weisbarth.

Akerman estimated that roughly 1,800
to 2,000 of the nation’s approximately
35,000 optometrists fit into the criterion
of being in private practice for three
years or less as a business owner, and so
would be candidates for the First Prac-
tice Academy.

Weisbarth said CIBA is also considering
starting a new program for optometric stu-
dents similar to the current MBA program.

To give ECPs a single source to keep up-
to-date on all its educational offers, CIBA
Vision plans to launch a new Web site,
www.cvacademy.com, offering a link to all
its educational materials around the world.

—Cathy Ciccolella

CIBA Launches New Education Initiatives
OPTOMETRIC EDUCATION
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NEW YORK—According to the Outdoor
Industry Foundation (OIF), a non-profit
organization dedicated to encouraging par-
ticipation in outdoor recreation, as cited in
their Active Outdoor Recreation Economy
study dated fall 2006, the outdoor recre-
ation industry contributes over $730 billion
dollars annually to the U.S. economy. 

The OIF study also reported that
more than three out of every four Amer-
icans participates in active outdoor recre-
ation each year.

That means that in 2008 it is likely
that more than three-quarters of the
U.S. population will enjoy some form of
biking, camping, fishing, hunting, hik-
ing, wildlife-watching and water and

snow sports in the great outdoors. And
that number doesn’t even take into
account the millions of additional Amer-
icans who will hit one of the country’s
countless baseball diamonds, tennis
courts and high school tracks, or want to
at least look like they do.  

But the best news of all is that most of
them will be looking for eyewear that
protects their vision and enhances their
performance. 

Vision Monday explored what these
millions of people are looking for in their
sport performance eyewear, what retailers
and brands have a corner on the market
and how the optical industry can bring
home a bigger piece of this $730 billion pie.

We spoke to experts in the sporting
goods and outdoor recreation markets
and found that the number of con-
sumers in this market is huge, they’re
definitely looking for eyewear to
enhance their performance and they are
willing to spend whatever it takes to get
it. VM learned there are many opportu-
nities for ECPs to question their sport
performance business and ways for
them to sell more plano sunwear, and
more prescription eyewear as a result.
Consumers as Avid Participants

Americans like their sports. According
to the OIF’s 2006 Outdoor Recreation
Participation Study, Americans ages 16

Many people participate

in athletic activities as 

a way to enjoy their

leisure time and stay 

in shape but it is also

seriously big business.

By Deirdre Carroll 
Associate Editor
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and older participated in a total of 3.6 dif-
ferent types of outdoor activities in 2005.

In fact, the Sporting Goods Manufac-
turer Association’s (SGMA), a trade organ-
ization representing the manufacturers of
sporting goods, Insight07 Sports Participa-
tion in America study found that 77 per-
cent of the U.S. population over the age
six, 212 million people, participated in at
least one sporting event in 2007. 

“The growth of fitness has changed a
lot in the last few years,” said T.J Kelly,
vice president of marketing for Sport-
genic, a San Francisco-based media and
technology company that connects mar-
keters to sport enthusiasts via more than
250 sports specific Web sites with
more than 20 million unique users
per month. “More Americans are
involved in fitness related activities
than they were in the 90’s.  They’re
more aware of the
benefits of exercise
and much of the
growth is coming
from middle-aged and
older participants.
Active consumers
seemingly want to
where the ‘badge’ of
fitness now more than
ever,” continued Kelly. 

And it is more than
the weekend warriors and daily runners
jumping on the bandwagon. 

“The consumer in this market is every-
one,” explained Larry Weindruch, director
of communications for the National Sport-
ing Goods Association (NSGA). “Children
who play youth sports; teens who tend to
set casual fashion trends by the sport-influ-
enced clothing and shoes they wear; young
adults and older teens who no longer play
organized team sports but continue to stay
active; adults who play in adult sport
leagues and join health clubs; more mature
adults who play golf, tennis and other life-
time sports; Baby Boomers, who are more
into lower-impact fitness activities like
exercise walking or cycling; and women,
who in the last couple of decades have
become much more active, especially in
outdoor activities.”

As a matter of fact, Sportgenic seg-
ments their audience into as many as
six specific categories that cover a
broad spectrum of consumers. Adrena-
line Junkies, ages 18 to 30 who partici-
pate in action sports like surfing and
snowboarding; Country Clubbers, big
spenders who play sports like golf and
tennis and may be interested in yachts
and equestrian sports; Endurance Ath-
letes, who are passionate about long-

distance sports; Gener-
al Fitness Enthusiasts,
social people concerned
with general health and
overall fitness; Outdoor
Enthusiasts, environmen-
tally conscious participants
who enjoy activities such as
kayaking trips or mountain
bike rides; and Team Play-
ers, which includes families,
league, team, club, junior
and high school athletes, as
well as mainstream sports fans. 

Actually, according to Sportgenic's own
audience survey of 1,040 individuals in
August 2007, specialized eyewear is the

most likely league or team
sports gear to be pur-
chased in the next
year with 24 percent of
the respondents saying
they would purchase it
at least once.  
Performance
Eyewear in Demand
What’s more, Sport-

genic’s survey found that
75 percent of respondents
plan to buy specialized
eyewear as part of their
endurance sport gear pur-
chases over the next year. 

“As sports participants
move up the ladder in terms of skills and
amount of participation days, they also
tend to look for products that help them
improve their performance in that sport,”
said Weindruch. 

“Consumers definitely recognize a con-
nection between their performance and
their eyewear,” agreed Kelly. “Speaking
from experience, the right eyewear is
very important not only to your vision,
but your safety. If you are bombing a sin-
gle track on your mountain bike and
something clouds your vision, you can
really get hurt.”

“The casual sports
participant may look
more for the ‘cool
look’ as opposed to
high performance
from their eyewear,
but as you go farther
up the performance
ladder eyewear becomes
more important,” con-
tinued Weindruch. “Ski-
ing, cycling, running,
hunting, fishing, hiking
and canoeing/rafting are
but a few of the sports
where quality eye pro-
tection is important.”

And the NSGA, an organization
that represent the interests of
retailers and dealers who sell sport-

ing goods products, has
the sales figures to back
up that claim. In their
2007 statistical study of
retail sales in the sport-
ing goods market, 19.3
million non-prescription
sunglasses retailing for
more than $10 were
sold in 2006, raking in

more than $750 million. 
What an Athlete Wants

And since they’re spending that kind
of money, consumers definitely know
what they want. “Product availability,
price and staff expertise are all important
to the consumer when shopping for per-
formance eyewear,” stated Kelly. 

“It’s both function and fashion to most
of our consumers,” added Clint Wall,
research manager for the Outdoor Indus-
try Association (OIA), the parent organi-
zation to the OIF.

“People who participate in different
types of activities have different needs.
A fisherman, for example, would want
polarized eyewear to reduce the reflec-
tion off the water,” added Weindruch.
“Customers, in general, are looking for
selection, quality and value. They don’t
always go for the least expensive prod-
uct, especially if it is from a specialty
store that offers the kind of customer
service that helps find the right product
for the customer.” 

In fact, price has less to do with a con-
sumer’s decision than would be expected.
The NSGA study determined the aver-
age price of non-prescription sunglasses
retailing for more than $10 in 2006 to be
$38.86, nearly $20 more than the nation-
al average of $19.60 for all plano sunglass-
es sold in the optical market in the same
year, according to VisionWatch, a joint
study by Jobson/VCA.

Other factors rank as much more
important than price to consumers
looking to enhance their performance.

“Fit, weight, coverage of face and
color of the lens to name a few,”

explained Kelly.
“One of the big things

is finding eyewear that
won’t fog up,” added
Weindruch. “Also impor-
tant are durability, com-
fort and variety of lens
shades and colors. A seri-
ous skier, golfer or out-
doorsman won’t hesitate
to spend what it takes on
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60 million Americans
participated in bicy-
cling, nearly twice the
population of Canada,
in 2005. – OIF 

The number of
New England residents
who participated in trail-
based recreation in 2005
was greater than the com-
bined attendance for all
81 Boston Red Sox home
games that year. – OIF

Some 16 million Ameri-
cans enjoyed snow
sports, like skiing, snow-
boarding and snowshoe-
ing, in 2005, greater
than the combined popu-
lations of Ireland, Costa
Rica, New Zealand and
Mongolia. - OIF
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Eastern Mountain Sports
Brandon Koger, Tech
Sport Product Manager,
HQ: Peterborough, New
Hampshire
Locations: 70 stores east of
the Mississippi

“Our consumer absolutely recognizes
a connection between their performance
and their eyewear. Eighty percent to 90
percent of our eyewear consumers are
looking for product that will enhance

their performance and very few will
make impulse purchases. 

“Because we are a functional sport
dealer, folks look for the best piece of
eyewear for their chosen sport, but it
definitely has to have a combination of
fashion and function.

“People in general have become
more fashion savvy and a lot of brands
born in sport and active wear, like Spy
and Smith, are starting to broaden and
see mainstream visibility.  “Without
question, polarization has driven a vast
change in our performance eyewear
business as it has caused the average
unit retail price to climb. Replaceable
lenses have been growing in popularity
and we are carrying more pieces that
offer that option. The technology there
is still developing, but the Smith Inter-
lock line has done well. I think pho-
tochromic polarization is evolving and is
the next step up in polarization. We are
also seeing more hydrophobic treat-
ments for water sports. 

“We carry Smith, Native, Spy, Julbo,
Electric and on the less expensive side
for that entry level customer, Mountain
Shades. We carry the best brands for
what our customer needs and do busi-
ness with the best partners to work with.
We are always meeting with new com-
panies or looking for better performing
brands and we’re always ready to swap
in a hot new brand. I’d say we have
about three core brands that we carry
deep. Smith, by far, is certainly one that
the customer responds to and has a long
standing reputation. More than any
other brand it has excellent function
matched with the cool factor. Native
Eyewear is newer and not as recogniza-
ble but they are coming up. Their
styling is dark and traditional and they
have a very good quality story. Their
product carries a lifetime guarantee,
which is unheard of, and they don’t pro-
duce one non-polarized product. 

“For our customer, price is the lowest
criteria they consider when making their
decision. They look for function, fit and
fashion, in that order, then options like
interchangeable lenses, rubber nose
pieces and ventilation. Nobody buys a
sunglass without considering the fashion
component and manufacturers have def-
initely started to notice. They want the
customers to fall in love with their
choice. We are seeing great growth from
Internet sales but eyewear is still a per-

sonalized purchase. Customers want to
engage the product before committing.

“Much of our in store associate train-
ing on the product is done by the vendor
reps. Unfortunately, we don’t have a
good referral system in place for cus-
tomer’s seeking an Rx option, even
though most vendors have their own
lens programs.”

Sunglass Hut 
Michael Minadeo, associate VP of
product and merchandising
HQ: Mason, Ohio
Locations: 1,600 stores in the U.S,
Canada and the Caribbean

“We consider Sunglass Hut to be the
destination for premium sun in the U.S
attracting all segments of the market. Our
stores are separated into three categories:
fashion, classic and sport. 

“In the sport segment, we’re seeing a
shift to more lifestyle looks as opposed
to the hardcore sport look of previous
years. Our sport customer is someone
who is somewhat athletic or aspires to
be, they have brands they know and
trust that they gravitate toward.

“There has definitely been an
increase in the customer’s awareness
and desire for polarization. Women
especially are embracing polarized
styles. Lens technology as a whole
keeps getting better and better, but
more importantly the eyewear compa-
nies themselves are getting better at
educating the consumers on the advan-
tages of high performance lenses. 

“At Sunglass Hut, we are very good at
explaining the eyewear and its benefits.
Many of our sport customers are ‘week-
end warriors’ who strive to be active on
the weekends but want to look good
doing it. For them it is all about the
brands they know and the brands they
trust. Brands they know are high quality,
like Oakley and Maui Jim. 

“They are our
most popular brands,
but we also carry
Revo, Arnette and
Bolle. We are always
looking at other
brands to see what’s
new and to under-
stand what is going
on in the market but
we feel that we have
really edited our
selection to offer the
best options for our
customers.”

“Customers get
trained on all the
sunwear when they
walk through our
doors and there are
definitely those who will spend
money for the types of features
that will improve their perform-
ance. Price is an issue for some
customers but for them we have
quality entry point options under
the $100 price point. They often
just like the look of the sport per-
formance brands and may not
want to spend the money on
polarized lenses and other enhancements.

“Customers who purchase perform-
ance eyewear from Sunglass Hut who
ask about Rx-sun options are referred to
their local LensCrafters, which also par-
ticipates in the Oakley and Maui Jim
lens programs.”  

Gandor Mountain
Rick Rusch, VP of apparel
merchandising and product
development
HQ: St. Paul, Minn.
Locations: 113 stores in 23 states

“There have been a couple of signifi-
cant changes to our eyewear business.
For one thing, the average price point is
increasing as people become more will-
ing to spend higher ticket prices to get
the better performance that comes from
custom features. Polarization is critical
for outdoor enthusiasts, especially in
water sports, for enhanced vision and
vision on the water. 

“Secondly, better frame and lens
durability has changed the market.
Whether someone is biking or fishing,
they often take their glasses off and put
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Few people can give a more

accurate view of a category

than the retailers who deal

directly with the needs and

wants of the consumer in

that market. 

Vision Monday spoke with

three leading retailers in the

sports performance market

to find out what the customer

is really looking for in terms

of sports eyewear. All these

buyers and merchandisers

emphasized their expertise in

performance products. How-

ever, VM also concluded

there is a huge void among

sport specialty retailers who

are set up to provide Rx

options to the performance

eyewear consumer—which is

a major opportunity for opti-

cal retailers and ECPs.

TheNew Rulesof the Game:

Continued on page 70
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LIVERMORE, Calif.—Wiley X has
introduced new high-performance sun-
glasses for outdoor adventure seekers in
their Active and Climate Control Series
that cover the gamut of sport activities
with advanced eye protection, enhanced
visual acuity and stylish good looks.

The three new pieces in the Active
Series are suited to a wide variety of
outdoor activities from mountain biking
to windsurfing and help recreational
enthusiasts see and look better in action.
The same technology and materials
Wiley X has developed to provide High
Velocity Protection (HVP) to American sol-
diers and law enforcement is applied to
protect eyes from harmful UV rays, dis-
tracting glare, wind, dust, pollen and other
harmful irritants.

For bass fanatics with a need for speed,
the polarized Wiley X AirRage, part of
their Climate Control Series, saves eyes
from being buffeted by the wind and
spray that whips through the sides of
conventional sunglasses. The frames
include a removable, durable, symmetri-

cally vented foam gasket that locks
securely into place on the lightweight
TR90 frames to create a special Facial
Cavity Seal, keeping eyes safe and free
from irritation in their own climatically
controlled cocoon. 

All Wiley X eyewear is Rx-able and far
exceeds ANSI Z87.1 and ANSI Z80.3
safety and optical standards, while a
scratch resistant lens hardcoat protects
lenses from scratches and nicks. 

MELVILLE, N.Y.—“Nike approaches
sports eyewear from a ‘solving the prob-
lem’ point of view,” said Brent Costner,
marketing director of global equipment
for Nike. “Athletes expect sports specif-
ic components in their products, so we
work with athletes to solve their prob-
lems and really look at eyewear as a
means of improving performance.” 

To that end, this season Nike Vision
releases two new sport performance sun-
wear pieces, the Impel and the Tailwind.
Both are equipped with Nike Max
Optics, a lens technology that enhances
clarity and vision at all angles coupled
with 100 percent UV protection. 

Made for runners, the Impel and Tail-
wind are streamlined, durable and light-
weight, with the Nike Max Speed Tint
that reduces squinting by reducing the
glare off asphalt. Each has a flying lens to
reduce fogging, and an adjustable, venti-
lated lens and nose. The secure-wrap,
occipital fit temples, made of magnesium,
have a waffle tread pattern for better grip
and interchangeable lenses are available.

“Nike has an amazing program setup
with Zeiss in the U.S.,” added Stephen
Tripi, Marchon’s marketing manager for

Nike Vision. “The
program allows
Nike's patented
distortion elimi-
nating Max Lens
technology to be
cut into Rx lenses
and offers Nike
proprietary engi-
neered lens tints.
It also allows most

of Nike's Suns, including Interchange
frames, to be Rx'd and because its Nike,
every set of lenses is laser engraved with
the Nike Swoosh.” 

Impel
Ultra-light, secure-fit performance eyewear

SALT LAKE CITY, Utah—“The interest
in sport specific colors, especially for polar-
ized lenses, has grown over the past few
years,” said Jon Schmitt, marketing man-
ager for Specialty Lens Corporation (SLC).

“Five years ago, almost all lenses dis-
pensed were gray or brown but now
there’s a demand from sport partic-

ipants for more options, like yellow,
green, blue, orange, copper, violet and
red, which all have specific uses for
sports not met by brown and gray.  

“So Specialty Lens continues to
expand it’s selection of polarized lenses
in the iRx Polaroid brand and is commit-
ted to having the largest selec-
tion of polarized colors, materi-
als and lens styles to meet any
consumer need. We currently
have 12 colors in the line and
are adding a new one at Vision
Expo East. Our spectrum
allows for ECPs to address vir-
tually any sports specific need
in any polarized lens sports
application.  

“We are also releasing a new high
index 1.67 polarized progressive lens
next month, adding to our already deep
line of polarized lenses,” he said.

“SLC has recently re-doubled efforts
to reach ECPs with the information and
training needed to properly dispense
premium sports eyewear. Education is a
key issue in understanding how to dis-
pense sunwear for sports. For our iRx
Polaroid line we recently created an
online training tool and we offer displays
to demonstrate the benefits of polarized
lenses and their colors.” 

—Deirdre Carroll

FOOTHILL RANCH, Calif.—After
releasing the Radar and Flak Jacket last
year, the first sport performance products
launched by the company in over six
years, Oakley follows up in 2008 with
the Endure, the first sport performance
eyewear designed specifically for
women, according to the company.

Believing fit and style were two key
issues not being addressed in women’s

sport designs, Oakley collaborated with
top female athletes, including Lolo
Jones, a world champion hurdler and the
face of the Endure marketing campaign,
to create a sport performance sunglass
designed for women, by women. 

After analyzing every aspect of female
cranial anatomy and creating a women
specific fit, Oakley optimized the
Endure for sports with features like
interchangeable nosepieces and lenses;
anti-slip Unobtainium components;
hydrophobic lens coatings and Oakley
High Definition Optics.  

Complimenting Oakley’s performance
eyewear is the Masters of Vision lens tint
program. Oakley’s tints are designed to
enhance color recognition, boost visual
contrast and improve depth perception.
With options like Positive Red Polar-
ized, for hot and humid environments;
VR28 Black Iridium, for field sports;
VR50 Photochromic, for runners and
mountain bikers; Deep Blue and Shal-
low Blue Polarized, for water sports; Per-
simmon, for snow sports; and RX, for the
muscles that focused vision, Oakley’s
Master of Vision program has a lens tint
for everybody. 
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Lolo Jones in Oakley’s Endure

Wiley X: Outfitting the Troops at Home Specialty Lens: Covering the Spectrum

The Drapht from Wiley X’s Active Series (top)
and the AirRage, part of the Climate Control
Series (bottom).

Just a few color options in the iRx Polaroid product line from SLC.

Nike Vision’s POP imagery for the Impel.
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them down and they run the risk of
scratching or breaking them, so scratch
resistance and durability have become
important components of performance
eyewear. The hallmark of the average
sunglass is that it is disposable and
though there is still a market for low-
end frames, most people have begun to
look at the purchase of performance
eyewear as an investment. 

“Most of our customers are looking for
comfort and overall sun protection regard-
less of the activity they participate in. I
think price is always a point of focus. At
the end of the day we have to deal with
the fact that sunglasses have a finite lifes-

pan, they can be lost or broken, especially
if a pair is not polarized, it is little more
than an inexpensive throw-away.     

“We see a huge seasonality in our eye-
wear. There is a year-round business,
especially when in comes to goggles and
eyewear for the winter season, but our
peak is May through August. We put
eyewear outposts and displays in each
department. In the fishing department
the sunglass display carries styles
designed for fishing and water sports,
our motor sport department has sport
goggles, wraps and more protective eye-
wear and the hunting department fea-
tures sunglasses with non-glare lenses or
might be camo-dipped. We try to cus-
tomize our mix to reflect the needs of
each specific customer. We even carry
our own line of Gandor Mountain eye-
wear and are launching a whole new
sunglass line in the Spring. 

“There is a natural tendency to gravi-
tate toward a brand but with the launch
of Gandor Mountain sunwear we have
included a small hang tag on each style
that lists the features and benefits of the
frame so the customers can make an
educated decision. Some brand names
have a sort of halo affect that gives cus-
tomers a feeling of perceived quality.

For us, Oakley is quite popular, as is
Costa Del Mar for fishing. For them,
their reputations precede them, but in
general for our customer it is price, fea-
tures, then brand name. 

“We have no direct Rx program set up
for our customers but we will be enter-
ing into Internet and direct marketing in
the near future. Most of our competitors
have been in doing it for years and we
see it as a big opportunity to grow.” ■■

—Deirdre Carroll
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a pair of quality eyewear.”
The great news for the optical indus-

try is that Rx-ability is also a deciding
factor for many. 

“Another important consideration would
be the possibility of getting eyewear lenses
that can be ground to prescription specifi-
cations,” confirmed Weindruch.

Because of the desire for better vision
and protection many consumers of sport-
ing good brands are familiar with compa-
nies who have developed their own per-
formance eyewear lines, in addition to
the firms whose foundation has been
built on providing reliable performance
specific eyewear. 

“The sporting goods brands that are
the most popular are those you would
assume to be, like Nike, Adidas,
Reebok, Under Armour, and many oth-
ers. Of course, hot brands rise to the top,
like Crocs and Keen, which have been
very popular footwear brands in the last
few years and Native Eyewear, a sport
sunglass manufacturer out of Philadel-
phia,” said Weindruch.

Kelly continued, “It really depends on

the sport, but the larger brands like Oak-
ley and Smith are very relevant, and core
brands, like Electric Visual, also appeal to
core audiences in snow and water sports.”
Market Trends 

Just like the fashion eyewear brands
follow general fashion market trends, so
does the sports performance eyewear
market follow the sports market trends.

“Apparel and footwear have led indus-
try growth,” shared Wall. “Outdoor
lifestyle influenced apparel and footwear
is very popular. The outdoor channels
defined by the topline were up 10 per-
cent in 2007.”

Internet use is also high among those
consumers who can be identified as
sports enthusiasts. In the NSGA’s mar-
ket study, on-line and Internet purchas-
es of non-prescription sunglasses priced
over $10 accounted for 8.7 percent of all
dollars spent, beating out sporting goods
stores at 5.3 percent and pro shops at .5
percent.

“We have included Internet sales in
the study for several years,” said Wein-
druch. “Internet sales have grown but
are still less than 10 percent. It is a not

spectacular growth but it is consistent.”
We are an Internet loving country and

online sales are experiencing enough
growth that advertisers have started to
take notice.

According to Sportgentic’s Kelly,
eMarketer.com, an online destination for
market research and trend analysis on
Internet, e-business, online marketing,
media and emerging technologies, esti-
mates that U.S. advertising revenues at
sports-related Web sites will reach $1.1
billion in 2011, up from $407 million in
2006. As a percentage of overall sports
advertising, the Internet's share will dou-
ble to 10 percent by 2011, up from 4.9
percent in 2006. 

“Looking at it through our lens, adver-
tising expenditure on sports online is up,
because active consumers spend a great
deal of time online,” said Kelly. “Our
study shows 75 percent spend more than
10 hours per week online, looking for
people, products and information to fuel
their passion for sport. Advertisers see
this and are going to be spending more
to capture this audience.”

And increased Internet usage isn’t the

only major change to hit the sporting
goods market and affect the sale of per-
formance eyewear in the last few years.

“Over the last decade or longer, the
trend in the sporting goods industry has
been to more large-format retail stores,
which have put pressure on locally
owned full-line sporting goods stores,”
added Weindruch. 

“Most locally owned stores have had
to adapt by becoming specialty sport
shops for soccer, ski, golf, etc. In the out-
door specialty segment, this trend to
large format stores is very much in evi-
dence with the growth of chains like
Gander Mountain, Eastern Mountain
Sports, and REI. Among specialty retail-
ers, REI has a reputation as being very
good at what it does.”

National chains and specialty retailers
all cater well to this group depending on
the needs and level of participation,”
added Kelly “Whether it is the local spe-
cialty bike shop, or REI, they cater well
to the active consumer audience based on
their needs.  And, this audience will seek
out the right retailer in for their chosen
sport to get the best selection.” ■■

Continued from page 66

When it comes
to sport sun eye-
wear, perform-
ance and style
make perfect teammates.

Recent advancements in design and
technology have expanded the demand
for sport sun eyewear far beyond the play-
ing field. And the increasing influence of
sport on style is fueling a
new sports eyewear trend,
creating many opportuni-
ties for ECPs to tap into
this growing market.

In 2008, Vision Monday
and 20/20 are teaming
up with an exclusive spe-
cial series dedicated to
sport sun eyewear. This
month’s VM Cover Story

will be followed by edi-
torial coverage on the
topic in the April issue
of 20/20. The two

books, along with the Vision Council, are
hosting a special seminar with experts in
the category on Saturday morning, April
12, from 8:00 a.m. to 9:15 a.m. in the
Medical/Science Pavilion at the Jacob

Javits Center in New York.
And the two books will cre-
ate a special editorial sup-
plement in June on “The
New Rules of the Game:
Sport Sun Eyewear.”

This series is supported
by Nike Vision, Oakley and
Specialty Lens with contin-
uing education supported
by Wiley-X.

‘New Rules of the Game’—
VM, 20/20 Present Special Series 

The New Rules of the Game: Sport Performance Eyewear Brings Home the Gold

The New Rules of the Game: Straight from the Retailer Playbook

Eden Prairie, Minn.

Continued from page 68



IT’S ABOUT THE PATIENT

Chic.
Now Available in Polarized.
Fashion is all about choice and creativity. We believe patients should have choices  to 

fuel (among other things) their passion for the perfect fashion ensemble. No matter your 

patient’s prescription, with iRx Polaroid she can get creative with her Rx sunwear and 

the tangerine low heels in the window on Rodeo Drive. It’s all about choice.

iRx Polaroid offers the industry’s leading availability of polarized colors in a variety of 

lens styles and materials. To learn more about how to match our polarized colors with 

your patient’s  individual lifestyle needs, visit our website at www.irxlens.com
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PORT WASHINGTON, N.Y.—Luxot-
tica Group launches the premiere collec-
tion of sunwear and eyewear from the
contemporary international fashion
retailer Club Monaco.  The Club Mona-

co Eyewear Collection is a line of chic,
versatile and affordable eyeglasses and
sunglasses that complements the mod-
ern and urban lifestyle of the brand.  

“We are very excited about the
launch of the Club Monaco Eyewear
Collection,” said Vittorio Verdun, vice
president of marketing for Luxottica.

“The urban and versatile styling com-
bined with affordable pricing makes this
brand a strong addition to our brand
portfolio. It is an opportunity for our
customers to enjoy fashion and design
at a great price point.” 

Club Monaco has become a must-
have brand for urban professionals look-
ing for fashionable, well-designed and
affordable fashion pieces and wardrobe
essentials. The brand’s growing accesso-
ry collection has led to its progression
into the eyewear market. 

Inspired by vintage frames found on
the Italian coast, the collection of 14 opti-
cal styles and 11 sun styles is distin-
guished by its mixed assortment of resin,

Italian horn and Italian leather-wrapped
styles. The styles are modern interpreta-
tions of iconic classic designs, including
an aviator detailed with leather accents.  

The collection’s color palette reflects
Club Monaco’s black and white brand
heritage while the materials continue the
brand’s tradition of quality and design
partnered with modernity.

POP for Club Monaco Eyewear
includes counter cards and a 3-piece dis-
play in white plexiglass. In addition, cus-
tomers will receive a Club Monaco icon-
ic tote bag with their initial order of 12
pieces. The collection is priced to the
dispenser from $48 to $52 for optical and
$40 to $50 for sun. ■■
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RONKONKOMA, N.Y.—Aoyama Optical
USA releases new styles in the Bed
Head Eyewear collection for the male,
female and unisex market.        

Finding a niche as a lifestyle brand,
the Bed Head collection is designed
to be an expression of one's inner
self through eyewear fashion. The
Bed Head brand aims to encompass
edgy appeal with European styling for
today’s modern frame wearer. The
newest styles include chic cat-eyes,
racy wraps, and rocking atypical geo-
metric shapes, in a variety of funky
designs and multi-colorations. 

Two standout styles in the new Bed
Head collection include the Hook Up
and Dumb Blond. The Hook Up, style
number BH-5005, comes in white
stripe, gray pearl and brown demi. The
Dumb Blonde, style number BH-5001,

shines in clear pink and other colors include brown/clear purple and clear dark
blue, available in size 49/17/144. 

Each frame comes with a colorful neon, translucent plastic case screened with
the Bed Head signature logo. The new Bed Head collection is priced to the dis-
penser between $54 and $59. ■■

Aoyama Optical, USA—Extreme
Appeal in Bed Head Eyewear

GLEN COVE, N.Y.—BBH Eyewear introduces new men
and women styles in the Brendel collection from
Eschenbach Optik.

The Brendel Man is designed for a new generation of
men who care about their appearance and take their
style seriously. The Brendel man is flexible and mascu-
line, and he knows when something suits him. 

The first Brendel collection for men features powerful
masculine forms and elegant materials. The collection has
one acetate and 13 metal models, all available for progres-
sive lenses, with design details like double bridges and
modern colors. The acetate frame is a poly-colored frame
with square lenses and a dual nose-piece. The metal styles
are delicately worked and incorporate the latest in hinge
and temple details, like broken earpiece contours, stripes,
or combinations of color-coordinated synthetic materials. 

The Brendel Woman collection is designed for a
woman who lives life to the fullest and emphasizes her
femininity. She has long since found her own individual
style, and knows how to present it with sophistication. 

The frames in the Woman collection come in acetate,
metal or titanium. The acetate frames combine radiant colors with discreet nuances,
while the metal frames put the focus on the temples, like delicate, climbing-flower details
or acetate appliqués. The titanium frames feature clear contours and strong colors. 

The Brendel Man and Brendel Woman collections are priced to the dispenser
between $74.99 and $79.99. ■■

SECOND LOOK

BBH Releases New Styles for
Men and Women in Brendel 

The 903500 frame from the
new Brendel Man collection
from Eschenbach Optik and
BBH Eyewear.

The Dumb Blond (left) on woman and the Hook
Up (right) on man from the Bed Head collection
by Aoyama Optical. 

The CM6006 optical
style (top) and the
CM6508 sunglass style
(bottom) from the new
Club Monaco collection
by Luxottica. 

Luxottica Introduces Club Monaco
“We are very excited about the launch of

the Club Monaco Eyewear Collection.
The urban and versatile styling combined
with affordable pricing makes this brand
a strong addition to our brand portfolio.” 

—Vittorio Verdun, Luxottica Group

SECOND LOOK
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CARROLLTON, Texas—Nouveau
Eyewear has launched a new eyewear
collection for the mature woman who
values classic, feminine styling called
Fleur de Lis Eyewear.

“This collection was created to

address the styling preferences of
the mature woman who values
style but doesn’t want to pay
designer prices,” said Marj
McGraw, co-president of Nouveau
Eyewear.  “The colors and shapes
are age-appropriate, and the styling
is feminine, yet simple enough to
keep the frames from competing
with a woman’s jewelry.”

The initial collection includes
eight styles, six in metal and two in
plastic. All are designed to accommo-
date progressive lenses. Detailing
includes handmade decorations using
Swarovski crystals and epoxy inlays
and colors range from soft plums and
light corals to rich berry shades paired

with soft tones of gold and platinum.  
Airy silhouettes look both feminine

and unfussy. From a filigree floral design
on a split temple to clean and simple
profiles with demure accents of color
and texture, every style is distinguished

by subtle, feminine accents. 
Merchandising includes an in-store

display and a brand brochure outlining
the collection’s design direction and
individual frame features.  Each frame
comes complete with a feminine frame

case and for a limited time an elegant
Fleur de Lis pen is available as a gift with
purchase of the complete collection.

The initial launch collection of Fleur de
Lis Eyewear from Nouveau is priced to the
dispenser between $39.95 and $41.95. ■■
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MORRIS PLAINS, N.J.—Charmant has introduced the
new Geisha grouping for their 2008 Japanese-
inspired Nodoka collection. 

In Japanese culture, a Geisha is “a person of the
arts” who entertains with spellbinding renditions of tra-
ditional song and dance. The 2008 Nodoka ophthalmic
collection focuses on the motifs and decorations found
in traditional ornaments worn by the Geisha. 

“Ryusui” or flowing streams is represented in the
stainless steel temples featured on models 10152
and 10154.  Model 10152 features an acetate front
in red, black or brown, while model 10154 is a full

metal version in orange, pink and purple.
Many different seasonal motifs are used in Geisha’s dresses, the “Sakura” or cher-

ry blossom represents the arrival of spring. It is also used as a design element on the
front and temples of model 10155, which comes in black, brown and red. 

Model 10157 reflects the importance of hair ornaments as a part of a Japanese
woman’s traditional hairstyle. The acetate temples of this frame represent the type of
hair ornaments traditionally worn by a Geisha and come in red, brown and blue. 

New POP materials for the collection are reminiscent of Japanese furniture and
architecture, and include a logo block, display tray and window display in red and
black lacquer with individual cushions in a Japanese textile. All styles in the Geisha
group from Nodoka are priced to the dispenser at $69.99. ■■

SECOND LOOK

A window display for the new
Geisha grouping from the Nodoka
collection from Charmant.

Nouveau Bows Fleur de Lis Eyewear 

Charmant’s Nodoka
Adds Geisha Group

“This collection was created to address
the styling preferences of the mature
woman who values style but doesn’t

want to pay designer prices.” 
—Marj McGraw, Nouveau Eyewear

The Pompei (top) and the Savona (bottom) from the
new Fleur de Lis collection from Nouveau Eyewear.

Our Game Plan Can Make You
More Successful and Costs Less

For a lot less than you might think, you can supercharge your optical business by
belonging to a national chain. Or do you simply dream of being your own boss?
Here’s your chance!

Mr. MAGOO and associated character names, images and other indicia are
trademarks of and copyrighted by UPA Productions of America, Inc. All rights reserved.

A Sterling Optical franchise gives you:

• Big-company savings and buying power
• National and regional cooperative advertising
• A comprehensive system for easy operation

We have buyers ready in
NY, NJ, PA, MD, VA and CA!

Call Scott Finn today at 1-800-856-9664
to learn more about franchising opportunities
with Sterling Optical!

www.sterlingoptical.com

• Promotions that build traffic and increase profits
• Point-of-sale customer retention programs
• Access to exclusive group vision plans

SAN MARCOS, Calif.—Signet Armor-
lite’s Kodak Unique Progressive, a digi-
tal backside lens that is customized for
each patient’s frame, is now available in
more than 30 lens material choices. The
latest additions include Drivewear, Tran-
sitions 1.60, SA PolarShades 1.60 and
Life Rx polycarbonate.

Also, Signet Armorlite now offers its
premier Kodak Clean’N’CleAR anti-

reflective Coating esclusively on Kodak
Unique lenses. 

The new coating features all the ben-
efits of Signet Armorlite’s award-win-
ning Kodak CleAR anti-reflective coat-
ing. Other features include a lifetime
warranty, plus anti-static properties
designed to resist clinging dust in addi-
tion to a slicker hydrophobic that is still
edgeable. ■■

SA Offers New Materials, AR
Coating for Kodak Unique Lens



Better vision by design.
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NEW YORK—
Marchon launches

the Karl Lagerfeld
Eyewear collection
inspired by the powerful

spirit and refined style of the man
whose signature sunglasses have
remained his trademark.

“Dark glasses are like portable eye
shadow and the world looks more beauti-
ful through tinted glasses,” said Lager-
feld. “Everybody looks 10 years younger,
that is why I always wear dark glasses. I
can only see clearly with dark glasses.” 

Lagerfeld is known around the world

as one of the most influential designers of
the late 20th century and has collaborat-
ed with prominent couture houses such
as Chloé, Fendi and Chanel. The Karl
Lagerfeld Eyewear collection is designed
to capture his powerful fashion spirit,
refined technique and superior craftsman-
ship. Designed in partnership with leg-
endary eyewear designers, Christian Roth
and Eric Domège, the Karl Lagerfeld col-
lection combines excellent craftsmanship
and iconic design elements with a mod-
ern sensibility. 

“Mr. Lagerfeld himself was a great
inspiration. Without sunglasses he feels

naked,” said Domège. “When you start
with such a strong persona and connection
to sun it becomes easier to find direction,
but it is very important to offer a complete
collection. Marchon is very strong in opti-
cal stores so we were able to integrate
the sun and ophthalmic styles for a
strong total collection.”

Standouts in the sun 22-piece collec-
tion include the KL108S, a
feminine shield inspired
by Lagerfeld’s passion
for photography; the
KL106S, Lagerfeld’s
personal favorite, a mas-

culine aviator detailed with a metal front
and zyl temples; and the KL104S, a flat
curved shield with metal and acetate
temples engraved with a racing stripe and
a shaded Karl Lagerfeld logo. The release
of 17 optical styles for men and women
will be launched at Vision Expo East. 

The POP materials are done in shiny
black with highly reflective silver mirror
surfaces and come in a 4-piece frame
display, 8-piece tower and 1-
piece nameplate, as well as
counter cards. The Karl Lager-
feld Eyewear collection is
priced to the dispenser from
$79.50 to $99.50. ■■
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MIAMI—Allison USA further
expands their Try Change collection
of interchangeable temples and
bridges with the American Wish-
bone Limited Edition collection. 

The Try Change line is a frame
collection that allows the wearer
to change the temple and bridge

covers as often as they change
their outfit with a simple click.
According to the company, given
the great success the initial Try
Change launch experienced in the
U.S. they have released this new
4,000 piece limited edition Amer-
ican Wishbone collection here.

The new Wishbone color, an
American flag printed temples

and matching blue bridge piece,
can be assembled, as all Try

Change Wishbones, on any rimless, metal or plastic front frame and even on sun-
glasses, that are part of the Try Change collection.  

The company has released this special wishbone not only for the U.S. market,
but for anyone who wants to sport the “stars and stripes.”

The new limited edition, American-inspired, Try Change Wishbone from Allison
USA is priced to the dispenser at $24 each. ■■

Allison Releases Limited Edition
Try Change American Wishbone

ELMONT, N.Y.—Eastern States Eyewear has
released the Police 2008 sunglass collection
and an accompanying program titled the Law
and Reorder program.

“We are extremely pleased with this new
release,” said Paul Shyer, president of Eastern
States Eyewear. “The styling is ideal for those
seeking edgy, trendy fashion in their eyewear,
this includes several RX-able styles as well.”

The new additions contain an array of cut-
ting edge, high fashion styles with a wide
assortment of shapes, ranging from progres-
sive shields to RX-able aviators and rectan-
gles. Design details include open temple and
end piece designs, metal studs, and side
shields to enhance the design of each frame.
The Police “Gothic P” logo graces several of
the models, while many of the styles feature
polarized and mirrored lenses.  

The accompanying promotion, titled The Law and Reorder Program, offers buy-
ers and dispensers a wide assortment of valuable gifts from Police’s line of leather
goods, jewelry, and watches. They can also learn how to receive customer friendly
benefits for taking part in the program.  

Point of purchase materials include a standing 24-piece floor display, a 3-piece
countertop display, counter cards and posters. The 2008 Police sunglass collec-
tion is priced to the dispenser from $115 to $145. ■■

Eastern States Eyewear
Dispatches New Police Styles

POP featuring style S8178 from the 2008
Police sunglass collection from Eastern
States Eyewear. The American Wishbone set from Try Change and

Allison USA on frame. 

The KL104S
shield from the
new Karl
Lagerfeld Eyewear
collection from
Marchon.

Marchon Unveils Karl Lagerfeld Sun 

SECOND LOOK

“Dark glasses are like portable
eye shadow and the world looks

more beautiful through tinted
glasses. Everybody looks 10
years younger, that is why I
always wear dark glasses.”

—Karl Lagerfeld

SECOND LOOK

The complete Try Change Limited Edition
American Wishbone set from Allison USA.



We listened when one of the optical industry’s
leading retailers told us that the right 
lighting can be the difference between
making a sale and losing one. Our lighting
engineers heard the message and created 
a variety of lighting fixtures that will make 
a huge difference in your store.

These remarkable new lights show off
frames perfectly -- without harsh glare 
and shadows -- and let customers see 
themselves beautifully.  We call them
Vision390. You’ll call them a prescription 
for increased sales.

Vision390 fixtures ---

• Avoid hot spots and unwanted shadows

• Virtually do away with glare

• Are “green” with dramatic energy savings 

• Reduce your electric bills (they pretty 

much pay for themselves)

• Produce minimal heat

Best of all, they’re made to meet the 
strictest standards in the US.
They’re clearly the right choice.

© 2007 Econo-Lite Products LLC        Assembled in the USA

800.345.9652 • econo-lite.com

“These lights 
areanasset toany

optical retailer.
Our merchandisenever

looked better.”
Bob Cohen, President, Cohen’s Fashion Optical

TRY A LIGHT WITH 
NO OBLIGATION.

Yes, we’ll send you a light 
to use for one month. If 

you’re not thrilled with it, 
you can send it back and 

receive a full refund.

FREE 
STORE ANALYSIS.

Send us your floor plan 
and our lighting consultants 
will create a personalized 

recommendation for 
your store.

vision
390

Visit us at VISION EXPO EAST, Booth #3970
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LONDON—Oliver Goldsmith releases 10
new frames into the Classic Collection
from their archive using a new medley of
Mazzuchelli acetates.

Since 1926, the Oliver Goldsmith brand
has graced the faces of the famous like
Grace Kelly, Audrey Hepburn, Michael Caine
and Sophia Loren. The brand was interna-
tionally re-launched in 2005 by Claire Gold-
smith, Oliver Goldsmith's great granddaugh-
ter. Reborn for the 21st Century, the label
has proved equally popular with today’s stars
and has been worn by Kylie Minogue, Jude
Law, Jessica Simpson and Gwyneth Paltrow.

This season, the Classic Collection continues to grow with over 30 styles now avail-
able as Goldsmith releases 10 more styles from the family’s private archive, the exact
designs of which are recreated by the world’s most skilled craftsmen. This 2008 collec-
tion includes the classic 1958 Strand and the Peter Sellers classic Fred from 1957.

Goldsmith has also assembled new talent to carry the company forward, includ-
ing avant-garde Dublin designer Brian McGinn, as creative director. In 2008, they
plan to introduce the first new designs since the company’s re-launch. 

The Oliver Goldsmith Classic Collection is priced to the dispenser from $135 to
$145. ■■

SECOND LOOK

DALLAS—Essilor of America is releasing Varilux
Comfort 360º lenses in Thin&Lite 1.67 and
Thin&Lite 1.60 high-index material. These new lens
offerings will also be available with Crizal Avancé
with Scotchgard Protector.

Varilux Comfort 360º lenses in Thin&Lite 1.67
and Thin&Lite 1.60 will offer wearers greater com-
fort and performance in a thinner and lighter lens,
according to Essilor. Thin&Lite 1.67 lenses are up to 34 percent thinner and 32
percent lighter than 1.50 plastic lenses and up to three times flatter than 1.50
plastic lenses for myopes. Easy to mount and edge, Thin&Lite 1.60 lenses are up
to 30 percent thinner and 20 percent lighter that 1.50 plastic lenses.

Last fall, Essilor updated Varilux Comfort with 360º digital surfacing process, giv-
ing patients sharper vision with wider fields. The lens design also delivers easy
patient adaptation and ease of fitting.

Varilux Comfort 360º lenses in Thin&Lite 1.67 and Thin&Lite 1.60 are available with
Crizal Avancé with Scotchgard Protector are available in the following specifications:
Thin&Lite 1.67 Clear: Rx Range -12.00 to +8.00D, up to -4.00D cylinder; add power
+0.75 to +3.50D; 1.75, 4.00, 5.50, 7.25, 8.50 base curves.
Thin&Lite 1.60 Clear: Rx Range: -12.00 to +8.00D up to -4.00D cylinder; add
power: +0.75 to +3.50D; 1.75, 4.00, 5.50, 7.25, 8.00 base curves.

Varilux Comfort 360° lenses in Thin&Lite 1.67 and Thin&Lite 1.60 will also be
available with Transitions VI later this year. ■■

SECOND LOOK

The Berwick in cranberry quartz (top) and
the Fred in black (bottom) from the Oliver
Goldsmith Classic Collection. 

Oliver Goldsmith
Adds New Styles
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By Deirdre Carroll
Associate Editor

PARSIPPANY, N.J.—Jimmy Choo
introduces its first ever sunglass collec-
tion created in collaboration with the
Sàfilo Group, a range of glamorous,
sophisticated styles inspired by vintage
frames with a modern edge.

“Jimmy Choo is a name synonymous
with luxury and glamour. The brand’s

infamous shoe collection,
favored by Hollywood’s lead-

ing ladies for years, has made a huge
impact on the female consumer in the

U.S. and abroad,” said Dick Russo, execu-
tive vice president of Sàfilo USA. “As the
brand continues to grow even stronger
with new product category introductions,
we feel the launch of Jimmy Choo eye-
wear is perfectly timed to take advantage

of the brand's growing importance and
awareness in the U.S. luxury market. The
collection will have a modern edge, with a
vintage feel, which is reflective of the eye-
wear trends going forward.”

The collection contains 16 sunwear
styles for women, including nine plastic
and two plastic/metal combinations.
Oversized, vintage-inspired, glam plastic
shapes with sophisticated details com-
prise the majority of the collection, while
a metal aviator and shield round it out.
Metal styles come in tones of black, dark
ruthenium, gold bronze and rose brown,
while plastic styles include tones of
black, brown, havana, gray, brown/deep
red and champagne. Logos highlight the
brand’s modern day design elements,

such as an oval metal ring, small visible
studs and a round logo plaque.

Standouts include the Boo and Kat,
edgy, oversized frames translated in
black tortoiseshell, gold and silver. The
Charley is a contemporary aviator with
delicate stud detail, while the JJ frame
features a sinuous shape wrapping
around the face in a knotted “snake”
effect, a detail echoed in Jimmy Choo’s
sandals. Ornate oval hinges add glamour
to the refined Lou frame offered in tor-
toiseshell, rose gold, dusky grey and rich
brown. The Rock, designed for a
sophisticated, strong woman, is a chic
square frame embellished with
Swarovski crystal studs reflecting the
detail on many iconic Jimmy Choo bags.  

Marketing for the collection includes
trade and consumer advertising, as well
as a logo plaque, counter mat (for opti-
cal accounts only), 1-place highlighter,
3-place and 10-place displays and a mir-
ror. The Jimmy Choo sunglass collec-
tion is priced to the dispenser between
$140 and $205.■■
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ALISO VIEJO, Calif.—OSA
International has released
the new Blinde collection for
Vision Expo East. 

The new collection repre-
sents both the classic
Blinde look of clean wear-
able shapes in great colors
with the signature 6-pin rivet
hinge; as well as an intro-

duction to some new pieces that feature a more underground cutting-edge style. 
Blinde has introduced three new custom colors. Capitalizing on the strength of

tortoise, two new tortoises are being utilized, a blue crystal-infused tortoise and a
classic Tokyo tortoise with rich, deep brown and caramel tones. To complement
Blinde’s feminine retro shapes, a new solid burgundy color reminiscent of the bold
color of the 1970’s is being used. 

New oversized women’s retro-inspired pieces have been added to the sun collection.
They have also created two new men’s sun pieces featuring aluminum fronts and titani-
um temples with the signature Blinde pin flex hinge and hand made zyl temple tips for
comfort. The aluminum has been revived from the Blinde archives as a complement to
the retro direction of the collection. All of the styles come in custom zyl colorations and
feature either CR39 lenses with a three layer AR coating, mineral glass or glass polar-
ized lenses with a five layer AR coating, hydrophobic coating and anti-scratch hard coat. 

The ophthalmic group also features custom colors, as well as the signature pin
flex hinge system and several styles with a modernized keyhole bridge. 

The Blinde collection from OSA International is priced to the dispenser between
$95 and $165. ■■

SECOND LOOK

TORRANCE, Calif.—Younger Optics
is launching its Image progressive
lens in a new decentered design for
steeply wrapped frames. The new
lens, known as the Image Wrap, is
offered in polycarbonate NuPolar
Gray. Younger recommends it for
people with active lifestyles who
typically wear sporty, wrap frames.

Explaining the need for the new
decentered design, David Rips,
president and CEO of Younger
Optics, noted that “Standard pro-
gressive designs often do not offer
enough lens material for wrap sunframes. As every lab technician knows, when the
lens doesn’t ‘cut out,’ it becomes a real headache for the laboratory and the doctor,
as they must decide whether to change the frame or progressive lens style. Either
way, it spells trouble that can result in lost business and a lot of aggravation for
everyone. No one likes having to go back to the patient and tell them that they
can’t have what they want. Younger now offers a better solution.”

Image Wrap is available in +8.00 base. The lens is decentered 7mm to allow
for maximum cut-out opportunity. The effective blank size is 83mm. No secondary
calculations are necessary for use, according to Younger.

Rips added that the Image progressive design is well-suited for narrow PDs. In
addition, it features one of the widest distance zones in the industry, making it a
good choice for sunwear. “Many of today’s progressive designs do not perform well
as prescription sunwear,” said Rips. “Image was designed with sunwear in mind,
with an emphasis on maintaining clear unobstructed distance vision.” ■■

SECOND LOOK

Younger Offers Image Wrap PAL 

New Image Wrap features a decentered design for
steeply wrapped frames. 

The C’mon sunglass frame from Blinde and OSA International. 

The Lou in green (top) and the Rock in black
(bottom) from the new Jimmy Choo sun collection
from the Sàfilo Group.

Sàfilo Unveils Jimmy Choo Sunwear
“We feel the launch of Jimmy Choo eye-

wear is perfectly timed to take advantage
of the brand's growing importance and
awareness in the U.S. luxury market.” 

—Dick Russo, Sàfilo

OSA International Premieres 
New Blinde Collection
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NEW YORK—John Varvatos blends vin-
tage details and high fashion with the
introduction of 14 new men’s optical
and sunglass styles at Vision Expo
East. Featuring fine milling, two-toned
metal colors and updates to classic
styles, seven new optical and seven
sun styles are beinig offered. 

Style V727, available in black,
brown horn and tobacco horn takes
the classic aviator from sporty to luxu-
rious by incorporating a hand-milled
acetate eye ring and adding sculpted
end pieces.

Style V729, available in gold/silver,
shiny dark gunmetal and silver fea-
tures two-tone metal colors and con-
temporary open bridge construction.

Style  V732, available in brown
horn/brown, gray crystal, tan features

wide temples recombined and a flat front profile with beveled inner temples.  
Style V317 combines the best of the past with new front shapes that clearly

place these frames in the new millennium.
The John Varvatos Collection from Base Curve is priced to the dispenser between

$110 and $130. ■■

John Varvatos New Sunglasses

SECOND LOOK

PORT WASHINGTON, N.Y.—Luxottica and
Vogue Eyewear release their Spring/Sum-
mer 2008 sunglass collection and advertis-
ing campaign featuring Gisele Bundchen
called “Play Everyday.”

“We are so thrilled that Gisele has decided
to once again proudly represent the brand.
The collection is fun, glamorous and friendly;
just like Gisele. Her and the Vogue brand are
a perfect match,” said Vittorio Verdun, vice
president of marketing for Luxottica.

According to Luxottica, the 2008 collec-
tion is practical, fun, fresh and accessible
with designs and prices that make it easy
to buy.  

Highlights of the new styles include the
VO3635SB, a lightweight shield with a deep
square eye shape and crystals on the temple;
the midsized VO2516 SB, a modified square
zyl frame; and the VO3640SB, a rimmed
shield with a metal star shape cut out on the
temple outlined with crystals. 

In the “Play Everyday” campaign Gisele
Bundchen, is once again the face of  Vogue,
photographed by Mario Testino. 

The Vogue Spring/Summer 2008 sun-
glass collection is priced to the dispenser
from $34 to $59. ■■

“Play Everyday” With Vogue Eyewear

SECOND LOOK

An ad image from the “Play Everyday”
advertising campaign featuring Gisele
Bundchen for Vogue Eyewear.

The VO3635SB part of the new
Spring/Summer 2008 Vogue sunglass
collection from Luxottica.

V727 in black and tobacco horn (top) and the
V732 in brown horn/brown and tan (bottom) from
John Varvatos.
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Innovation and evolution are the foundations of the Theory
brand. In March 2005, Theory named Istvan Francer women’s
design director, and in 2006 gave responsibilities for the men’s
and accessories lines to him as well, a natural choice consider-
ing that evolution and innovation seem to have been the guid-
ing principles in Francer’s own career.   

Born in Yugoslavia, he came to the U.S. in 1986 to study at
Parsons School of Design. Shortly thereafter he met Donna
Karan, and began a decade-long tenure as design director for
Donna Karan Men’s and Women’s collections. In 2000, he
served as creative director for the Cerrutti parent company in
Milan, while starting his own eponymous label, but left in 2004,
to return to the U.S. and his position at Donna Karan Men’s.

His first women’s collection for Theory hit in Spring 2006 and in 2007 he collaborated with L’Amy America to create the
company’s first line of eyewear, also the company’s first licensed category. F.Y.Eye sat down with the designer to get his take on
these company firsts in the world of fashion and design. 

F.Y.EYE

RETAIL DISPENSARY

By Deirdre Carroll

1What are the most important 
influences on your design work?  

I am greatly influenced by the arts
and my environment; art, architecture,
drawing, the energy of the streets,
sculpture. In terms of eyewear, I was
particularly influenced by the concept
and style of Spanish architect,
Santiago Calatrava and Japanese
architect, Tadao Ondo. 

2What excites you most 
about design? 

I love the idea that each opportunity
to design presents a unique chance to
re-create and re-imagine that which
may already exist and make it com-
pletely new and relevant. It is about
coming up with solutions. In terms of
fashion, the process is an exploration
in both function and style.

3Describe the ultimate 
Theory man and woman. 

Someone who understands design
itself and knows how to use it to cre-
ate his or her own style. Intelligence is
key, as is confidence. They are lead-

ers, trend setters, rule breakers. They
are sophisticated and have their own
sense of style.   

4What’s been the greatest challenge
in interpreting the Theory design phi-

losophy into an eyewear line?
Theory’s founding philosophy stresses
fit and fabric quality, so the challenge
was to translate that from cloth to the
materials of the eyewear. The goal was
to emphasize silhouette and to keep
the design subtle, using great silhou-
ette, modern fabrications, and a touch
of glamour.

5What are some of your favorite
pieces or characteristics of the eye-

wear collections?
I love the big oversized glasses, the avi-
ators, the colorations, the proportions,
the plastic and metal combinations. 

6What is the best advice anyone
ever gave you?  

Be yourself. ■■

By Deirdre Carroll
Associate Editor

WILTON, Conn.—L’Amy America
introduces Theory Eyewear, a collection
of women’s ophthalmic and sunglass
frames, in keeping with in the Theory’s
modern aesthetic. 

“The Theory eyewear collection will
do for the optical market what it has
done so successfully for the apparel
market; it will reach the fashion-savvy,
luxury consumer who seeks the sophis-

ticated, understated style
of contemporary design,”
said Stephen Rappoport,
president of L’Amy Ameri-
ca. “Theory perfectly com-
plements our portfolio of
brands. It further extends
and enhances the range of
high-quality, fashion-for-
ward brands that we are committed to
offering our customers.”

Started in 1997, Theory today consti-
tutes a $600 million plus business. Pop-
ular in the U.S. and Japan, the company,

owned by Link International, is
continuing to expand into the
worldwide market, opening
stores in Europe and contin-

uing to expand its wholesale pres-
ence across the world.

“Theory was founded on the
principles of innovation, quality and
integrity,” said Andrew Rosen, pres-
ident and founder of Theory. “We
believe that the eyewear embodies
our signature aesthetic, while main-
taining our core values of fit and
quality. Just as with our clothes, the

shapes are sexy and the fit is perfect.”
The 24-piece Theory collection

focuses on the brand’s core values of
innovation, fit and material quality that is
never overdesigned, revealing a look that
is clean and minimal. The frames feature
richly hued and translucent acetate, arti-
san-brushed metal surfaces and a subtly-
rendered logo signature, which is exclu-
sive to this collection. 

The ophthalmic collection consists of
12 styles, three colors each. Six styles are a
combination of acetate and metal, includ-
ing one semi-rimless design. Opaque col-
ors include black, brown, tortoise and
white; translucent hues are blue, grey and
purple. The other six, full rim acetate
styles reflect the post-modern retro-chic
trend. Colors for the full rim models

include black, brown, tortoise and horn.
The sunwear collection also consists

of 12 styles. The emphasis in this group
is on its material integrity and its mod-
ern interpretation of retro styling. There
are eight full rim models, both in round
and square shapes, in highly polished
black, brown, tortoise, horn and grey
acetate or translucent black striped,
blue, grey and purple. In metal, two
styles of aviators and two styles of
shields complete the collection. 

POP includes a 6-piece display, coun-
tertop mirror, logo block and counter-
card. All of the Theory Eyewear collec-
tion comes with a hard case and
cleaning cloth and is priced to the dis-
penser between $79.95 and $99.95 for
optical and $80 and $96 for sun. ■■

L’Amy America Launches Theory Eyewear 
“The Theory eyewear collection will do for the

optical market what it has done so successfully for
the apparel market; it will reach the fashion-savvy,

luxury consumer who seeks the sophisticated,
understated style of contemporary design.” 

—Stephen Rappoport, L’Amy America

LAUNCHES

The TH1111 ophthalmic frame in horn (top) and the
TH2113 sun style in black stripe (bottom) part of the
new Theory Eyewear collection from L’Amy Amercia.
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By Deirdre Carroll
Associate Editor

PLAINVIEW, N.Y.—Fusion Eyewear
will launch the Dutz Eyewear collection
from the Netherlands during Vision
Expo East in New York. 

“This fresh and
vibrant collection
with contrasting col-
ors, smaller eye sizes
and intricate temple
work, will appeal to
accounts servicing the
high-end boutique
market that Fusion
has become synony-
mous with and at a
very good price point.
Fusion Eyewear is
very excited about
teaming up with

Roland and Armand who
bring a new dimension to
the Fusion family,” said
Alan Weisfeld, the CEO of
Fusion Eyewear. 

The philosophy of the
Dutz Dutch design team, Roland
Vandermuelen and Armand Van
Lingen, is to fuse high fashion
with wearable shapes. The ini-
tial Dutz launch includes 16
ophthalmic styles for ladies
and men, made of stainless
steel and nickel-free
stainless steel, with three

colors in each style. 
The color palette for the collec-

tion is consistent with the Spring
and Summer ‘08 fashion shows and
uses bright yellows, reds, greens
and purples, as a way to remain
fresh yet timeless. 

Optical standouts include model
223, a sleek full frame, two toned
style featuring rectangular lenses

with streamlined panther or
giraffe temples. 

The Dutz Model 208 fea-
tured a semi rimless frame

with its detailed cut out circular
shapes on the temples comes

available in three color choices.
Point of purchase materials include

cool and colorful counter cards and
prism boxes. Each Dutz frame
comes with an eye-popping bright
orange and grey case and the col-
lection is priced to the dispenser

between $159 and $169. ■■
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BERLIN—ic! berlin, an eyewear com-
pany known for their innovative no
screw hinge design, creative use of
materials and irreverent marketing
materials, releases two new collec-
tions for 2008.

The Basic Plastic! Collection is a
totally new start for the company.
The entire collection has been
recreated with eight new ophthalmic
models. The goal of re-designing the
line was to achieve a clearly distinct
image that was different than the
high plastics to create a separate
independent collection. 

New models range from the dar-
ing, “big statement” expressions of
4-base designs, to the everyday
casuals of 6-base styles, and are

made for those with a young, worldly lifestyle in mind. All of the faceting has been
reworked to reveal pure, angular looks and even the color choices were made bold
and direct in black, havanna, diamond, grey transparent glossy and, the company’s
new color, “just red.” ic! berlin also unveils the Metallic! Sun Collection, featuring 10
new models. The new styles range from small and unpretentious to big-size atten-
tion getters. The metallic sun collection focuses on 6-base curves and glazed lens-
es, which makes them amazingly adaptable. 

These two new collections from ic! berlin are priced to the dispenser at $155 for
the Basic Plastic! and between $120 and $145 for the Metallic! Sun collection. ■■

Ic! Berlin Bows Two New Lines

LOUISVILLE, Ky.—The Kenmark
Group has added eight optical
frames into its República Eyewear
Collection for men.

The Frankfurt, available in black,
olive and tortoise, features a zyl
square shaped frame front with tex-
tured temples and a República logo
plaque end piece. The Istanbul, in
black, gold and gunmetal, showcases
an oversized frame with metal triple
bar top construction and zyl temples. 

The Macoris, in black, brown and gunmetal, is a rectangular metal nylon rim-
less/zyl frame with a stamped metal República logo and graphic design elements,
while the Mumbai, in black, olive and tortoise, features a unique metal/zyl top bar
construction that flows into a temple design for a comfortable fit. 

The Quito, available in black, brown and gunmetal, is a rimless frame with pat-
terned temple and metal República logo stamped in the temple tips and the Sacra-
mento, in black, olive and tortoise, features a zyl frame with a unique keyhole
bridge design and textured temples. 

Lastly, the Shanghai, in black, brown and gunmetal, highlights a dynamic
metal/zyl frame with a thick metal end piece and matching temples, whereas the
Tokyo, in black, brown and olive, is a rectangular frame with full zyl construction
and matching temples.

The República Eyewear Collection from Kenmark is priced to the dispenser between
$56.95 and $58.95. ■■

Kenmark Adds New Optical
Styles to República for Men

The Frankfurt ophthalmic frame in tortoise from
the República Eyewear Collection by Kenmark.

Fusion Eyewear Launches Dutz Eyewear 

SECOND LOOK SECOND LOOK

The plastic ophthalmic style Neo (top) in just red and
the metal Tassilo sun style (bottom) from ic! berlin. 

The 223 with panther temples (top) and the semi-rimless style 208
(bottom) from Dutz Eyewear. 

Dutz Eyewear marketing imagery
distributed by Fusion Eyewear.

“This fresh and vibrant collection with con-
trasting colors, smaller eye sizes and intri-
cate temple work, will appeal to accounts

servicing the high-end boutique market
that Fusion has become synonymous with

and at a very good price point.” 
—Alan Weisfeld, Fusion Eyewear
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PETALUMA, Calif.—Augen Optics,
based here, is launching the Centurion
Short Corridor Progressive lens on April
10. The lens features a 12mm minimum
fitting height and an 8mm corridor
length (measured from 10 percent to 90
percent of prescribed add power), mak-
ing it the shortest corridor PAL currently

on the market. With its extra-wide read-
ing area, generous distance zone and soft
periphery, the Augen Centurion Short
Corridor Progressive is designed for
quick and easy adaptation and maxi-
mum comfort during all-day wear,
according to Augen.

“We set out to design a progressive
lens with the shortest possible corridor to
give wearers maximum flexibility in
choosing the smaller frames that are
prevalent today,” according to John
Potocny, Augen’s vice president, sales
and marketing. 

“At the same time, we didn’t want to
make any compromise in the quality of
vision. So we concentrated on maxi-
mizing the near and distance zones
while placing less emphasis on the
intermediate area, giving presbyopes the
wide and clear reading and distance
vision they expect even in smaller
frames.”

The Augen Centurion Short Corridor
Progressive design incorporates a soft
periphery that virtually eliminates swim,

providing wearers with a greater sense of
visual freedom and comfort in the lens,
according to Augen, which added that
the design also uses precision asymme-
try to ensure excellent binocular vision.

“With this launch we’re pleased to
add another premium product to our
focused product line,” commented Dick
Kapash, president of Augen. “Our objec-
tive at Augen is to provide profit oppor-
tunities to our customers with an exclu-
sive inventory of premium lens products
that target industry trends.” 

“We believe the Augen Short Corridor
Progressive will give eyecare practition-
ers greater confidence in fitting presby-
opes in even the smallest frames so pop-

ular today, knowing they’re still providing
the expansive vision wearers are looking
for in a very comfortable lens.”

The Augen Short Corridor Progressive
is part of the Centurion series of lenses
available from Augen, which includes
the company’s most premium designs.
All Centurion Series lenses are produced
using Augen’s proprietary free-form pro-
cessing technology, resulting in “high
definition” lenses that deliver the pre-
cise design characteristics intended by
the lens design team.

The Augen Centurion Short Corridor
Progressive is available in Trivex and
Trivex Transitions VI in +0.75 to +3.50
add powers. ■■
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DETROIT—i-dealoptics
has updated their
Casino collection with
nine new stainless
and acetate looks. 

Designed as a high
style collection made
with quality materials
at a budget price, i-
dealoptics expands on
the original four styles
of the Casino collec-
tion by infusing stain-
less steel and fresh color combinations into this mid-priced budget line. Starting
with two combination looks, the Alex frame features a stainless front and acetate
temples in neutral tones of black, brown, and gunmetal. 

The Andrea style turns things around with a layered acetate front and stainless
temples in burgundy/pink, chocolate/teal, black/marble, and brown. The Kayla,
Logan, and Tatum are all stainless steel semi-rimless styles with wider temples for
a bold contemporary look in colors like basic shades of black, brown, and gun, as
well as brighter neutrals like copper, wine, and dusty rose.  

Rounding out the metals is a group of triple-layered acetates. The Mia, Lily, and
Brooke make color the focal point with combinations that include brown/mint, cin-
namon/blue, sandalwood and sage.  

Sizes for the Casino collection from i-dealoptics range from 50 to 53 and each of
the frames are priced to the dispenser at $12.99. ■■

DALLAS—A&A Optical has
added four new Jalapenos Sol
sun styles for Spring 2008.

A welcome addition to the 20
styles already available to men
and women, the new styles,
Byely, Daun, Paan and Gola, all
include CR39 UV400 lenses

offering UV pro-
tection and visu-
al clarity.   

The Byely has
an opaque acetate

body with a metal bar at
the temple and glitter detail

inside for a high fashion look, while
the Daun, a wrap style in chocolate with orange or onyx with pink, is an acetate
design with multiple laminate inside contrasting with an intricate laser etched tile
pattern design outside. 

Swarovski crystals and silver studs accent the Paan, available in onyx and tor-
toise, a double laminate acetate frame for women with spring hinges for durability
and hold. Lastly, the Gola, available in two distinctive hues, coca and onyx high-
lights a laser etched reptile pattern on the end piece and a multi laminate temple
while incorporating an oversized oval shape for women who want a big fashion look.

The Jalapenos Sol Collection from A&A Optical is priced to the dispenser at
$49.95. ■■

A&A Optical Adds New Jalapenos
Sol Styles for Spring 

Augen Optics Intros 8mm Short-Corridor Lens

SECOND LOOK SECOND LOOK

The Tatum (top) and the Mia (bottom) part of the expanded
Casino collection from i-dealoptics. 

The Byely (top) and the Daun (bottom)
from the Jalapenos Sol Collection by A&A Optical.

“We believe the Augen Short
Corridor Progressive will give eye-

care practitioners greater confidence
in fitting presbyopes in even the

smallest frames so popular today.”
—Dick Kapash, Augen

The Centurion Short Corridor
Progressive lens from Augen Optics.

I-dealoptics Hits the Jackpot
With the Casino Collection



For more information call
(800) 248-6784 or visit
www.opticote.com

Opticote, a leader in Mirror Coatings is 

very proud to bring to you Rxtreme,our newest 

collection of Rx Mirror coatings designed to 

exceed the expectations of consumers who 

demand performance and fashion.

Rxtreme is available in six deep intense 

colors and will be applied only to colored or 

polarized polycarbonate. Poly is the choice for 

the Rx consumer setting a new standard for eye 

protection, reliability and performance.

Rxtreme Mirror starts with a process that 

makes our coating four times harder than 

standard mirrors making it virtually impossible 

to scratch or wear off.

A backside anti-reflective coating (elimin-

ates annoying reflections) is provided as part of 

the package, complete with a super-premium 

hydrophobic/ olephobic topcoat making the 

lenses easier to clean and keep clean - even if 

you’re not planning to stay that way yourself.

Opticote goes to Rxtreme measures to 

bring your consumer a Mirror Coating that 

excels in every way. No matter what your 

activity is; mountain biking, rock climbing,

snow sports, fishing, tennis or golf,performance 

and durability is the expectation.

SilveR

red

gold

blue

lime

lemon
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TORRANCE, Calif.—Younger
Optics has recently expanded its
Drivewear line by adding a flat-
top 28 in hard resin.

“Our Drivewear customers
have been asking for a flat-top
since Drivewear was released,
and Younger is proud to be
able to meet that need,” said
David Rips, president and CEO

of Younger Optics. Drivewear is also currently available in hard resin plano, single-
vision and Younger’s Image progressive.

Drivewear lenses combine Transitions Photochromic Technology and Younger’s
NuPolar polarization. Designed specifically to meet the visual demands of driving,
Drivewear is the first polarized photochromic lens to darken behind the windshield
of a car, which allows Drivewear lenses to change color based on current driving con-
ditions in order to enhance the driver’s vision. In addition, Drivewear lenses are polar-
ized to block blinding glare.

In other news, Younger Optics now offers two videos with information on Drivewear
lenses: a 60-second looping video for the patient waiting room, and a three-minute
Drivewear training video for eyecare professionals. The first explains the benefits of
Drivewear technology at the consumer level, showing and explaining how Drivewear
lenses react in real life situations, from driving in overcast and daylight conditions to
boating and bike riding outdoors in bright light conditions. The second adds impor-
tant information about complimentary marketing materials available through Younger.
Both videos come in DVD format, and are offered at no charge. ■■

Younger Optics Intros Drivewear FT

BENSENVILLE, Ill.—AIT, a member
of the Indo group, will show a new and
improved version of its patient meas-
urement system, The Center, at
International Vision Expo. The Cen-
ter, developed by Indo, is designed
to make dispensing easier and more
accurate, according to AIT. The unit
automatically measures patient
pupillary distance and height as well
as vertex distance and pantascopic
frame angle. It utilizes a system of
three built-in cameras and infrared
LEDs to obtain three-dimensional
patient measurements.

The Center operates with a connect-
ed PC that allows users to organize and
store individual measurements using a
simple Windows interface. It is  espe-
cially useful when fitting conventional or
free-form progressive lenses, AIT
reported. The new version of The
Center offers a friendlier user inter-
face than previous versions and
allows a user to superimpose a pro-
gressive design on the screen to

insure proper cutout, fit and frame
choice. ■■

AIT Debuts Updated
Measurement System

LAUNCHES

AIT’s patient measurement system, The Center, is
designed to make dispensing easier and more accurate.

SECOND LOOK
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WILTON, Conn.—Cachet, the lux-
ury division of L’Amy America,
has launched for Spring 2008
four new Chloe sunglass styles
that continue the Chloe theme of
femininity and elegance marked
by an edgy, subtle spirit. 

The new styles play with
muted colors and retro-inspired
forms that complement Chloe’s
ready-to-wear collection. 

The Havenia group features retro-themed metal sunglasses with thick fronts and
temples that vary in depth for added dimension. The two styles incorporate con-
trasting colors in the front and temples, while rivets add toughness. 

The two new Mimosa frames are directly inspired by the Chloe button in the
accessories line. The frame features a metal rim layered between two different col-
ored acetates which complement the ready-to-wear color card. Each model has a 6-
base and CR39 lenses.

The new Chloe Havenia and Mimosa sunglasses from L’Amy America’s Cachet
division are priced to the dispenser from $105 to $115. ■■

SECOND LOOK

RAMSEY, Minn.—Vision-Ease Lens is rounding
out its Coppertone polarized lens line with the
addition of a new gray color, lens availability in
Illumina, single-vision and D28 styles and a
summer sun season promotion to support the
full launch of Coppertone polarized lenses.

“Vision-Ease Lens is continually looking for
ways to boost our product offerings and pro-
vide quality eye protection,” said Barry Resnik,
director of marketing, Vision-Ease Lens. “Now,

with the HEV gray color, brown color and full lens style additions, the Coppertone
lens brand is the total package in sun protection for consumers.”  

In addition, Vision-Ease kicked-off a new promotion, “Sell Sun, Win Fun,” on
March 1. The promotion, which runs through June 30, offers ECPs monthly prizes
for selling Coppertone polarized lenses. The program provides ECPs with a scratch-
and-earn card for every pair of Coppertone polarized lenses sold allowing them to
earn up to 20 dollars instantly. The secret code is verifiable online at www.vision-
ease.com for summer recreation monthly prizes.

“Through the ‘Sell Sun, Win Fun’ promotion, Vision-Ease Lens is continuing to
grow its relationships with ECPs,” said Dominique Jara, marketing manager, Vision-
Ease Lens. “Providing knowledge about eye sun protection and offering the trusted
name of Coppertone builds ECPs’ customer base, credibility and overall business.”

The “Sell Sun, Win Fun” monthly prizes include a Sunfish Sailboat, a Yamaha
WaveRunner and a kayak package for two. The grand prize drawing is a trip for four
to the Atlantis Resort on Paradise Island, Bahamas. ■■

Vision-Ease Expands Coppertone Line

SECOND LOOK

The Havenia CL2142C01 sunglasses (top) and the Mimosa
CL2147C02 sunglasses (bottom) from Chloe and Cachet. 

Cachet Offers
New Chloe
Sunglasses
for Spring

From Instant Access!
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By Deirdre Carroll
Associate Editor

SAN FRANCISCO—Sutro Vision, a
new independent luxury brand based
here, has launched their first sun collec-
tion which takes a fresh look at conven-
tional eyewear construction. 

Sutro grew out of the collaboration of

friends, Tony Guerrero, Amani King and
Jeff Sand, who grew up immersed in the
San Francisco skateboard, snowboard and
music scenes and whose backgrounds
prior to launching Sutro had very little to
do with the eyewear industry. 

The decision to make eyewear came
from their frustration with not finding a
brand that had product they respected

and an image they
identified with. “We’re
at a point now in our
lives where we really
appreciate quality and
good design,” said
King, director of mar-
keting and brand
direction. “We saw a
real opportunity to cre-
ate a brand built
around superior prod-
uct with an image we
connect with.” 

“Our goal is ambi-
tious, to build a brand
around quality, long
term,” added Guer-

rero. “There are too many disposable
items in the world these days. We are
striving to make an item that is precious,
the thing that you make sure you take
care of. Building a quality product that
lasts and doesn’t need to be replaced in
two weeks is the original ‘green’ idea.” 

“Many of the design conventions in
the eyewear industry are merely ‘good
enough’ solutions,” said Sand, product
designer, who has created everything
from bicycle components and snow-
board bindings to modern furniture and
holds over a dozen U.S. patents.
“Through better design and sourcing of
non-traditional materials we’ve been
able to eliminate many common flaws.” 

An example is the patent pending
Sutro Ratchet Hinge, a stainless steel

ratcheting hinge that is integrated into
the frame for heightened strength and
durability. The ratchet keeps the frame
closed when hanging from a shirt pock-
et and allows the use of a lighter more
comfortable spring. The company is so
confident in the design of their hinge
they offer a lifetime warranty on it.  

The Sutro collection is priced to the
dispenser between $107 and $122. ■■
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SAN FRANCISCO—ProDesign Denmark will release their latest collection, 4th
Dimension, designed with a marked sporty and trendy aesthetic at the Internation-
al Vision Expo East in New York. 

The 4th Dimension frames are
larger than normally seen in ProDe-
sign collections and many feature
Aviator or McArthur frame shapes
constructed in titanium. The collec-
tion offers four distinctly masculine
shapes, the 4349, 4350, 4351
and 4352, each available in six col-
ors. The 4349 and 4350 come in
two different sizes.

The sole decoration on the
frames is a simple unbroken line on
the edge of the rim and temples in
a contrasting color which help give
the frames a light and slim look and
can only be seen when looking at
the wearer from a different angle
than directly. Adding to the sporty
feel of the frames is the attention to
detail shown in the end tips, which
have been cut diagonally.

The titanium 4th Dimension series
from ProDesign Denmark is priced
to the dispenser at $119.95. ■■

SECOND LOOK

ProDesign Intros the 4th Dimension

4th Dimension frames from ProDesign Denmark. 

Sutro, a Fresh Look at Eyewear 
“Our goal is ambitious, to build a brand

around quality, long term. We are striving
to make an item that is precious, the thing

that you make sure you take care of.” 
—Tony Guerrero, Sutro Vision

The Guerrero (top)
and Simone (bottom)
from Sutro Vision.

FRANKLIN PARK, Ill.—
Opticote, the Chicago-area
coating lab, is introducing
Rxtreme Mirror, a new col-
lection of prescription mir-
ror coatings that incorpo-
rates performance and
fashion features.

Designed for patients
who enjoy sports and
other outdoor activities,
Rxtreme Mirror is available

in silver, red, gold, blue, lime and lemon. The coating is applied only to colored or
polarized polycarbonate, a lens material known for superior impact resistance.

To produce Rxtreme lenses, Opticote starts with a process that makes its coating
four times harder than standard mirrors, so it’s virtually impossible to scratch or
wear off, according to Michael Bellomo, director of sales and marketing for the lab.
Backside anti-reflective coating is provided as part of the package, complete with a
super-premium hydrophobic/olephobic topcoat that makes the lenses easy to clean
and easy to keep clean. 

“What makes us different than other people we offer this complete system,” Bel-
lomo noted. “We added a mirror coating to enhance performance of polarized lens,
then we add AR and premium top coat.

“Opticote goes to Rxtreme measures to bring  your consumer a Mirror Coating
that excels in every way. No matter what your activity is—mountain biking, rock
climbing, snow sports, fishing, tennis or golf—performance and durability is the
expectation, and Rxtreme delivers those qualities,” he said. ■■

SECOND LOOK

Opticote Debuts ‘Rxtreme Mirror’

Opticote’s Rxtreme Mirror lenses come standard with backside
AR coating
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SOMERVILLE, N.J —
Guess offers two new
groupings, the “Capti-
vating and Timeless”
collection for women
and the “Defined
Expressions” collec-
tion for men.

The women’s Capti-
vating and Timeless
group consists of three
styles. The refined
GU1511 is available in
black front/black mar-
ble temples, brown
front/tortoise tem-

ples, burgundy front/burgundy marble temples or light brown front/cream marble
temples. The modified rectangular front of GU1512 creates a captivating look, while
the GU1513 has a deeper rectangular frame front. Both are available in black with
black marble temples, as well as burgundy, gray and tortoise. 

The men’s Defined Expressions showcases well-defined features like the stream-
lined plastic top front bar with unique striping and metal rim combination of the GU
1525, available in black with gunmetal temples, crystal and white stripe with sil-
ver temples, and tortoise with brown temples. The color combinations highlight the
tapered temples detailed with matte and satin finishes. The GU1526, a semi-rim-
less design, is available in satin black, satin brown, gunmetal and silver, while the
full-rimmed metal GU1527 comes in satin black, satin brown, gunmetal. 

The Guess Collection from Viva is priced to the dispenser between $52.95 and
$57.95. ■■

SECOND LOOK

Guess Debuts Two New Groupings

MINEOLA, N.Y.—Match Eyewear will intro-
duce the Helium Paris Sunwear collection
for the first time at Vision Expo East.

“The Helium Paris Sunwear collection
captures the edgy, cool spirit of today’s
active lifestyle,” said Ethan Goodman, pres-
ident of Match Eyewear. “With its racy
styling combined with the use of polarized
lenses, Helium Paris offers the consumer
the best of both worlds in French fashion non-sport sunglasses.”

In addition to releasing over 30 new ophthalmic styles, Helium Paris releases its
six- to eight-piece sunwear collection built on edgy, dramatic designs, along with
the technical addition of polarized lenses for added sun protection. The sun collec-
tion consists of full metal, metal and acetate, and full acetate styles and the bold
use of design and color. 

With the combination of polarized lenses in fashion frames, the Helium Paris
brand provides benefits to the wearer that is typically reserved for sport frames,
including UV protection and polarization.  

From the modified aviators with diamond stone treatment on the lenses, to acetates
with stone logo treatments, like their ophthalmic counterparts, the look is edgy.   

Merchandising materials include counter cards, 24” X 36” posters and EVA
cases branded with the Helium Paris logo. The Helium Paris sunwear collection is
priced to the dispenser between $65 and $75. ■■

SECOND LOOK

The GU 1511 in brown (top), GU 1512 black (middle), and GU 1513
in burgundy (bottom) from Guess by Viva International.

Match Launches 
Helium Paris Sun

The 9004 on woman (left) and the 9905
(right) on man from the new Helium Paris
sun collection from Match Eyewear. 
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BRIGHTON, U.K.—Kirk Originals
adds two new sun styles to their
Shine collection, a line of ‘70s
and ‘80s inspired frames in a
bespoke range of glittery effer-
vescent colors developed specifi-
cally for the collection. 

The deep luminescence of this
acetate was created by accident
when designer Jason Kirk spilled
a glass of juice on a frame and
discovered it created a unique
texture. The Shine collection’s
unique glimmer material was
finalized after months of experi-
mentation in a process that

entails dipping the acetate in a secret recipe of mixed herbs and citric acid. 
The two new Sunshine frames added to the already four style strong collection,

include the Jean and the Paulo which are available in gold, silver and ivory, this
year's new color, an off white hue that contrasts dramatically with the light that
radiates from within the frame. 

Hand-made in France, the Sunshine Collection from Kirk Originals is priced to the
dispenser at $140. ■■

SECOND LOOK

NEW YORK—This Spring
Kata delivers four exciting
new men’s frames, three opti-
cal and one sun, all with intri-
cate concave temple design.

In addition to the innova-
tive concave temple con-
cept, two Kata classics are
reinvented with cutting-edge
eye shapes. The strong lines
of the Bolt temple concept
are redefined in a weight-
less mount. The Bolt 6 style
achieves the perfect balance
of nature and architecture
with its lightening-inspired
temples and versatile three-piece design.

Eyebeam 6 utilizes a lightweight nylon semi-rimless front to balance the bold tem-
ple, and the result is utterly masculine without the use of excessive material. Eye-
beam 7 is a clean-cut navigator with understated sophistication.

The Kata Collection from Legacie is priced to the dispenser between $125 and
$195. ■■

SECOND LOOK

Kata Scales the Urban Landscape
With Spring ’08 Collection

Kirk Originals Adds More ‘Shine’

LAUNCHES

DEL MAR, Calif.—At
International Vision Expo,
Carl Zeiss Vision will
unveil SOLA HDV pro-
gressive lenses, which are
each custom-created
specifically for the individ-
ual patient’s prescription
and choice of frame.

Using proprietary Mor-
phing Technology, SOLA
HDV’s corridor is custom-sized for the
exact measurements of the patient’s cho-
sen frame, assuring full reading perform-

ance and maximum clear
viewing zones for fitting
heights of 13 to 35mm. 

HD technology digi-
tally optimizes the lens
for the wearer’s exact
combination of sphere
power, cylinder power,
cylinder axis, add power
and frame dimensions.
The result is what Zeiss

calls “High Definition” vision: the
largest areas of clear vision with the low-
est unwanted astigmatism. ■■

LEWISVILLE, Texas—Hoya Vision
Care, North America is launching the
Nulux EP Bi Aspheric Single Vision
lens. The latest development in Hoya
Free-Form Design Technology, the
Nulux EP Bi Aspheric Single Vision lens
offers clear vision from edge to edge,
especially in oblique directions, accord-
ing to Hoya.

The company’s patented Calculated
Visual Acuity Power Correction Tech-
nology takes into account design cus-

tomization across the entire surface of
the lens through a point-by-point calcu-
lation, giving the Nulux EP Bi Aspheric
Single Vision lens an enhanced level of
performance. Wearers will experience
superior visual performance in all direc-
tions of sight and crystal-clear vision,
Hoya reported.

Nulux EP Bi Aspheric Single Vision
lens is available is 1.67 Eynoa and 1.70
Eyry materials with Hoya Super HiVi-
sion systematically included. ■■

Hoya Offers Bi Aspheric
Single-Vision Lens

Styles Eyebeam 6 (top) and Eyebeam 7 (bottom) from the
Kata Collection by Legacie.

The Jean in ivory from the Sunshine collection from
Kirk Originals. 

Zeiss Releases New
Customized PAL

LAUNCHES

CARLSTADT, N.J.—Vigor Optical is
adding a new and improved UV meter to
its line of tinting equipment. Easily cali-
brated, space saving and simple to use, the
multimeter is designed to assist a dis-
penser with three valuable functions.

Foremost, the meter registers UV
transmission. To assist the tinting tech-
nician, the meter has a “visible light
mode” for tint density comparisons.

The meter’s newest feature is the
“photochromic demonstrator.” The

photochromic mode allows the dis-
penser to show patients the clear-to-
dark change features of variable trans-
mission lenses. In one minute, a special
light imitates sunlight and performs the
darkening task. The photochromic
demonstrator is especially helpful in an
interior setting, such as a shopping mall
or on cloudy days.

The ship weight of the unit is three
pounds. It measures 5 inches high by 10
inches deep by 6 3/4” wide. ■■

Vigor Optical Adds UV Meter
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BENSENVILLE, Ill.—Indo will be
spotlighting its Free-form Solutions pro-
gressive lens designs at International
Vision Expo. The designs are conceived
to let optical labs market private label,
top-of-the-line progressive lenses,
according to Indo.

The company’s Outdoors Design has
been developed to improve performance

when
practicing out-

door activities. This new
design joins Office Design (con-

ceived for indoor working environ-
ments) and Road Design (con-
ceived for driving) to complete the
Action Designs specialized lens
design family.

Likewise, the multi-purpose progres-
sive lens designs family, Global Designs,
is available in three different fitting
heights: 22mm (Global 22), 19mm (Glob-

al 19) and 16mm (Global 16). FreeDesign,
an ad hoc development based on the cus-
tomer’s requirements, allows differentia-
tion and exclusive marketing to the lab.

All Free-form Solutions designs can be
surfaced in standard plastic, 1.523, 1.6,
1.67, polycarbonate and Trivex, Indo
reports. FreeForm Solutions is compati-
ble with the main hardware platforms. ■■
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MAHWAH, N.J.—Seiko
Optical Products of
America is releasing
three new finished sin-
gle-vision lens prod-
ucts featuring Transi-
tions VI technology.
The lenses are offered
in the following: Ultra-
Thin 1.67, Diamond-
Clear polycarbonate
and Ultra 1.50 plastic.

“These products fill
a widespread demand
across all distribution
channels for finished
single-vision Transi-
tions lenses,” said
Mike Rybacki, Seiko
Optical senior vice
president of sales and
marketing. “Seiko Opti-
cal is the first manu-

facturer to offer these lenses in the three most popular indexes utilizing Transitions
VI, the latest and most advanced photochromic technology from Transitions Optical.”

The product range for the 1.67 index is -2.00 to -8.00D, and in polycarbon-
ate +3.00 to -6.00D, both out to a -2.00 cylinder. Product range for 1.50 index is
+3.00 to -4.00, to a -2.00 cylinder, with a total power of -4.00.  ■■

Seiko Offers Three FSV
Transitions Lenses

TAPPAN, N.Y.—Econo-Lite, a firm which makes lighting fixtures for jewelry stores, is
now targeting optical retailers and ECPs with its services.

Established in 1980 and headed by co-presidents Jeff Gasman and Howard Gurock,
the firm is a leading supplier of energy-efficient lighting systems.

The company’s engineers
have developed Vision390,
a range of lighting fixtures
for optical stores. These
new lights, the company
said, show off frames per-
fectly, without harsh glare
and shadow, which allow
customers to see them-
selves clearly. 

The company explained
that by employing state-of-the-
art ceramic metal halide tech-
nology, “Vision390 produces
lighting that is not only whiter
but five times brighter than
halogen. And, by eliminating
yellow tones, these fixtures
produce a crisp, clean light
that is as close to natural
light as possible.”

In addition, Vision390 fix-
tures greatly reduce heat,
are made to meet the
strictest standards in the
U.S., and are “green” with
dramatic energy savings. 

Cohen’s Fashion Optical
has been using the lights in its stores, the company noted. Robert Cohen, Cohen’s
Fashion Optical president, said, “These lights are an asset to any optical retailer.
Our merchandise never looked better.”

ECPs can try a light with no obligation by calling one of Econo-Lite’s lighting pro-
fessionals at (800) 345-9652 or emailing the company at info@econo-lite.com.

The firm will also be exhibiting at next month’s Vision Expo East and will fea-
ture frames from French eyewear firm, Lafont, in its booth to highlight the light-
ing’s benefits. ■■

MAHWAH, N.J.—Also new from Seiko Optical is Perfas, a 100 percent, back sur-
face progressive lenses. Three advanced designs are available in plastic, polycar-
bonate and high-index, in clear, polarized and Transitions. 

Perfas lenses are custom made to patients’ exact prescription, Seiko reported.
The lenses eliminate front curve distortion and provide wider fields of view when
compared to conventional progressive designs. ■■

Seiko Intros Perfas 
Back Surface PAL

SECOND LOOK SECOND LOOK

Econo-Lite Targets Optical
With “Green” Lighting
Systems for Dispensaries

Indo to Spotlight Free-form Solutions
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Sunwear was in

full effect during the Fall 2008 run-

way shows at the Mercedes-Benz Fashion Week in New

York, held from Feb. 1 to 8…

Betsey Johnson’s “Beat Chick” collection was

influenced by the beatnik era and was full of slick

pieces balanced with subtle hints of a safari. Shades

of scarlet red, chrome yellow, and cobalt blue popped

paired with muted darks. The Fall 2008 collection also

featured a retrospective of Betsey's favorite looks from

the past 30 years and specially designed eyewear from

LEGACIE in bright oversized cat-eyes and rounds… 

At the Carolina

Herrera show, the

aesthetic was

inspired by the

countryside.

The designer

left the city

behind with shades borrowed from

the fall landscape, like oatmeal brown, china blue and

lemon-drop yellow. Sunglass style H732, an oval hand-

milled acetate, from the Carolina Herrera collection by

BASE CURVE, debuted on the runway as well paired

with a jaunty feather-accented, huntsman-style cap…

Mark Badgley and James Mischka channeled Bian-

ca Jagger circa the 1970s for their Fall 2008 ready-to-

wear collection, but they didn’t stray too far into the era

of free-love to scare off their loyal clientele who come

to the duo for timeless clothes and gorgeous evening-

wear. For those who feel they may not be able to pull

off the large psychedelic floral prints and floppy hats,

or designer-sized price tag, a little bit of fabulousness

can be theirs by way of the Garbo and

Marilyn sunglasses from the

Badgley Mis-

chka Couture

Eyewear collec-

tion from SAMA

EYEWEAR.

Paper airplanes, of all things, helped inspire the Fall

2008 Proenza Schouler collection from designers Jack

McCollough and Lazaro Hernandez.

The accordion folds were apparent

on jewel-toned dresses and jack-

ets, while sunwear from the Proen-

za Schouler collection by Cachet,

the luxury division of L’AMY

AMERICA, also helped set

the mood. Here, style sun

PS5008 takes a stylish turn

down the runway…

In other Proenza Schouler news, designers Jack

McCollough and Lazaro Hernandez have been nomi-

nated again for the Council of Fashion Designers

(CFDA) 2008 Womenswear Designer of the Year

award. They have previously won the award in 2007,

sharing honors with Oscar de la Renta. The CFDA

Awards recognize the outstanding contributions to

American fashion by individuals from all areas of the

fashion industry and related arts…

The COSTA DEL MAR U.

of Blue Tour is headed out

on the road for the fourth

year in a row to visit four new college campuses. At

every stop the decked out Airstream trailer will feature

different local and national bands hosted by emcee

Matt Eastman, star of TV’s Wanna Go Fishing and tons

of giveaways from sponsors like Costa Del Mar, Sperry,

Emotion Kayaks, Guy Harvey and Pure Fishing. After hit-

ting the University of Virginia in Charlottesville, N.C., on

March 28, with band Badfish, the RV will hit Davidson

College in Charlotte, N.C., on April 5 with Blue Moon

Swamp and Frontiers, Georgia

Southern University in Statesboro,

Ga., on April 11 with Grayson Hill and

Sister Hazel and the University of

Alabama in Tuscaloosa, Ala., April 19

with Eric Church and The Marshall Tucker

Band. Proceeds of the trip will benefit

Trout Unlimited, the Coastal Conservation

Association and BASS Conservation.

Betsey Johnson

Carolina Herrera

HIGH VISIBILITY

Proenza Schouler

Badgley Mischka
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We’ve Made More Enhancements to VisionMonday.com! LAUNCHING

April 1st! 

OPEN FOR
BUSINESS 24/7! Please call Bill Scott for advertising information (212) 274-7131

WebTV

Look…
Feel…
Functionality!NEW

The industry’s only video network has been enhanced to give you easier
access to the latest industry topics! Watch, learn and listen to what industry
manufacturers have to share with you on channels including frames, special
events, progressive lenses, lens coatings and treatments, finishing 
equipment and practice management.

NEW FEATURES:
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Get the latest stock quotes, financial and investment news for publicly 
traded vision care companies, featuring live prices and the OptiStock Index.

� Live Scrolling Ticker of OptiStock Index  

� User-friendly organization of market topics
for easier navigation

� View the Video of the Week

� View videos directly from YouTube.com
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NEW YORK—Astucci U.S. Ltd.
released its newest collection of
eyewear cases featuring trend set-
ting designs, modern shapes and
a current array of fashion colors. 

The new offerings include the
IP717 eyewear pouch which
comes in an exotic skin print
glazed in a metallic finish avail-
able in a variety of colors. The
unique zipper pull allows the case
to be opened with ease, while the
overall shape provides ample
space to be used for glasses that
are large or small.

The B9TG Twiggy case is an
update on their classic "purse"
handle eyewear case. It features
a bold retro pattern in a range of
popular colors along with a light
weight construction. A flower zip-
per pull adds a touch of whimsy
and practicality.

These new offerings from Astuc-
ci are priced to the dispenser
between $1.90 and $3.85. ■■

SECOND LOOK

NEW YORK—Lan-
don Lens Manufac-
turing, based here,
is introducing CleAR-
Zone anti-reflective
coated, semi-fin-
ished plastic lens-
es. The 70mm lens
is also available in
single-vision in 2, 4,
6 and 8 bases, as
well as flat-top bifo-
cal and Channel
14 short-corridor

progressive designs in 4 and 6 base with +1.00 to +3.00 adds.
“This lens is perfect for anyone who has a generator,” said company president

Lenny Landon. “By stocking only four single-vision lenses, you can make an AR-
coated lens in the time it takes to surface a lens—20 minutes. Compare this to
the time it takes and the cost of shipping a lens to the coater and having it shipped
back. Compare this to stocking 400 different finished, AR single-vision lenses, the
number you will need to cover all bases, of which half will still be on your shelves
five years from now.”

CleARzone lenses feature a 1.499 index of refraction. Front side AR coating is
standard. The lenses also have a tintable back side. Landon Lens guarantees them
for 18 months. ■■

SECOND LOOK

Landon Lens Introduces CleARZone

Astucci Bows Colorful New Cases 

The IP717 eyewear
pouches (top) and the
B9TG Twiggy eyewear
“purse” from Astucci. 
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ISLAND PARK, N.Y.—Opsales is presenting
Shade Control, sun clips equipped with propri-
etary Visionaries polarized lenses. 

The collection consists of 54 clips in a wide
variety of sizes and shapes that fit the vast
majority of frames. The clips are made of high
quality stainless steel and feature a spring-
loaded mechanism and covered hooks. Clips are offered
in black, bronze, gold and gunmetal. Lenses meet and
exceed all international standards for Optics and UV
polarizing efficiency and come in Copper Perception
Driving, gray and brown. Perception mirror coatings
will also be available Spring 2008, noted Jerry Beding-
field, Opsales president.

A full range of merchandising materials include a com-
prehensive fit kit, which is compact, versatile and easy to use. There is also a coun-
tertop, polarized lens glare demonstrator.

Each clip comes with a slim
case. Visionaries are made in the
U.S. and contain a “certificate of
authenticity.” They are sold exclu-
sively to optical professionals. ■■

COSTA MESA, Calif.—The spring 2008 optical and sunwear collections from SALT.
Optics is inspired by elements found in nature.

Custom acetate colors such as the new style, Alex, in tweed moss or Cammie, in
oatmeal orchid, add character to strong frame shapes. 

Nicola, an updated aviator, featuring SALT’s signature hardware has a slimmer
profile with added width at the base of the temple. 

SALT.Optics describes itself as an “Independent Lifestyle Company that creates
premium handcrafted eyewear for individuals with a unique sense of style.”

Sunwear styles feature what SALT terms [PFV] or “Prism-Free Vision Lens Tech-
nology,” which results in better contrast, clarify and eye comfort for the wearer. Avail-
able in [PFV] Polarized in a range of colors from classic grey, brown, G-15 as well as
rose, navel orange and pink, the materials—glass and CR-39—feature hydropho-
bic, AR and anti-scratch coatings.

SALT’s optical frames range from $85 to $125 to the dispenser while the sun-
wear styles range from $105 to $140.  ■■

New SALT.Optics Spring Line
Inspired by Organic Influences

SECOND LOOK

A counter top display
demonstates polarization.

SECOND LOOK

Opsales Introduces Shade 
Control Polarized Clips 

We Solve the Puzzle!

TAKE
ADVANTAGE

OF OUR FREE
CONSULTATION!

Before you spend another dime on your web site, e-business initiative, or Internet marketing strategy, contact Jobson Internet Solutions. 
JIS, a division of Jobson Medical Information, has designed, developed, hosted and maintained many of the leading web and e-commerce 
properties in eye care. 

Don’t fall into the trap of building a website with someone who doesn’t understand your business operations 

or your customers’ online behavior.

Why JIS? Because we understand the unique needs of your business and your customers’ Internet habits.

Leverage our industry insight and technology experience.  

We deliver:

•  High-value, cost-effective, cutting-edge websites 
•  Best of breed online marketing and e-business strategies 
•  Customized e-commerce solutions designed to add value to your business

Contact JIS today to solve your e-business puzzle.  At JIS, we don’t simply provide services; we produce 
successful measurable outcomes.  

Visit us online at www.jis.jobson.com

or call Joe Savarese or Hunter Noell today

for a free consultation: 203-557-0839

P U Z Z L E D
BY THE E-BUSINESS 
MARKETPLACE?

www.visionmonday.com   

Carly in Toffee Tort/Pink (left)
Cammie in Oatmeal Orchid (right)

Shade Control clips consist of wide 
range of shapes and colors.
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CONFERENCE: APRIL 10 – 13, 2008 | EXHIBITION: APRIL 11 – 13, 2008 | JACOB K. JAVITS CONVENTION CENTER, NEW YORK
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Early in his career Adrian Grenier played a member of a

movie star’s entourage in the movie Celebrity. He cur-

rently stars on HBO

as a celebrity with

an entourage of his

own in the series

Entourage and

rumor has it he is

working on a docu-

mentary about the

cult of celebrity and its relationship with the media.

Anyone detect a theme? Here he is looking every bit

the star in his Leiber Men's JLM2001SG sunglasses

from Legacie…

No one can belt out a song like

Alicia Keys and it just so happens

that No One is the title of the first

single off her latest album As I

Am, which has earned her two

more Grammy awards to add to her growing collection.

And it seems that no one can rock out better in pair of

Ray-Ban Aviators, style RB3025, from Luxottica like

Ms. Keys either…

Elton John’s Annual AIDS Foundation

Oscar Party is the Academy Award’s

after-party to be at to catch glimpses of

all the night’s award winners and Holly-

wood glitterati. In order for Elton himself

to see those stars he relies on the Filled

ophthalmic frame from Chrome Hearts

and OSA Interna-

tional…

Everything Brad

Pitt does is news-

worthy; whether he

is making a new

movie, building

homes for Hurricane Katrina survivors in New Orleans,

adding a new baby to the Jolie-Pitt family or just looking

good. This time all he’s done to land himself in our

pages is look good in his Mykita Rolf sunglasses in

Goldline…

Lots of stars get a

ton of attention

after a stint in

rehab and most of

its not good but

Eva Mendes has

bucked that trend

by coming away

from her stay at the Cirque Lodge treatment facility look-

ing well-rested, refreshed and fabulous in her Chloe

Nyssa sunglasses from Cachet, the luxury division of

L’Amy America…

Avid fans of the ABC hit series

Lost now know that Jin Kwon, the

character played by actor Daniel

Dae Kim, isn’t on of the Oceanic

Six that make it off the island

but here he is alive and well in

his Calvin Klein

488 ophthalmic

frames from Mar-

chon…

There is no doubt

that the last cou-

ple of years have

been great for

Katherine Heigl. She is a bone-fide Hollywood It Girl, she

is on one of the hottest series on TV, appeared in two

popular movies, won an Emmy Award and gotten mar-

ried. Seems she has plenty to

smile about here in her Gucci

GG1825S sunglasses from

Sàfilo…

Rob Lowe, star of the ABC

show Brothers & Sisters, is

one of the few actors of

1980’s Brat Pack fame that has had consistent work

for the majority of his career, it could be raw talent or it

could be because

he is seriously

handsome and

doesn’t seem to

age. Whatever it is,

here the star is

looking fine in his

Cole Haan CH674

sunglasses from

ClearVision.

BOLD FACE
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DULUTH, Ga.—CIBA Vision reports
that Air Optix will now be the global brand
name for CIBA Vision’s silicone hydrogel
innovations in all markets around the
world including the U.S.

Having one global brand name, the
company said in a statement, “will allow
CIBA Vision to significantly simplify its
business operations and deliver consis-
tently high customer service levels.
Additionally, it will allow improved
speed to market with future product
innovations as CIBA Vision continues to
innovate and build its Air Optix family

of products.”
Launching in the U.S. this Spring is

the Air Optix for Astigmatism, with a
monthly replacement schedule.

The Air Optix for Astigmatism Preci-
sion Balance 8/4 lens design features a
wide optic zone to provide excellent
visual acuity, and ensures the lens fitting
characteristics and axis orientation are
consistent from patient to patient, the
company said. Additionally, 99 percent
of Air Optix for Astigmatism lenses have
acceptable or optimal fit at dispensing
and stabilize on the eye in just 30 sec-

onds, according to the com-
pany.

“The breakthrough Pre-
cision Balance 8/4 lens
design of Air Optix for Astig-
matism  lenses delivers a
high rate of first-fit success,
which means reduced chair
time for eyecare profession-
als and improved practice
growth potential,” said Rick
Weisbarth, OD, FAAO and VP, global
head professional development and part-
nerships. “Most importantly, this lens
offers eyecare professionals an opportu-
nity to truly satisfy the unmet vision and
comfort needs of their astigmatic
patients, increasing patient satisfaction
and truly improving lives.”

The thickest points of the Air Optix
for Astigmatism lens are at the 8 and 4
o’clock positions. This minimizes inter-
action with the lower lid for excellent
comfort and is designed to allow the lens
to adopt a stable position for consistently
clear vision, CIBA noted.  

Along with the constant con-
toured edge, this design provides
outstanding stable vision and
comfort throughout the wearing
schedule. Air Optix for Astigma-
tism offers a Dk/t of 108 @ -
3.00D and transmits up to seven
times more oxygen than the
leading low Dk/t hydrogel toric lenses,
CIBA reports, so that eyes can stay
healthy-looking and comfortable, no mat-
ter how long lenses are worn each day.
The lenses feature a low amount of
prism in the wide optic zone to reduce
thickness and maximize Dk/t. The lens-
es also feature CIBA Vision’s patented,
permanent, biocompatible plasma sur-
face treatment that helps resist deposits
and maintain excellent wettability to
contribute to healthy lens wear.  

“CIBA Vision is partnering with eye-
care professionals by focusing our innova-
tion efforts to develop contact lenses that
meet the needs of even the most chal-
lenging-to-fit patients,” said Francesco
Balestrieri, president of CIBA Vision,
North America.  “Our silicone hydrogel
lenses are now available in sphere, toric
and even made-to-order spherical powers,
so that more patients can enjoy the
healthy vision benefits that silicone
hydrogel technology provides.”

Air Optix for Astigmatism lenses are
made of lotrafilcon B. Launch parameters

are from plano to -6.00D in 0.25D steps,
with cylinder powers of -0.75 and -1.25
and axes around-the-clock in 10° steps.
These parameters will be expanded in
the near future to include plus powers,
high-minus powers and additional cylin-
der powers.  The lenses have a diameter
of 14.5 mm and a base curve of 8.7 mm,
and feature a blue handling tint.  They
are approved for daily wear and up to six
nights of extended wear, and are recom-
mended for monthly replacement. ■■
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CONTACT LENSES

CARLSBAD, Calif.—Contact lens maker
SynergEyes recently was awarded its
sixth U.S. patent, for improving the
hydrophilicity—long-term comfort and
wetability—of hybrid CLs. 

Said SynergEyes’ co-founder and vice
president of manufacturing, Joe Collins,

“SynergEyes is dedicated to providing
our customers with revolutionary technol-
ogy in hybrid contact lenses. This patent
enhances our Intellectual Property port-
folio and represents highly valued strate-
gic assets that distinguish our products
in the contact lens industry.” ■■

CL Maker SynergEyes Awarded 
Sixth U.S. Patent

SARASOTA, Fla.—Hydrogel Vision
Corporation, makers of Extreme H2O
soft contact lenses, said it has expanded
the company’s 54% toric product line
with a new cylinder option– Extreme
H2O 54% Toric MC (mid cyl, 1.25D). 

Extreme H2O 54% Toric MC is
designed for the 30 percent of astigmatic
patients from 1.25D to 1.75D.   The lens
is available in 10 degree increments to
meet the more precise axis requirements
of a mid cyl correction. Lenses are ini-
tially available in the following axis;  180
+/- 20 in 10 steps (160, 170, 180, 10, 20)
and 90 +/- 10 in 10 steps (80, 90, 100).
Additional axis in 10 degree increments
around the clock will be available
throughout 2008.

Extreme H2O 54% Toric was original-
ly launched in a LC design (low cyl,
0.65D) geared to the 55 percent of astig-
matic patients from 0.50D to 1.00D.
This lens is available in 30-degree axis
around the clock requiring fewer param-
eters, yet providing virtually the same
vision as lenses within 10 axis.  The ease
of fit combined with the low product

cost enables doctors to give patients
greatly improved vision at an affordable
price, the company said. 

Extreme H2O 54% Toric LC and MC
lenses are made with Hydrogel Vision’s
third  generation GMA Hydrogel
copolymer, hioxifilcon D, and contain 54
percent water, providing advanced water
retention properties with durability and
strength, the company noted. 

Free diagnostic sets of the Extreme
H2O 54% Toric LC and MC lenses are
available directly through Hydrogel
Vision and through any of their author-
ized Extreme H2O distributors.  

Hydrogel Vision Corp. is a privately
held corporation here that manufactures
specialty disposable soft contact lenses
under the Extreme H2O brand name.
Extreme H2O lenses are marketed
exclusively through independent ECPs
via an industry-first technology licensing
and distribution agreement, the compa-
ny said.  For more information about
Hydrogel Vision and Extreme H2O
lenses, call (877) 336-2482 or visit
www.extreme-h2o.com.   ■■

Hydrogel Expands Extreme
H2O 54% Toric Line

Air Optix is CIBA’s new sihy brand.

“The breakthrough Precision Balance 8/4
lens design of Air Optix for Astigmatism

lenses delivers a high rate of first-fit suc-
cess, which means reduced chair time

for eyecare professionals and improved
practice growth potential.” 

—Rick Weisbarth, OD

Air Optix will now be the
global brand name for CIBA

Vision’s silicone hydrogel inno-
vations in all markets around
the world including the U.S.

CIBA Vision Debuts Air Optix Brand
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THE 9TH ANNUAL PLEIADES AWARD
Please join the Optical Women’s Association in recognizing a shining star in the Optical Industry 
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All are welcome to celebrate this event.

Friday April 11, 2008 
6:00 PM – 8:00 PM

Marchon Showroom, New York City
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FAIRFAX, Va.—Members of the Opti-
cal Laboratories Association (OLA) have
voted overwhelmingly to approve
sweeping changes in the organization’s
bylaws that redefine its membership,
leadership, operating procedures and
dues structure. 

As a result of the moves, all Rx manu-
facturing optical lab companies are now
in one category of membership regard-

less of ownership or market level. All lab
member companies are equally eligible
to hold positions in the OLA leadership.
All lab member companies are assessed
dues on the same basis – the volume of
Rx eyewear production. 

“These changes give OLA a sound, con-
temporary basis to chart the future direc-
tion of the association,” said OLA president
Barney Dougher, who is also president of

Hoya Vision Care North America. 
Bylaws committee chairman Steve

Sutherlin of Sutherlin Optical, who
spearheaded the effort to re-engineer

the OLA organiza-
tion, said many of
the bylaws were
originally written 32
years ago, and did
not reflect the cur-
rent optical industry. 

“At that time, there
was almost no such thing as a retail lab
or an HMO lab. There was very little
penetration of insurance plans. There
was no Wal-Mart or Target Optical, and
no big lens companies buying up labs.
Everything was ordered through inde-

pendent wholesale labs by private ODs. 
“Today, OLA is not just the voice of

the independent lab, or the vertically
integrated lab, large retail lab, or HMO
lab,” said Sutherlin. “It’s the voice of the
manufacturing lab.” ■■

OLA OKs Sweeping Bylaws Changes

USOphthalmic Targets U.S. With Huvitz Edgers 
MIAMI, Fla.—USOphthalmic, an inde-
pendent optical and ophthalmic equip-
ment distributor based here, is making a
push into the U.S. edger market.
Although the seven-year-old company’s
business is primarily focused on Latin
America, last year it established a new
division, USOphthalmic Edging Solu-
tions, to market the Korean-made
Huvitz line of edging and ophthalmic
equipment in the U.S.

“We entered the U.S. retail market

with Huvtiz's Excelon line of edgers,
tracers and blockers,” said Ezequiel D.
Lukin, general manager of USOph-
thalmic. “We’re the exclusive U.S. dis-
tributor. In addition, we are also the
exclusive distributor of Huvitz edging
and ophthalmic equipment in Latin
America and the official global distribu-
tor of Luxvision and Gilras ophthalmic
products,” added Lukin, who noted that
USOphthalmic is also an OEM supplier
to Hilco, Lombart and other companies.

To break into the
competitive U.S.
market, USOph-
thalmic is offering
competitive prices
and a direct, stream-
lined approach to
sales and service.

“Part of our busi-
ness plan is coming
out with a new
scheme to allow
independent eye-
care practitioners to
compete with well-
established retailers,”
Lukin explained. “We have some local
distributors and salespeople, as well as a
trained technician to provide support
locally. We also have a DVD that will help
independents install the equipment and
another that shows them how to use and
maintain it. We’re offering a one-year, full
warranty on parts. Our aim is to provide
the highest value in the industry.”

The Huvitz Excelon line consists of
the CPE4000 edger, which bevels, pol-
ishes, grooves, and safety bevels all lens
materials, and the CAB4000 automatic
blocker. The blocker features a lens
metering function and a three-dimen-

sional tracer that automatically deter-
mines the base curve of the frame. A
digital scanner eliminates the need to
trace demo lenses and patterns. Digital
pattern layout software allows users to
easily modify lens shape and circumfer-
ence on an intuitive, user-friendly menu.

In addition, the blocker can recognize
bifocal and progressive lenses placed at
any position. All of the auto-blocker’s
functions can be accessed via an intuitive
touch screen and user-friendly menu.

“The system is ideally suited for prac-
tices moving into lens finishing,” Lukin
said. ■■

CUMMING, Ga.—Briot USA is expanding
its Alta finishing equipment line with the
addition of the Alta XS system, which the
Cumming-based company will feature at
the upcoming International Vision Expo
East. The Alta XS features a new tracing,
centering and blocking unit with a large
high-resolution touch screen that gives
quick access to all system functions. A
new shape library, customizable through

an alphanumeric keypad, organizes data to
be easily accessed through “sort,”
“search,” “favorites” and other criteria.

Alta XS delivers the essential functions
needed to produce all standard and premi-
um jobs, Briot reports. Other features that
add value to mid-range centering/
blocking system include drill-hole recogni-
tion, shape modification and high-quality
finishing. ■■

Briot Intros Alta XS System

@ Additional info about OLA's new organiza-
tional structure is available by going to the
Latest News section on VisionMonday.com.

“These changes give OLA a
sound, contemporary basis

to chart the future direc-
tion of the association.”
—Barney Dougher, OLA

BELLPORT, N.Y.—OptiSource International is releas-
ing the OptiSource IFP (Intermediary Film Pad).
Designed for hydrophobic/oleophobic AR lenses, the
clear film pads contain a proprietary adhesive that sticks
to hydrophobic/oleophobic AR lenses. The top side of
the pad substrate is designed to accept blocking pads
and form a strong bond between the two surfaces, cre-
ating optimal adhesion to hydrophobic surfaces and
blocking pads. ■■

OptiSource Releases IFP

The Huvitz Excelon system consists of the CPE4000 edger, left, and the
CAB4000 automatic blocker, right.



From April 1 through July 31, 2008, earn a $50 GAS CARD for 
every 15 pairs of qualifying SunSensors® Lenses you purchase!

The top redeeming 
customer will also earn a 
GPS Navigation System.
($500+ value)

Drive in sales, and drive away with...
FREE gas and a GPS Navigation System

Call us for more details and start redeeming now! 

• Patented, in-mass photochromic technology.                      
• Clear indoors, dark outdoors.
• 1.56 mid-index lens is thinner than standard index.           
• A density of 1.17 grams/cc makes lens material lighter weight 

than polycarbonate.

10400 NW 33rd St, Suite 150
Miami, FL 33172

Ph 800-432-2202 • 305-593-2304
Fx 866-566-3937

www.nassau247.com

2322 Executive Dr, Suite A, Garland, TX 75041
Ph 800-441-2546 • 972-271-6175

Fx 800-727-3954
www.nassau247.com

165-B Route 303, Orangeburg, NY 10962
Ph 800-668-2411 • Fx 800-311-6682

www.nassau247.com
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DALLAS—Schneider Optical
Machinery is featuring its new
manual free-form and Rx polisher,
CCP Swift, at International Vision
Expo East. When used together
with the company’s HSC Smart
generator, the compact CCP Swift
offers a high-quality freeform sur-
facing solution for small and medi-
um sized labs, according to Dr.
Wenko Süptitz of Schneider.

“We designed the fully CNC
controlled polisher, CCP swift,
specifically for labs to master

freeform as well as Rx polishing with
ease,” said Süptitz. “The manually
loaded machine includes the quality-
defining features of the industry leading
automated soft-lap polishers CCP102/103,
like usage of Schneider’s permanent
pads, multi-step polishing cycles, and
modern macro technology. The intelli-
gent tool management monitors the
usage of the pads and indicates to the
operator when the replacement of tools
is necessary. The transfer of Schneider’s
proven and successful polishing technol-
ogy to the compact class guarantees

excellent and consistent results for even
the tightest equipment budgets. The
CCP Swift is a sound investment in the
future for small labs or manually operat-
ed larger labs.”

Other features of the CCP Swift
include polishing of all free-form designs
on the market, superb surface quality
and high throughput, Süptitz said. 

He also noted that the CCP Swift
eliminates hard laps for Rx surfaces, and
uses four “click-easy” disposable tools
to polish the whole range of free-form
lenses. ■■

Schneider Offers Free-form Polisher

ODESSA, Fla.—The new SecurEdge
Plus from PSI (Practical Systems Inc.) is
the latest generation of blocking pads
designed specifically to bond to AR,
hydrophobic and oliophobic lens coat-
ings. Based on the design of PSI’s
SecurEdge technology, SecurEdge Plus

incorporates a dual, high-performance
adhesive system. 

On one side of the pad is an adhesive
engineered to adhere to slick lens coat-
ings without slipping, while the other
side has a different adhesive designed to
adhere securely to the block. The pad

features a soft foam surface that con-
forms to any curve while protecting the
lens.

The pads have a double-tabbed
design for easy removal. PSI offers
SecurEdge Plus in nine configurations to
fit most edger blocks. ■■

Customized for your unique vision.

•  Direct-surface backside progressive
•  Design optimized for frame size & shape
•  As low as 13mm fitting height
•  Available in 34 lens materials & 6 corridor lengths
•  Includes Kodak Clean’N’CleAR Lens Coating

Available At:

1.877.422.7352 •   ICARELABS.Kodak and the Kodak trade dress are trademarks of Kodak, used 
under license by Signet Armorlite, Inc.  ©2008 Signet Armorlite, Inc.

PSI Intros Versatile New Blocking Pad



BENSENVILLE, Ill—AIT is releasing its
latest finishing system, the Maxima Com-
bimax Evolution, at Vision Expo East.

Designed to handle difficult jobs with
ease, the Maxima Combimax Evolution
edger operates on a high precision servo-
motor to offer shape and sizing flexibility.
Additionally, the edger incorporates a
grooving and pin bevel system that can be
angled up to 15 degrees. “The edger offers
specialty features such as a superhy-
drophobic special roughing function to
insure axis integrity when edging specially
coated and expensive lenses,” noted

Matthew Vulich, vice
president of marketing for AIT. “It auto-
matically grinds and bevels all materials
with dynamic speed control and four bevel
programs. One other great feature is the
whisper quiet operation at less than 72db.”

The complimentary Combimax Evo-
lution combines a tracer, centering
device and blocker with a cycle time for
tracing both eyes of 10 seconds. The
Combimax utilizes a parallax free cam-
era layout system with a Windows inter-
face, and digital image processing tech-
nology for automated blocking. ■■

LAUNCHES
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HAUPPAUGE, N.Y.—
At International Vision
Expo, Dynamic Labs is
introducing Ultra White,
a quick release blocking
pad designed to adhere
extremely well to the
lens but is simple to
deblock. For more difficult AR coated
lenses Dynamic offers the Secure Edge
and Big Red blocking pads which work

on some of the most dif-
ficult coatings, according
to Dynamic Labs. The
company will also dis-
play its new ergonomi-
cally designed Vitali
deblocking pliers that
was designed to reduce

damage to the coating on thin-centered
lenses while helping prevent carpal tun-
nel syndrome. ■■

GARLAND, Texas—DAC
Vision is releasing HD-360
lens polish, featuring
advanced lens polish chem-
istry designed to improve
clarity and reduce haze on
all lens materials, particularly
polycarbonate. HD-360 pro-
duces outstanding surface
quality that is ideally suited
for coating, according to DAC. Longevity
is an added benefit as HD-360 is engi-

neered to offer extended
use when compared to
other premium polishes.

In addition, HD-360
maintains consistent Baumé
throughout the life of the
polish, while demonstrating
excellent suspension char-
acteristics for consistent
results. A low viscosity

design improves flow while reducing pad
carry out, making clean-up easier. ■■

AIT to Intro New
Finishing System

Dynamic Debuts Quick Release

DAC Intros Premium Polish  

AIT’s Maxima Combinax
Evolution finishing system
consists of the Maxima is
designed to handle difficult
jobs with ease.
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CENTRAL POINT, Ore.—Visitors to
Quantum Innovations’s booth at Vision
Expo East can see a demonstration the
company’s Big Dipper, a small piece of
equipment used to apply Lens Wrap
protective coating to lenses immediately
after AR coating. With a capacity of 12

lenses per run, a lab can coat over 100
lenses per hour. 

Lens Wrap provides superior adhesion
for blocks during the edging process, vir-
tually eliminating slippage on lenses
coated with super hydrophobic, Quan-
tum reports. It also protects lenses from

scratches and chemicals during drilling
and other lab processes.

Lens Wrap will increase throughput,
saving both time and money, according to
Quantum. The product is optically clear;
no chemicals are needed for removal, and
no special edger pads are required. ■■

Quantum Debuts ‘Big Dipper’

Katz & Klein
www.katzandklein.com 
800-698-5265 • 916-444-2024
“Independently Changing The Future of  Vision”

Kodak and the Kodak trade dress are trademarks of Kodak, used under license by Signet Armorlite, Inc. CleAR and Precise Short are trademarks and Precise and PracticePlus are registered trademarks of Signet Armorlite, Inc. 
©2008 Signet Armorlite, Inc.

If  you liked the KODAK Precise® Lens then you’ll love the KODAK Precise Short™ Lens.

•  Smooth power progression produces visual quality similar to a single vision lens.

•  Exceptional full-power close-up viewing.

•  Easy adaptation.

•  Available with KODAK CleAR™ Lens Coating.

Join PracticePlus® today and begin earning $10 on every pair of  KODAK Progressive Lenses 
redeemed. Call (800) 950-5367 or visit www.practice-plus.net to sign up.

The SHORT Answer for Quality

TRAVERSE CITY, Mich.—Harbor
Optical, an independent optical laborato-
ry based here, has kicked off a new mar-
keting program designed to help eyecare
professionals increase their polarized eye-
wear sales. The new promotion, called
Beach Bums, is designed to help practices
realize the importance of polarized lenses
sales as a way to increase patient satisfac-
tion, while at the same time, growing the
practice’s bottom line.

“We strive to not only provide excep-
tional service and products to practices,
but also identifing ways to partner with
the practices we work with to help them

grow,” said Geff Heidbrink, president of
Harbor Optical. “The Beach Bums pro-
motion is a great way to encourage sup-
plemental eyewear sales by providing
eye care professionals with a reward for
their efforts.”

The Beach Bums program started Jan-
uary 1, 2008 and will run through May 31,
2008.  During this time, ECPs are eligible
to receive an entry ticket into the grand
prize drawing for each pair of polarized
lenses sold. If the polarized lenses are a
second pair eyewear sale and are ordered
at the same time as the primary pair, a
bonus of two tickets will be awarded.

These tickets are sent back to the ECP’s
office with the finished lenses.

The Grand Prize includes four VIP
tickets to the Traverse City Beach Bums
baseball game, a two-night hotel stay and
a $100 gift card for meals.  When the
ECP receives the tickets, they fill them
out with their contact information and
return it to Harbor Optical to be entered.
All ticket entries must be sent and
received by Harbor Optical no later than
June 13, 2008. The drawing for three
Grand Prize winners will take place the
morning of June 16, 2008. For more
information call (888) 251-2040. ■■

Harbor Kicks Off Polarized Lens Promo

WINSTON-SALEM, N.C.—Claron plastic
lens polish, new from the Salem Vision
Group, is a complex mixture of high-
purity aluminum oxide particles in an
aqueous suspension. The aluminum
oxide employed is the product of pre-
cise particle engineering. This process
creates a crystalline structure with the
optimum particle size, shape and hard-
ness, Salem reported.

Advanced fluid dynamics produces
the supporting additives that control
the dispersion and suspension of the
aluminum oxide particles as well as
enhance “cleanability” and suppress
foam. A bonus for operators is the
aqueous component, which provides a
lotion-like effect on the skin.

Salem Group will exhibit Claron plas-
tic lens polish at International Vision
Expo. ■■

Salem Vision Group
Intros Claron
Plastic Lens Polish 
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Merchandise Offered

Premium Microfiber Cloth
Buy 1200 Pieces Printed, get 200 Free!
Buy 1800 Pieces Printed, get 300 Free!

Upgrade to the Ultra Microfiber Cloth
l Add only 5 cents per piece to above prices

Call to Order!
Mention Code VMAP08

1.800.288.4512 Fax: 561.995.9531
Info@snoptical.com

www.storminnormans.com

Amount
1200+
600-1100
300-500
100-200

Unprinted
19 cents each
30 cents each
35 cents each
40 cents each

Custom Printed
24 cents each
35 cents each
43 cents each
59 cents each

*Multiple specials/discounts may not be combined. Must mention coupon code at time of order.
While supplies last. May be withdrawn at anytime. Offer good until April 24, 2008. 
Please call for details.

l Customize your own 
microfiber cloth

l Cloths are 6” x 6”
l New Microfiber cloth display 

only $14.95 with order!

Since 1923

To get your message out there … Call Phil or Bonnie at 

800-983-7737 • FAX: 610-854-378 0 • www.VisionMonday.com
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Great Prices

and Personal Service on

Premium Quality Lenses

Volume discounts

available!

CENTRAL OPTICAL CO., INC
Family Owned Since 1955

1-800-843-6999 • Fax: 631-753-9864
www.centraloptical.net  • e-mail: centraloptical@hotmail.com

Authorized
Distributor

for:

• SunSensor
by Corning

• Pentax

• Polycore

• Seiko

• SOMO

• Younger

• Zeiss

• Transitions

• Optima
Resolutions

OVER 100,000 VINTAGE
and DESIGNER FRAMES

Call for our FREE CD with about 
300 different styles of frames.

(Zyloware, Artcraft, colors in optics, Welling, Pathway & others.)

CR39 Tintable  . . . . . . . . . . . . .$1.38
CR39 Premium AR-HMC  . . .$6.00
Polycarbonate  . . . . . . . . . . . .$3.70
Polycarbonate
Premium AR-HMC . . . . . . . . .$8.00
Transitions Gray  . . . . . . . . .$25.00

SunSensors
Gray or Brown . . . . . . . . . . .$21.00
Finished Flat Top 28 
CR39  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$4.00
Resolutions
Color-free  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$38.40

Authorized
Distributor

for:

• SunSensor
by Corning

• Pentax

• Polycore

• Seiko

• SOMO

• Younger

• Zeiss

• Transitions

• Optima
Resolutions

Prices as low as:

$AVON
eyewear

“The Brand Name Liquidators”

www.savoneyewear.com
800-758-6249

As low as $600

Designer Frames
and Sunglasses

AO Custom or Marco Combo Unit (3 arms)
AO Phoroptor

B&L or Marco Keratometer
Burton or Mentor Slit Lamp

AO or Marco Projector 
w/mount, slide & screen

Belrose Refracting Equip. Co.
For The Finest Equipment “In-Sight”

3734 W Oakton St., Skokie, IL

LANE SPECIAL - $9,995.00

www.belroserefracting.com

That’s right ! Contact us and 
find out why we’ve become 

"America’s largest surplus
designer frame distributor"

Phone: 866. 289. 3937

Fax: 310. 306. 7885

www.delreyoptical.com

E-mail: sales@delreyoptical.com

ALL DESIGNER FRAMES
$16 OR LESS

Merchandise Offered Merchandise Offered

Merchandise Offered

… advertise!

… want results?

Call: 800-983-7737 • Fax: 610-854-3780
www.VisionMonday.com

View
Online Classifieds 

at

www.
VisionMonday

.com
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SG-X Generators
Large and small reclaim tanks 

All coburn model cylinder machines 

Step-one & step-one lite wax blockers

Complete gerber coburn mini labs 

LOH Toromatic SL generator

Will buy your used Coburn 
and LOH equipment

Pat McCoy Optical Equipment
We buy and sell all brands of optical equipment
(800) 637-5472 or (507) 372-2877
Email us: mccoyp@frontiernet.net

Equipment & Supplies

CALL NOW FOR

FREE SHIPPING ADD AUTO-REFRACTOR FOR ONLY $3,195

(888) 900-9444
www.medkoinc.com • e-mail: info@medkoinc.com

NEW EQUIPMENT
TOP OF THE LINE

DELUXE COMBO W/ ALL ACCESSORIES FOR ONLY $11,995

• COMBO UNIT W/ 3 ARMS
• AUTO PROJECTOR

W/REMOTE
• B&L KERATOMETER

• PHOROPTER
• 5 MAGNIFICATION ZOOM

SLIT LAMP W/ ELECTRIC TABLE
(Above Equipment Available to be Sold Separately)

Help WantedHelp Wanted

Independent Multiline
Reps Wanted
~ Exclusive Territories available

~ High Commission & Travel Allowance

~ Budget/Mid-priced frames that will

open most doors.

Please submit resume to: 

718/357-8517
or e-mail: evets1yar@msn.com

Panache Eyetique & Pioneer Eyewear
VEE Booth #s 1886/4132

Wood Optic USA Corp, 
Coral Gables, manufacturer and 

distributor of Gold & Wood is 
looking for 10 independent sales

representatioves for the USA 
market and 3 for Canada, to 
launch 3 new very exclusive 

and unique eyewear collections.
Please send resume to

infousa@woodoptic.com.

Great OpportunityGreat Opportunity
Outside Sales RepresentativeOutside Sales Representative

Signet Armorlite, Inc., a North San Diego County manufacturer of ophthalmic lenses,

has a tremendous opportunity for an Outside Sales Representative for our

Pennsylvania, So. New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland, and Washington D.C territories.

You will work an assigned territory, calling on retail customers, wholesale laboratories

and integrated retailers. You will build rapport with customers and address specific

needs by promoting the features and benefits of our KODAK Lenses, our PracticePlus

program, and our diverse selection of optical products designed to meet the needs of

eyecare professionals. You will strategically plan and manage your territory/accounts

to increase sales, and accomplish company objectives and monthly sales goals. The

ideal candidate will have previous outside sales/multi-level experience, preferably in a

retail optical environment. Must be a motivated self-starter with excellent prioritization

and organizational skills as well as communication and closing skills. Must have a

positive “can-do” attitude. Familiarity with Contact Management Systems a plus.

We offer a competitive salary and complete benefits package including immediate
vesting 401(k) with match, tuition reimbursement, medical, dental, vision and
life insurance.

Please e-mail your resume with your salary history and requirements to: 

smorales@signetarmorlite.com EOE

Get your message out there
… in print and online …
And get results.

Call:
800-983-7737

Fax:
610-854-3780

www.VisionMonday.com

View 
Online Classifieds at

www.VisionMonday.com

Equipment
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Help Wanted

Account Executive 
Representative

Great opportunity

Well-established importer 
of optical frames seeking

Account Executive 
Representative

to service or call on major
retailer/labs/distributors.

Domestic and International.

Great opportunity
Fax resume to
718-633-5231

or e-mail lydrew@aol.com

Shamir Insight Inc.

the USA sales, marketing and distribution center for 
Shamir’s Premium Occupational & Progressive lenses.

Account Executives wanted for the following territories:

• Los Angeles, CA • Pittsburg, PA
• Connecticut/Bronx, NY • Dallas Fort Worth, TX
• San Francisco, CA • West Texas/New Mexico

• Also Available: Technical Specialist amd Web Programmer position – San Diego, CA

Proven experience in the optical lens industry required
SII offers an excellent compensation package with benefits including 401K!

Fax resume to Joyce Hornaday 858-444-3844 
or E-mail: jhornaday@shamirlens.com

EXPERIENCED FRAME SALES REPS WANTED
FU L L - T I M E PO S I T I O N S AVA I L A B L E

25 YEAR-OLD COMPANY WITH 80 EMPLOYEES

ESTABLISHED TERRITORIES AVAILABLE
Upstate New York, California, New England

Joan Collins, Woolrich, Coleman, Pepsi
Valerie Spencer, Urban Edge, Marc Hunter, Jubilee

email: a j2020@newyorkeye .ne t

Fax resume in confidence
NEW YORK EYE ®
A Hart Specialties Company

800.221.2068

• Large Exclusive Territory

• Salary/Commission

• Benefits and Expenses

• 401(k)

Director of Sales
North & South America

Oversees all sales activities in the Americas by managing and 
developing an international sales team. 

Direct experience in managing and growing sales is beneficial but not required.

• Minimum 5 years experience in the optical industry in a sales or 
customer contact role • Domestic and International travel 

• Self-motivated and directed • Convincing communication/presentation talent
• Strong interpersonal skills • Ability to do all administrative and project

management responsibilities.

• Salary • Medical, Dental, Vision insurance 
• 401K with company matching funds upon vesting

~ Position based in Reno, NV ~

If interested please fax, 1-775-850-2054 
or e-mail resume to cswanson@polycore-usa.com

Help Wanted

Independent Sales Reps
Dagas Optical USA Inc.,

well-established manufacturer and
distributor of optical lenses, located in

Los Angeles, is looking to expand
dynamic sales force nationwide and

Central/South America.

Experienced Independent Sales Reps
(Multiline Reps) welcome.

Fax resume to SK Oh
888-319-2020

or e-mail 
dagasusa@pacbell.net

Opportunity of a lifetime

Please fax resumes to: 

Alan at 516•777•3102 or e-mail alan@fusion-eyewear.com

• Exclusive distributors of Jean Paul Gaultier
• High-end boutique eyewear company seeking only the best.
• Looking for experienced sales reps with high-end following. 

• Must travel multiple states, all expenses paid. 
• Major dollars to be earned.

• All inquiries will be kept strictly confidential – no independents please.

Director of OperationsDirector of Operations
PixelOptics, Inc., a small, rapidly expanding high technology company in

Roanoke, VA, is currently seeking a full-time Director of Operations. The ideal 

candidate will have a minimum of 10 years of experience in a similar position, with

optical laboratory knowledge very helpful. A bachelor’s degree is required.  Must

have great attention to detail, good oral and written communication skills, and must

be able to work well under pressure. Job responsibilities include: set-up of Optical

lens distribution department to include staffing, tooling and equipment supplies;

function as liaison with Engineering, Sales and Marketing departments regarding

new product improvements; supply chain management; develop budgets and 

product inventories based on product introduction; manage quality, cost reduction,

complete and on-time delivery, safety, customer satisfaction, employee relations, 

visual controls and manufacturing facility performance; provide leadership for

employee relations through effective communications, coaching, training, and

development; manage material requirements to increase inventory turns and reduce

levels on hand; identify, communicate and drive implementation of capital invest-

ments and improvement projects. Very competitive compensation package.  Send

resume and letter of introduction to PixelOptics, Inc., 2840 Hershberger Road,

Suite B, Roanoke, VA 24017, Attn: Director of Legal Affairs. No phone calls

please. Please visit our Web site:  www.pixeloptics.com for more information

on our company.                                                                           EOE

Independent Dr. of Optometry sought for
newly constructed location in Portsmouth,
NH. Part-time, flexible schedule. Partnering
with a thriving audiology practice, we are 

anticipating a rewarding, symbiotic 
relationship with the right person. Great

opportunity for a doctor who may be nearing
retirement, or an optometrist with a young

family who only wants to work a few days per
week. Contact Tom Murray, ABO, at 

eyehunt2@comcast.net or call 603/373-6240.

Looking for experienced
Sales Representatives

Fine Eyewear
Tel: 888-838-1616 

Meet at Vision Expo: 
Call 303-748-7015

kovalis@earthlink.net

Part-time Opticians Needed
Keep your full-time job. Licensed opticians are needed for a few
weekends a year. Great earning potential for an optician looking for

additional income. Sales-oriented individuals to
market high-end motorcycle eyewear at

events in your state. Very fun! Interested
opticians, please call 605-791-0959 or
fax resume to 605-787-4795.

To get your message out there … Call Phil or Bonnie at 

800-983-7737 • FAX: 610-854-378 0 • www.VisionMonday.com
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ACCESSORIES

STORMIN’ NORMAN’S 
DISCOUNT OPTICS
Full Service Optical Supplies,
Accessories, Promotional Items & 
Private Label
800-288-4512 • 561-995-2400 
FAX:  561-995-9531

Leading manufacture of custom
designed cases. Large stock of Hard
and soft cases.
Available for custom printing.
800-291-8528 • FAX: 718-752-9858
E-Mail: sales@Astucci.com
Website: www.Astucci.com
For custom made cases:
385 Fifth Ave. 15th FL.
New York, NY 10016
212-725-3171 • FAX: 212-725-3236
Astucci Hong-Kong
Fax: 852-2367-6123
sales@astucci.com.hk

CASES

Leading manufacture of custom
designed cases. Large stock of Hard
and soft cases.
Available for custom printing.
800-291-8528 • FAX: 718-752-9858
E-Mail: sales@Astucci.com
Website: www.Astucci.com
For custom made cases:
385 Fifth Ave. 15th FL.
New York, NY 10016
212-725-3171 • FAX: 212-725-3236
Astucci Hong-Kong
Fax: 852-2367-6123
sales@astucci.com.hk

FRAMES

STORMIN’ NORMAN’S 
DISCOUNT OPTICS
Full Service Optical Supplies,
Accessories, Promotional Items & 
Private Label
800-288-4512 • 561-995-2400 
FAX:  561-995-9531

INSTRUMENTS

STORMIN’ NORMAN’S 
DISCOUNT OPTICS
Full Service Optical Supplies,
Accessories, Promotional Items & 
Private Label
800-288-4512 • 561-995-2400 
FAX:  561-995-9531

LENSES

Your global partner for high-quality 
lenses. We specialise in Polarized,
SunSensors and clear lenses in
Polycarbonate, Hard Resin 
and Hi Index.
POLYCORE OPTICAL
Singapore
Tel: 65-6747-6677
Fax: 65-6744-3664
E-mail: pos@polycore.com
www.polycore.com
USA
Tel: 888-645-7788 
Tel: 1-775-850-2050
Fax: 1-775-850-2060
E-mail:
customerservice@polycore-usa.com

MANUFACTURERS

SUN DESIGNE LTD.
is your OEM/Private label source for
reading glasses, sunglasses, frames, and
accessories. Buy direct from the 
factory! Call Jack Taber
(800) 322-6748 • FAX: (203) 758-2156
www.sundesigne.com

Factory-Direct Savings on Frames, 
Lenses, Cases and Accessories
Clam Shell hard cases! 
100% micro fiber cleaning clothes!
Over 400 frame models at low cost!
Over 40 types of lenses including high
index and 5 new finished 
extended range lenses!
Phone: 800.423.5175
Web site: www.LBI.biz

MISCELLANEOUS

STORMIN’ NORMAN’S 
DISCOUNT OPTICS
Full Service Optical Supplies,
Accessories, Promotional Items & 
Private Label
800-288-4512 • 561-995-2400 
FAX:  561-995-9531

PACKAGING

STORMIN’ NORMAN’S 
DISCOUNT OPTICS
Full Service Optical Supplies,
Accessories, Promotional Items & 
Private Label
800-288-4512 • 561-995-2400 
FAX:  561-995-9531

Leading manufacture of custom
designed cases. Large stock of Hard
and soft cases.
Available for custom printing.
800-291-8528 • FAX: 718-752-9858
E-Mail: sales@Astucci.com
Website: www.Astucci.com
For custom made cases:
385 Fifth Ave. 15th FL.
New York, NY 10016
212-725-3171 • FAX: 212-725-3236
Astucci Hong-Kong
Fax: 852-2367-6123
sales@astucci.com.hk

SUPPLIES

Leading manufacture of custom
designed cases. Large stock of Hard
and soft cases.
Available for custom printing.
800-291-8528 • FAX: 718-752-9858
E-Mail: sales@Astucci.com
Website: www.Astucci.com
For custom made cases:
385 Fifth Ave. 15th FL.
New York, NY 10016
212-725-3171 • FAX: 212-725-3236
Astucci Hong-Kong
Fax: 852-2367-6123
sales@astucci.com.hk

STORMIN’ NORMAN’S 
DISCOUNT OPTICS
Full Service Optical Supplies,
Accessories, Promotional Items & 
Private Label
800-288-4512 • 561-995-2400 
FAX:  561-995-9531

Advertising Information: (800) 983-7737  •  Fax: (610) 854-3780VM WHERE TO FIND IT
The following is a list of suppliers’ toll-free numbers for quick access to all of your optical needs. This is a paid service of Vision Monday.

Stylish Eyewear at Affordable Pricing

• Private Label  • Metal Frames as low as $5.00

• Stainless Steel & Acetate frames as low as $19.99

• Flexible Titanium frames as low as $19.99

• One year warranty on all frames

— Independent Sales Representatives wanted for all territories —

Call today for your free catalog.
phone: 866-756-4262 • fax: 570-719-0436

e-mail: info@cnceyewear.com

Visit us atBooth #1050at SECO

Independent Sales
Representative

Polycore Optical USA is seeking independent
sales representation for their western 

territory. If interested please fax, 
1-775-850-2054 or e-mail resume to 

cswanson@polycore-usa.com

Western Territory
States covered: 

CA, OR, WA, NV, AZ, MT, ID, WY, UT, CO, HI, AK

Help Wanted Help Wanted

View 
Online

classifieds
at

www.VisionMonday.com

Advertise with us!
800-983-7737

610-854-3780

www.
VisionMonday

.com

Need help?
Have merchandise?
Offering a service?

Advertise with us!
Call 800-983-7737

Fax 610-854-3780

Visit us at 
www.

VisionMonday
.com



A unique funding option
for your optical business
Opti-Capital is a new service created exclusively for retailers 

that turns future credit card receipts into cash you can use today.

For inventory, for growth, for any reason at all. And it’s virtually risk free.

Find out more today.

VISIT US AT BOOTH #3378 AT VISION EXPO EAST!

Contact Opti-Capital at 1-800-466-0404
or visit www.opti-capital.com

Several months ago,
the Delaware Supreme
Court permitted a
lawsuit to go forward
alleging personal injury
by one employee
against fellow employ-
ees. The plaintiff was
a construction worker

who was injured in a “horseplay” inci-
dent, which occurred on the job.

A lower court had ruled that the inci-
dent was covered by workers’ compen-
sation; therefore no personal injury law-
suit could be actionable. 

This particular injury occurred when a
pipe fitter and welder was trapped in a
bathroom on the job by three co-workers.
The plaintiff alleged that he was cornered
in the restroom and his co-workers
wrapped him from ankles to shoulders in
duct tape and left him in the restroom.
The plaintiff’s injuries required knee and
back surgery as well as counseling. The
plaintiff has collected more than $300,000
in workers compensation benefits.

Consistent with most rulings related
to workplace injury, the judge at the
lower court level granted summary judg-
ment based on the argument that work-
ers compensation was the plaintiff’s
exclusive remedy. The judge chose to
ignore the fact that there were many
examples of horseplay and practical
jokes at the employer’s place of business
where all the men worked.

The Delaware Supreme Court relied,
for the first time, on what is often called
the “Larson Test.”  This test is named
after the author of the widely used book
on the subject “Larson’s Workers’ Com-
pensation Law.” 

This analysis requires a four-part test: 
1. The scope and seriousness of the
conduct deviates from normal employ-
ment activities. 
2. Whether the conduct was co-mingled
or separate from work duties. 
3. Whether horseplay is a regular and

accepted practice at the workplace in
question.
4. Whether or not the nature of the job
typically included horseplay.

Many plaintiffs’ attorneys have argued
that it has been unfairly difficult for
plaintiffs to collect third party damages
from other employees due to the work-
ers’ compensation exclusive remedy
doctrine. Until this case, plaintiffs have
been required to argue what the conduct
was “outside the scope of employment”
in order to get around the workers com-
pensation exclusion.

In the case outlined above, the plain-
tiff’s attorney successfully argued that
the conduct was far and above accept-
able or reasonable notions of “horse-
play.”  In fact, several reviewers have
compared this case to the type of “haz-
ing” cases that have carried tort (i.e.
injury) liability for college fraternities.

So if you’re a wholesale laboratory,
retail eyecare office, or some other opti-
cal workplace, why should this case be
important to you? You should be aware
of this decision for two reasons. First, it
shows that steps should be taken, in
every workplace to avoid horseplay since
it can grow out of control as it did in this
case.  Secondly, plaintiffs’ attorneys have
consistently attacked the workers’ com-
pensation exclusive remedy protection
from the employer’s perspective.  Work-
ers’ compensation protects employers
from third party liability for incidents
that occur in the course and scope of
employment and limits damages to
those available under workers’ compen-
sation. This case may mark the begin-
ning of a different line of decision that
could open the door for third party liabil-
ity for workplace injuries.

Hedley Lawson, Jr. is the managing part-
ner of Aligned Growth Partners, LLC, a
strategic, operational and organizational
consulting and executive search firm
(www.alignedgrowth.com). 

When Horseplay at
Work Turns to Hazing

Hedley Lawson, Jr.

Don’t miss out on Vision Monday’s e-edition of Business
Essentials providing monthly updates on day-to-day
management issues for optical ECPs and retailers.
To subscribe to Business Essentials, go to www.vision-
monday.com, click on the Business Essentials button
and go to the Subscribe to Business Essentials option in
the newsletter. Current and past issues of Business
Essentials are available by visiting the VM Web site at
www.visionmonday.com.  
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Using Practice Management Software?
Let SPEX UPC Power your Inventory

Instead of spending countless hours keying in data for UPC codes, pricing and other
frame details - let SPEX UPC from FRAMES Data power your inventory.  

With SPEX UPC, you can use your 
Practice Management Software to:
• Control your inventory 

• Maintain data integrity 

• Print bar codes

SPEX UPC

SPEX UPC is compatible with most major Practice Management Software packages,
giving you the power to manage your inventory and business, with confidence.  

BY FRAMES DATA

www.framesdata.comIntelligent information to help grow your business.

Request a Demo CD-Rom TODAY! (800) 821-6069 Ext.1
Customer Service (800) 739-7555

Visit us at Vision Expo East

Booth #3768



OPINION www.visionmonday.com  

How bad off is the
U.S. economy, any-
way? That’s likely to
be a hot topic of con-
versation among atten-
dees and exhibitors
alike at International
Vision Expo East.

With daily news
reports full of bank
bailouts, escalating

mortgage woes and consumer uncertain-
ty, the nation’s overall business picture
doesn’t look great. And yet, the numbers
reported by public eyewear/eyecare com-
panies, backed up by anecdotal evidence
from privately held optical retailers, eye-
care professionals and suppliers, indicate
that while we’re certainly not looking for
a boom in business this year, so far this
industry seems to be holding its own.

A look at this issue’s exclusive feature
on the latest VisionWatch vision care sales
and market share data gives an update on
last year’s performance. (The Vision-
Watch survey, conducted by VM parent
Jobson Medical Information and the

Vision Council of America, surveys
100,000 U.S. consumers annually on their
buying patterns for and attitudes about
eyewear and eyecare.) 

VisionWatch survey numbers for the
full year 2007 indicate that industry dollar
sales were virtually flat last year, as were
revenues in the key ophthalmic frame
and spectacle lens product categories. 

But in a sharply down economy—
already being characterized by some
financial pundits as a recession—keep-
ing pace with a previous (and strong)
year is not too bad.

With their own P&L statements for
fiscal 2007 fresh in their minds, retailers
and ECPs who head to Vision Expo
East can be expected to be as cautious
in their buying as at any show in recent
memory. That certainly doesn’t mean
they won’t be buying—it just means

impulse buys, as opposed to well-
thought-out purchasing decisions, may
be few and far between this time.

In addition, the current economic con-
ditions may generate even more interest
than usual in education courses on prac-
tice management, business systems and
controls, and the financial aspects of run-
ning a store or optometric office. 

Every time we hit an economic down-
turn, we hear about how the optical busi-
ness is generally recession-proof—how its
products are low enough in price that con-
sumers can “treat” themselves to new
eyewear as an affordable luxury, how the
importance of eyecare from a health/vision
standpoint doesn’t change despite eco-
nomic conditions, and how a savvy busi-
nessperson can compete successfully in
the worst of recessionary times.

And you know what? That’s all true, to
some extent. This can still be a decent
year for our industry, and for the broad
spectrum of its players who take a sensi-
ble, educated approach to their business-
es. VM’s editors will be talking to a lot of
those smart players at Expo. ■■
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What’s Online @ VisionMonday.com
WebTV

Tune into Vision Monday’s WebTV, the
industry’s first video network where you’ll
find all of your current favorites. Watch
informative videos covering every facet of
the eyecare industry. Current channels
highlight: Scene & Heard optical editorial
coverage. Optical Events, Educational
Video Press Releases, Progressive Lens-
es, Lens Coatings & Treatments, Finishing
Equipment, Frames, and Practice Manage-
ment Technology.

Check out VM’s
exclusive coverage
of the Fall 2008
runway shows at
the Mercedes-Benz
Fashion Week held
in New York. Straight

from the runway, see what’s hot in
sunwear from models sporting
looks from Legacie, L’Amy, Base
Curve, and Sama.

Industry Airs Views on FDA
Lens Impact Guidelines
Get the latest update on this impor-
tant story as VM delivers insightful
comments from optical industry or-
ganizations and independent ECPs
about the Food and Drug Administra-
tion's controversial proposed guide-
lines for eyeglass lens impact test-
ing. Available only online, download
PDFs of letters and viewpoints to the
FDA from various industry voices.

High Visibility

Check out VM’s latest Live Poll
where we asks readers, “What is
your primary priority for attending
Vision Expo East?” Vote and make
your voice heard. The poll is locat-
ed at the bottom of the Vision
Monday homepage at www.vision-
monday.com.

Poll

About visionmonday.com

VisionMonday.com has an innovative,
new look.  Content from our most
recent issues is organized by topic
and category, making it easy to find
the information you need fast.  And
VMail Extra Subscribers have
access to VM’s comprehensive
archives via a new search engine
powered by Google. We have also
added a downloadable PDF version of
the most recent issue of VM.

Keeping an Eye on the Economy

Cathy Ciccolella 
Senior Editor

In a sharply down econ-
omy, keeping pace with
a previous (and strong)

year is not too bad.

New & Noteworthy 
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“Vision is so Important”
Shawn “Jay-Z” Carter
“Vision is so Important”
Shawn “Jay-Z” Carter

1-866-393-3374  •  email: info@colorsinopticsusa.com
Vision Expo East Booth #1618

DATA POINT

24.2%

18.8%

36.7%

20.3%

53.0%

47.0%

■ Male

■ Female

■ 55+

■ 45-54

■ 35-45

■ 13-34

Among eyeglass wearers in the 12 months ending Dec. ‘07, the
majority were females (53.0%). Broken out by age groups of eye-
glass wearers, the largest group was the 55+ with 36.7%. The sec-
ond to largest age group among eyeglass wearers is the 18-34 year
olds with 24.2% of them wearing eyeglasses. In the 12 months end-
ing Dec. ‘07, slightly more eyeglass wearers are in the 45-54 group
than the 35-44 age group, with 20.3% and 18.8%, respectively. 

Eyeglass Wearers by Gender and Age

Source: VisionWatch – a study conducted by Jobson/VCA 
Total Annual VisionWatch Sample Size: 100,000 consumer respondents per year (ages 18+)

Data is for the 12ME (months ending) December 2007.

41%

70%
Of all those who had an eye exam in
the last 6 months, 70 percent had

their exam at an independent. 

12%
Among all those ages 18-64 that use

some sort of vision correction, 12 per-
cent have had an evaluation to deter-
mine if they were a good candidate for
vision correction or refractive surgery. 

Source: VisionWatch – a study conducted by Jobson/VCA 
Total Annual VisionWatch Sample Size: 100,000 consumer respondents per year (ages 18+)

Data is for the 12ME (months ending) December 2007. Refractive Surgery and Eye Exam data is
for the 6ME December 2007.

BY THE NUMBERS The latest figures 

Independent optical retailers sold 41
percent of all frame units.

Conventional chains and leased optical
departments in department stores

combined sold 36 percent.

PLEASANTON, Calif.—The
Cooper Companies’ (NYSE:
COO) CooperVision contact
lens division saw its revenues
climb by 12 percent, to $205.5
million, in the company’s first
quarter ended Jan. 31. 

Broken down by product,
CooperVision’s specialty lens
revenue (toric, multifocal and
cosmetic) was $86.7 million in
Q1, up 12 percent. Sales of
toric lenses reached $70.5 mil-
lion, up 11 percent; multifocal

lens sales were $12.7 million in
the period, up 24 percent. 

Revenues from CooperVi-
sion’s Proclear products were
$51.6 million, up 34 percent
from last year’s first quarter.
Sales of single-use CLs rose 41
percent, to $36.2 million, while
sales of the company’s Biofini-
ty contact lens fell to $9.1 mil-
lion, vs. $9.8 million in the prior
year’s Q1. 

According to Robert Weiss,
the parent company’s chief

executive officer, “At [Cooper-
Vision], revenues were strong
in all geographic markets and
we outpaced market growth.
We are clearly seeing a revival
of CVI’s historic revenue
growth and share-gain pat-
terns.” 

The Cooper Companies is
now projecting full-year 2008
sales of from $895 million to
$930 million, up from previous
projections of sales in the $875
million to $920 million range. ■■

After Q4 Income Drops, LCA-Vision
Cuts 16 Percent of Work Force
CINCINNATI—After a fourth
quarter in which its net income
dropped by more than 20 per-
cent, to $4.1 million from $5.6
million in the same period last
year, refractive surgery firm
LCA-Vision (Nasdaq: LCAV)
cut its nationwide work force
by 16 percent, according to the
company. 

Revenues increased by 24
percent, to $69.7 million, in Q4,
however, although procedure
volume slumped 5 percent to
39,888. 

In the full year 2007, LCA-
Vision’s revenues reached
$292.6 million, up 22 percent.
Procedure volume increased 4
percent, to 192,204. The com-

pany’s net income for the year
was $32.5 million, vs. $28.4 mil-
lion in fiscal 2006. 

LCA-Vision opened 13 new
LasikPlus vision centers in
2007, and recently announced
the opening of its 73rd center,
in Savannah, Ga. 

Looking ahead to the rest of
2008, LCA-Vision’s chief execu-
tive officer, Steve Straus, said
the company plans to open five
to 10 vision centers during the
year, and also plans to relocate
four to seven existing locations. 

Added Straus, “We expect the
U.S. economy, including its
impact on consumer spending
habits and our industry, to contin-
ue to be challenging throughout

2008, and we estimate that indus-
try procedure volumes could
decline by more than 10 percent.
However, we remain committed
to selectively invest in our nation-
al expansion by opening vision
centers in new markets, and relo-
cating and renovating existing
vision centers,” he said. 

Straus said the company has
also updated its LasikPlus Web
site, and has shifted hours of
operations at many of its vision
centers to be more consumer-
friendly. 

In addition to the recent
work force reduction, he noted,
LCA-Vision is “diligently man-
aging our general and adminis-
trative costs.” ■■

CooperVision CL Unit Posts 12
Percent Revenue Gain in Q1

47%
The percent of sunglass wearers

who are male. 



GT2™ Progressives by ZEISS—

Precision Engineered forTotal Satisfaction.

Happy as a clam 

Tickled pink 

Truly delighted

Flying high 

Thrilled to pieces 

Pleased as punch

For more information, contact your Carl Zeiss Vision 

Representative or call 1-800-358-8258.




